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1.0 Chapter 1-Introduction 
 

1.1 What is STARFLEET? 
 
STARFLEET: The International Star Trek Fan Associations, Inc. (SFI) is a non-profit corporation chartered by the 
State of North Carolina, which is dedicated to uniting the fans of Star Trek as well as pursuing the future envisioned 
by Gene Roddenberry as depicted in the Star Trek television series and movies. Community service and charity fund 
raising are a large part of what makes SFI more than just ‘a group of people who like Star Trek’ 
 

1.2 What is STARFLEET Special Operations Command?  
 
The SFSO is a department under the office of the Vice Commander, STARFLEET. The members of SFSO include 
veterans, active duty military and your every day Star Trek fan in addition to those who like the military/Intelligence 
flavor to their Star Trek activities. 
 
Our duties to STARFLEET usually consist of Intelligence Gathering, (either using computers to gather the 
intelligence, or using good old foot power to physically check out the objective), and event security (concentrating on 
International Conferences and Regional Summits), where our principles are the Commander, STARFLEET; the Vice 
Commander, STARFLEET; and Regional Coordinators. 
 
The SFSO is organized along traditional Ranger, S.E.A.L.S., Reconnaissance, Intelligence, and MACO much like 
the SFI are. The only difference is that instead of ships or shuttles (as in SFI), the SFSO uses the Special 
Operations equivalents such as Special Operations Unit (SOU), Teams, Sectors, Quadrants and Headquarters Staff. 
 
The SFSO operatives have some of the goals as the rest of SFI, such as community service and charity fundraising, 
but our SOUs also participate in mock missions, paint ball competitions etc. It is important to note that even though 
the SFSO is setup like military, we are in NO way an actual military or paramilitary organization. 
 

1.3 Uniform Requirements 
 
Since the SFSO isn’t part of the real world military, and we do not provide you with a uniform, it is only logical that 
uniforms are not required to have fun with us. Uniforms are only suggested to promote a sense of comradeship. For 
our purposes, a uniform could be a pair of black BDU pants and a charcoal grey polo shirt to the Star Trek uniform 
choices listed in the STARFLEET Special Operations Uniform Manual located on the SFSO Website at: 
https://sfisfso.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/sfso-uniform-manual-201509.pdf 
 

1.4 Ranks 
 
Ranks are explained in detail in Chapter 3 of this manual, but briefly: a SFI chapter president (usually known as 
Commanding Officer of the ship) can promote chapter members from the ranks of Crewman Recruit to Commander. 
SFSO can not promote members of SFI. 
 

1.5 The Starfleet Special Operations Mission 
 
Technically speaking, the mission of the SFSO is simple. In fact, it is laid-out by the Federation Council in the 
SFSO's charter-issued by the Council in 2161: 
 
- To provide reconnaissance for future ground and aerial strikes. 
- To provide advanced intelligence for military planning. 
- To assist indigenous people with training to defend themselves and act as a force multiplier. 
- To act as specialized Hostage Rescue Teams. 
- To act as forces to take back captured ships and bases. 
- To infiltrate enemy positions and remove key leadership forces. 
- To demolish covertly, the enemies ability to communicate among its forces. 
- To provide training for deep cover intelligence agents, Rangers, SEALS, Recon and MACO teams. 
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- To retrieve or assist in the retrieval of deep cover intelligence agents. 
- To provide counter terrorist/insurgency. 
- To take part in fleet activities that test naval and marine station readiness and security. 
 

1.6 Qualifications of a STARFLEET  Special Operations Operative 
 
The STARFLEET Special Operations is an all volunteer force, drawn from both STARFLEET and Starfleet Marine 
Corps, with many of its Operatives being combat veterans or experienced Intelligence agents or analysts. 
Operatives of the Special Operations Command take great pride in being part of their organization, and often have a 
friendly rivalry with the Federation Ground Forces.  Special Operations Units are trained to get in silently, carry out 
the task, and get out without being seen, and as such, they are rarely in the thick of the fight, but rather are 
somewhere off to the side, providing targeting information, or providing damage assessments after a strike. 
 
Each SpecOps Operative is chosen for his intelligence, ability to work alone or in a team, his cool under fire, and the 
ability to get the job done, no matter what the cost. 
 
Since Special Operations missions often take place outside the Federation, or at hotspots inside the Federation, the 
ability to blend in and a proficiency with languages is desired.  The typical Spec Ops Operative is highly intelligent, 
physically fit, and is endowed with above average survival and weapons skills. 
 
For more information about individual training certifications, please see the SFSO Training Manual at: https://
sfisfso.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/sfso-training-manual-20151.pdf 
 

1.7 STARFEET Special Operations Awards 
 
The STARFLEET Special Operations Director awards Operatives for accomplishments they have achieved 
throughout the year. Yearly awards are awarded at the STARFLEET International Conference. 
 
For more information about the SFSO Awards Program, please see the SFO Awards Manual at  
https://sfisfso.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/sfso-awards-manual-20150101.pdf 
 

1.8 Updates to SFSO Manuals   
 
From time to time all SFSO manuals will be updated as policies and procedures change. The Director, SFSO along 
with the SFSO Command Staff have the authority to make changes as needed.  
 
These changes can initially be written as Supplemental Updates for which ever manual is being updated. These 
changes can be distributed by email, the SFSO website and SFSO social media. It does not require a complete 
rewrite of the manual at the time of a change. 
 

Manuals will be updated on a yearly scheduled starting from the publication date of the manual.  All 
current supplements will be posted on the SFSO website until added to the manual. 
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2.0 Chapter 2 – STARFLEET Special Operations Organization 
 
This section will describe the organization of the SFSO, and what new Operatives should know before getting and 
creating their own SOU. 
 

2.1 Organization of SOUs 
 
From the smallest to the largest, the order of SOUs is as follows: 
 

• Individual Operative 

• Special Operations Unit (SOU) 

• Team/Sector 

• Group/Quadrant 

• SFSO Command 
 
2.1.1 Individual Operative 
Since the STARFLEET Special Operations Command is considered a joint service, meaning that any STARFLEET 
members can participate, the most important person in the SFSO is the individual Operative. 
 
2.1.2 Special Operations Unit (SOU) 
This is the basic unit in SFSO. This can be one single lone Operative up to an entire station/ship. The Operative in 
charge of the SOU is known as the “Team Leader” while his second in command is known as the “Assistant Team 
Leader”. The SOU for comparison purposes would be approximately a platoon size element from 1-300 personnel 
depending on the branch component. 
 
Note: The requirements to become a MACO SOU has recently been changed. To become a MACO SOU, the Team 
Leader would submit the Activation Form. Once approved the SOU will become a MACO Training SOU until the 
following requirements are completely meet. The MACO Team Leader must be at the minimum, MACO Grade 4, 
and for every 3 Operatives, one must be MACO Grade 2. Example: If the SOU has the Team Leader and six 
Operatives, two of the six must be MACO Grade 2. Once these requirements are met, the SOU will petition the 
MACO Commander to become an Operational MACO SOU. Once approved, this date will start the 12 month time 
period for the SOU Team Leader to become MACO Grade 6. Remember while a MACO SOU, that your SOU must 
maintain the one out of three members must be MACO Grade 2 at all times. 
 
2.1.3 Team/Sector 
A Team is the next higher unit level for any particular branch component. In comparison, a Team could be a 
company or battalion size element and is co-located at the Sector Headquarters  level. 
 
Just as SFI is divided into Regions, the SFSO is divided into Sectors. Where Fleet would have Second Fleet, SFSO 
simply calls it Sector Two.  
 
SFSO assigns a Command Section to every Sector that has SFSO SOUs assigned to it.  If the Sector has no SFSO 
SOUs assigned, then there is no Command Section assigned to that particular Sector. 
 
The Command structure differs in SFSO compared to similar organizations. The Ground Forces equivalent to the 
Sector is a Battalion. When the typical Ground Forces Battalion deploys, the entire battalion pack up and deploys, 
only leaving a small skeleton section called a Rear Detachment. In SFSO the Sector has its own command structure 
separate from any SFSO SOUs that may be assigned. When a SFSO SOU deploys, the entre SOU will deploy, 
leaving no one behind. The SFSO Sector Chief oversees all SFSO SOUs and activities within their Sector. 
 
As an example, using the SEALS organization.  SEALS Team 1 is assigned to Sector 1.  Each SEALS SOU 
assigned to Sector 1 is a part of SEALS Team 1. Why is this? Because the organization structure of a SEALS Team 
is comprised of 4-6 SEALS SOUs. The Sector Chief and staff over see SEALS Team 1 and all of its subordinate 
SOUs. The SEALS Team 1 OIC and staff (all certified SEALS) and the Sector Chief and staff (may or may not be all 
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SEALS but rather certified in another SFSO Branch component or a mixture of SFSO Branch components) are not 
the same individuals. 
 
Note: At this point in time, Sector Chiefs and their staffs are not in use, but as SFSO grows, they will be added into 
the command structure. 
 
2.1.4 Group/Quadrant 
A Group is the next higher unit level for any particular branch component. In comparison, a Group could be a 
battalion/brigade size element. SFSO assigns a Command Section to every Quadrant whether or not  the Quadrant 
has SFSO SOUs assigned to it. 
 
The SFSO is unique in that SFSO uses Quadrant Chiefs, who are in charge of bundles of Sectors. Just like the 
Ground Forces has a Division, the SFSO has a Group.  The galaxy to the SFSO Operative is made up of four 
Quadrants: Alpha, Beta, Delta and Gamma. Each Quadrant is broken down to five Sectors. For example, the Alpha 
Quadrant consists of Sector 3, 6, 12, 13 and 18 which are the same SFI Regions 3,6,12,13, and 18. 
 
Continuing  to use the same example from  above, using the SEALS organization.  We established that SEALS 
Team 1 is assigned to Sector 1 and that each SEALS SOU assigned to Sector 1 is a part of SEALS Team 1. Sector 
2 has SEALS Team 2, Sector 7 has SEALS Team 7, Sector 14 has SEALS Team 14 and Sector 15 has SEALS 
Team 15. The Sectors that all these SEALS Teams are assigned to are in the Delta Quadrant. We know that the 
command structure is called a Group. In the SEALS organization, each group is called Starfleet Special Operations 
SEALS Special Warfare Group (SFSOSSWG) and each Group is identified by a number 1 thru 4 (Four Quadrants 
equals 4 SFSOSSWGs). In this example, the SEALS Manual states that SFSOSSWG1 is assigned to the Delta 
Quadrant. 
 
As in the Sectors, Quadrant Chiefs and staff oversee the SFSOSSWG and all subordinate units. The Quadrant Chief 
and staff are not the same individuals in the SFSOSSWG1 or subordinate units. 
 
Note: At this point in time, Quadrant Chiefs are not in use, but as we grow, and the Sectors become populated, the 
Quadrant Chiefs will be added into the command structure. 
 
Note: It needs to be clear to all Operatives in SFSO that the Command tactical elements such as in the above 
examples, The SEALS Team and the SFSOSSWG are fictional elements only.  
 
2.1.5 SFSO Command 
The SFSO Command is the Headquarters Section that oversees the entire SFSO program.  More will be discussed 
later in the chapter. 
 

2.2 Numbering of the Special Operations Unit 
 
The operative would send in a SOU activation request (https://sfisfso.wordpress.com/units/) requesting to activate a 
SOU and ask for a SOU Designation Number. At this point, the Deputy Director (Operations) and the Director will 
receive the request and verify if the number is used already. 
 
The numbering will be a three digit number from 000-999 and have the designator of SOU (Special Operations Unit) 
at the beginning. Thus a number could be as follows: SOU-001. 
 

2.3 Putting It Together 
 
Just in case you are wondering how it would go, we’ll take a  SOU and walk you through it. For this example, we’ll 
use the 230th MACO “Strike Eagles”, also known as SOU-230, which is stationed aboard the USS George 
Washington in Jacksonville, North Carolina. 
 
All the SFSO Operatives assigned to the USS George Washington are a part of SOU-230. 
This SOU is a MACO team 
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Sector:  Since the USS George Washington is in Jacksonville, North Carolina, and the SOU-230 reside in Region 1 
(which is made of up of Kentucky, Indiana, North Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West 
Virginia), The Strike Eagles would fall in the area of Sector 1.  So far, we have SOU-230, Sector 1. 
 
Quadrant: Since SOU-230 is a North Carolina chapter, and since North Carolina falls into SFI Region 1 (SFMC First 
Brigade) which is Sector 1. Since Sector 1 is part of the Delta Quadrant, which consists of SFI Regions 1,2,7, 14 and 
15 or Sectors 1, 2, 7, 14, and 15. This SOU would known as SOU-230, Sector 1, Delta Quadrant. 

Figure 2-1. Milky Way Galaxy and Quadrant Map 

 

2.4 Current SFSO Quadrant and Sector Coverage Areas  
 

Alpha Quadrant 
SOUs in Sector (STARFLEET Regions) 3, 6, 12, 13, and 18 

           
Sector 3 

Texas and Lousina 
 

Sector 6 
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin 

          
Sector 12 

Arkansas, Illinois, Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma 
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Sector 13 
Manitoba, Ontario, Canada and Michigan  

 
Sector 18 

Mexico, Central America and South America 
  

Beta Quadrant  
SOUs in Sector (STARFLEET Regions) 4, 5, 10, 17, and 11 

 
Sector 4 

Arizona, California, Hawaii and Nevada 
 

Sector 5 
Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington 

       
Sector 10 

Alaska, Western Canada (Alberta, British Columbia, and Saskatchewan) 
    

Sector 11 
New Zealand, Indonesia and Australia 

    
Sector 17 

Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming 
 

         
Delta Quadrant  

SOUs in Sector (STARFLEET Regions) 1, 2, 7, 14, and 15 
 

Sector 1 
Kentucky, Indiana, North Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia 

 
Sector 2 

Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, Puerto Rico and the Caribbean 
       

Sector 7 
Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania 

    
 

Sector 14 
Quebec, Canadian Maritimes (New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island) 

    
Sector 15 

Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont 
 

 
Gamma Quadrant  

SOUs in Sector (STARFLEET Regions) 8, 9, 16, 19, and 20 
 

Sector 8 
Africa and the Middle East, including (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, 

Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, Yemen, and United Arab Emirates) 
 

Sector 9 
Continental Europe, including the old Soviet States 

       
Sector 16 
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Guam, Japan, Micronesia, North and South Korea, Philippines 
  

Sector 19 
Asia (Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Burma (Myanmar), China, Cambodia, India, 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Thailand, 
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Vietnam and Taiwan) 

    
Sector 20 

Ireland and Great Britain (England, North Ireland, Scotland, Wales) 
 

2.5 Chain of Command (COC) 
 
The purpose of the Chain of Command is to show a clear path of authority. This starts with the individual Operative 
and moves up through his superiors then up to the Headquarters Staff, then to the SFSO Director. The Chain of 
Command exists to facilitate the transfer of authority, responsibility, and information from one level to the next. 
 
If you have a problem or an idea which you would like for us to hear and consider, please follow the Chain of 
Command to contact the appropriate person. This is to ensure that whoever is asked about this will be informed of 
what the issue or idea is about. 
 
The Chain of Command needs to be followed from Operative all the way up through Assistant Team Leader to 
Director. 
 

2.6 STARFLEET Special Operations Command (SFSOCOM) 
 
The SFSO’s has a command component called the SFSO Command (SFSOCOM), which then has three 
departments; SFSO Operations, SFSO Training and SFSO Support (Figure 2-2). 

 
Figure 2-2. STARFLEET Special Operations Command 

 
SFSOCOM provides SEALS, Ranger, MACO, Reconnaissance, and Intelligence personnel to the ground combat 
commander (GCC), SFSOCOM exercises command of Federation-based (Starfleet Special Operations Forces 
(SFSOF). SFSOCOM, is responsible for the organization, administration, recruiting, equipping, training, 
maintenance, support, readiness, deployment, and education of assigned forces, including those forces temporarily 
assigned to the operational control of other unified commanders.  
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The Headquarters Staff is the decision-making body of the SFSO and is made up of the top operatives with in  
SFSO. These individuals are responsible for making the decisions for SFSO.  
 
The SFSO Command Leadership is made up of the SFSO Director, SFSO Assistant Director, SFSO Deputy Director 
(Operations), SFSO Deputy Director (Training) and the SFSO Deputy Director (Support).  Each of the Deputy 
Directors have an Assistant Deputy Director to assist them. 
 
2.6.1 STARFLEET Special Operations Director - SFSO(D), The Director 
The Director of the SFSO reports to the Vice Commander of STARFLEET, and is the ultimate authority of the SFSO. 
He is responsible for the Special Operations Command as a whole, and his duties include:  
 

1) Acting as a liaison between STARFLEET and the SFSO 
2) Selecting the members of the Headquarters staff (when someone needs to be replaced or steps down,) 
3) Accounting to the SFSO personnel on SFSO Financial matters 
4) Forwarding to the SFI Executive Committee his recommendations for promotion of SFSO personnel to the 

rank of Captain/Colonel and Above, as well as to the Regional Coordinators for SFSO Personnel who don't 
have a local chapter to represent them 

5) Reporting to STARFLEET what is going on in the SFSO 
6) Acting as a liaison between SFSO and other STARFLEET programs on joint projects. 

 
In the event that the Director of the SFSO goes missing, or for any reason, steps down, the Assistant Director is 
instantly promoted to Director. 
 
2.6.2 The Assistant Director of the SFSO (AD) 
The Assistant Director of the SFSO is appointed by the Director of the SFSO and as such, he is part of the 
command of the SFSO. The AD is second in command. The Assistant Director oversees the actions of the staff. The 
AD will provide a detailed report of all activities that fall under his office. The AD is directly responsible for overseeing 
all charitable activities undertaken by the SFSO Command.  He might be in charge of committees and other duties 
as assigned by the Director.  He will also be responsible for the creation of awards and uniform codes. He is also 
responsible for the maintaining of the projects assigned to him from the Director which may include vanity emails for 
the command staff, website functionality, and Facebook presence. The AD will assume command of the SFSO, 
should anything happen to the Director, and will hold that position until the Director returns, and if the Director does 
not return the AD will assume the position of Director until officially appointed by the Vice Commander, STARFLEET 
or a successor is appointed by the Vice Commander, STARFLEET. 
 
2.6.3 The Associate Director of the SFSO 
The Associate Director of the SFSO is actually a council of all previous SFSO Directors who are still a part of the 
SFSO program. The Associate Director(s) assist and advise the current SFSO Director. 
 

2.7 STARFLEET Special Operations - Operations 
 
The STARFLEET Special Operations - Operations Department is responsible for the day to day operations that 
relates to SFSO SOU operations. Functional duties include- 
 

• Activation and Deactivations of Special Operations Units 

• Updating Special Operations Unit Information 

• Receive monthly SOU/Sector/Quadrant status reports 

• Submit SOU roll-up report monthly to the SFSO Director 

• Track and award SFSO General Martok Service Awards 

• Coordinate with SFSO Support Department on SFSO Component Manuals 

• Coordinate with SFSO Training Department on SFSO Operative Training Requirements 

• Introduction of new Special Operational Units to the perspective SOU chain of command 

• Notify SFSO Webmaster with SOU activations, deactivations and SOU information changes 

• Appoints all Sector/Quadrant Chiefs 

• Appoints all Department related positions 
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• Receive mission orders from the SFSO Director 

• Issue mission orders to subordinate commands 
 

The STARFLEET Special Operations-Operations Department has two subordinate commands. The SFSO Tactical 
Operations Command and the SFSO Intelligence Operations Command. Each subordinate command will be 
discussed in details below. 
 
2.7.1 The Deputy Director (Operations)- DD(O) or Operations Manager 
The Deputy Director (Operations) is appointed by the SFSO Director and as such, he is third in command of the 
SFSO. The DD(O) is responsible for all the duty functions for the department as listed above. The DD(O) reports to 
the SFSO Director and other duties as assigned by the Director.  Revisions of the this manual is the responsibility of 
the DD(O) but he will also coordinated with the Deputy Director (Support). 
 
2.7.2 The Assistant Deputy Director (Operations)- ADD(O) or Assistant Operations Manager 
The Assistant Deputy Director (Operations) is appointed by the DD(O). The Assistant Deputy Director (Operations) 
will assist the DD(O) as needed. 
 
In the event that the DD(O) goes missing, or for any reason, steps down, the Assistant Deputy Director (Operations) 
is instantly promoted to the Acting DD(O) until the SFSO Director appoints a permanent DD(O). 

 

Figure 2-3. STARFLEET Special Operations Command and Subordinate Commands 

 
2.7.3 SFSO Tactical Operations Command (TacOps) 
SFSO TacOps is a subordinate command of the SFO Operations Department. TacOps is commanded by the 
TacOps Commander previously known as the Assistant Deputy Director (TacOps). TacOps has two subordinate 
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commands; the SFSO Ranger Command and the SFSO Special Warfare Command. TacOps is responsible to 
organize, equip, train, validate, and deploy forces to conduct tactical field operations such as mission 
reconnaissance, ambushes, deliberate attacks, defensive operations, tactical insertions, and clearance operations. 
TacOps also supports the SFSOCOM, regional geographic combatant commands (GCC), Federation Ambassadors, 
and other government agencies, as directed. TacOps is responsible for the day to day operations of the Ranger 
Command and Special Warfare Command. Functional duties include- 
 

• Recommendations to the DD(O) about Deactivations of Special Operations Units 

• Maintaining and updating Ranger and SEALS SOU Information as necessary 

• Receive Ranger and SEALS monthly SOU/Sector/Quadrant status reports 

• Submit TacOps SOUs roll-up report monthly to the DD(O) 

• Coordinate with the DD(O) on TacOps component manuals 

• Coordinate with DD(O) on SFSO Operative Training Requirements 

• Introduction of new Ranger and SEALS Special Operational Units to the perspective SOU chain of command 

• Coordinate with the DD(O) with TacOps SOU activations/deactivations and SOU information changes for the 
SFSO Web Master 

• Appoints the Ranger and SEALS Commander 

• Appoints all Department related positions 

• Receive mission orders from the SFSO Director 

• Issue mission orders to subordinate commands 

 
Figure 2-4. SFSO tactical Operations Command Structure 

 

2.7.3.1 Tactical Operations Commander 
The Tactical Operations Commanding Officer is appointed by the SFSO DD(O) and as such, he is third in command 
 of the SFSO Operations Department. The Tactical Operations Commanding Officer is responsible for all the duty 
functions for the TacOps Department as listed above. The Tactical Operations Commanding Officer reports to the 
SFSO DD(O) and other duties as assigned by the DD(O). Revisions of the Ranger and SEALS Manuals is the 
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responsibility of the TacOps Commander but he will also coordinated with the SFSO DD(O) and the Deputy Director 
(Support). 
 
2.7.3.2 Tactical Operations Executive Officer 
The Tactical Operations Executive Officer is appointed by the TacOps Commander. The Tactical Operations 
Executive Officer will assist the Tactical Operations Commanding Officer as needed. 
 
In the event that the Tactical Operations Commanding Officer goes missing, or for any reason, steps down, the 
Tactical Operations Executive Officer is instantly promoted to the Acting Tactical Operations Commanding Officer 
until the DD(O) appoints a permanent Tactical Operations Commanding Officer. 
 
2.7.4 Ranger Command 
Ranger Command is a subordinate command of the SFO Tactical Operations Command. Ranger Command is 
commanded by the Ranger Commander. Ranger Command has at the time of publication of this manual, six Ranger 
SOUs in operation. Ranger command is responsible to organize, equip, train, validate, and deploy forces to conduct 
Ranger tactical field operations such as mission reconnaissance, ambushes, deliberate attacks, defensive 
operations, tactical insertions, and clearance operations. Ranger Command also supports the TacOps Command, 
SFSOCOM, regional geographic combatant commands (GCC), Federation Ambassadors, and other government 
agencies, as directed. Ranger Command is responsible for the day to day operations of the Ranger SOUs. 
Functional duties include- 
 

• Recommendations to the TacOps Commander about Deactivations of Ranger SOUs 

• Maintaining and updating Ranger SOU information as necessary 

• Receive Ranger monthly SOU/Sector/Quadrant status reports 

• Submit Ranger SOUs roll-up report monthly to the TacOps Commander 

• Coordinate with the TacOps Commander on the Ranger Manual 

• Coordinate with TacOps Commander on SFSO Ranger Operative Training Requirements 

• Introduction of new Ranger SOUs to Quadrant/Sector Commands. 

• Coordinate with the TacOps Commander about SOU activations, deactivations and SOU information changes 
for the SFSO Web Master 

• Appoints all Ranger Command Department related positions 

• Receive mission orders from the TacOps Commander 

• Issue mission orders to Ranger SOUs 
 
2.7.4.1 Ranger Commander 
The Ranger Commander is appointed by the TacOps Commander and as such is the third in the command of the 
TacOps Department. The Ranger Commander is responsible for overseeing all Ranger SOUs under his command 
and making sure all reports from the Ranger SOUs are sent in on time. The Ranger Commander is to assist the 
Ranger Quadrant/Sector Commanders, Ranger SOU Team Leaders and Operatives to integrate into the SFSO. The 
Ranger Commander reports to the TACOPs Commander and any additional duties as assigned by the TacOps 
Commander. Revisions of the Ranger Manual is the responsibility of the Ranger Commander but he will also 
coordinated with the TacOps Commander. 
 
2.7.4.2 Ranger Executive Officer 
The Ranger Executive Officer is appointed by the Ranger Commander. The Ranger Executive Officer will assist the 
Ranger Commander as needed. 
 
In the event that the Ranger Commander goes missing, or for any reason, steps down, the Ranger Executive Officer 
is instantly promoted to the Acting Ranger Commander until the TacOps Commander appoints a permanent Ranger 
Commander. 
 
2.7.5 Special Warfare Command (SEALS) 
Special Warfare Command is a subordinate command of the SFO Tactical Operations Command. Special Warfare 
Command is commanded by the SEALS Commander. Special Warfare Command has at the time of publication of 
this manual, four SEALS SOUs in operation. Special Warfare Command is responsible to organize, equip, train, 
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validate, and deploy forces to conduct SEALS tactical field operations such as mission reconnaissance, 
ambushes, deliberate attacks, defensive operations, tactical insertions, and clearance operations. Special Warfare 
Command also supports the TacOps Command, SFSOCOM, regional geographic combatant commands (GCC), 
Federation Ambassadors, and other government agencies, as directed. Special Warfare Command is responsible 
for the day to day operations of the SEALS SOUs. Functional duties include- 
 

• Recommendations to the TacOps Commander about Deactivations of SEALS SOUs 

• Maintaining and updating SEALS SOU information as necessary 

• Receive SEALS monthly SOU/Sector/Quadrant status reports 

• Submit SEALS SOUs roll-up report monthly to the TacOps Commander 

• Coordinate with the TacOps Commander on the SEALS Manual 

• Coordinate with TacOps Commander on SFSO SEALS Operative Training Requirements 

• Introduction of new SEALS SOUs to Quadrant/Sector Commands. 

• Coordinate with the TacOps Commander about SOU activations, deactivations and SOU information changes 
for the SFSO Web Master 

• Appoints all SEALS Command Department related positions 

• Receive mission orders from the TacOps Commander 

• Issue mission orders to SEALS SOUs 
 
2.7.5.1 SEALS Commander 
The SEALS Commander is appointed by the TacOps Commander and as such is the fourth in the command of the 
TacOps Department. The SEALS Commander is responsible for overseeing all SEALS SOUs under his command 
and making sure all reports from the SEALS SOUs are sent in on time. The SEALS Commander is to assist the 
SEALS Quadrant/Sector Commanders, SEALS SOU Team Leaders and Operatives to integrate into the SFSO. The 
SEALS Commander reports to the TACOPs Commander and any additional duties as assigned by the TacOps 
Commander. Revisions of the SEALS Manual is the responsibility of the SEALS Commander but he will also 
coordinated with the TacOps Commander. 
 
2.7.5.2 SEALS Executive Officer 
The SEALS Executive Officer is appointed by the SEALS Commander. The SEALS Executive Officer will assist the 
SEALS Commander as needed. 
 
In the event that the SEALS Commander goes missing, or for any reason, steps down, the SEALS Executive Officer 
is instantly promoted to the Acting SEALS Commander until the TacOps Commander appoints a permanent SEALS 
Commander. 
 
2.7.6 SFSO Intelligence Operations Command (IntelOps) 
SFSO IntelOps is a subordinate command of the SFO Operations Department. IntelOps is commanded by the 
IntelOps Commander previously known as the Assistant Deputy Director (IntelOps). IntelOps has two subordinate 
commands; the SFSO Intelligence Command and the SFSO Reconnaissance Command. IntelOps is the component  
of STARFLEET Special Operations tasked with gathering and analyzing information concerning its own peoples, 
when necessary, and neighboring powers in the galaxy. The IntelOps, colloquially referred to as 'The Agency', either 
directly acts, or ignores, upon this information that has been gathered or it is passed onto the SFSOCOM and in 
some severe circumstances directly to Starfleet Intelligence. 
 
IntelOps is also responsible to organize, equip, train, validate, and deploy intelligence assets to conduct intelligence 
operations such as the following: 
 

• Unfriendly Military Movement, Strength, and Locations (UMMSL) 

• Enemy Weapons Development and Proliferation (EWDP) 

• Alien Technology Assessment (ATA) 

• Assessment of Foreign Friendly Internal Defense Capabilities (Non-Federation) (AFFIDC) 

• Direct Action (DA) 

• New Frontier Risk Assessment (NFRA) 
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• Counter-Terrorism (CT) 
 
IntelOps also supports the SFSOCOM, regional geographic combatant commands (GCC), Federation Ambassadors, 
and other government agencies, as directed. IntelOps is responsible for the day to day operations of the SFSO 
 Reconnaissance Command and the SFSO Intelligence Command. Functional duties include- 

• Recommendations to the DD(O) about Deactivations of Intelligence/Reconnaissance Special Operations Units 

• Maintaining and updating Reconnaissance and Intelligence SOU Information as necessary 

• Receive Reconnaissance and Intelligence monthly SOU/Sector/Quadrant status reports 

• Submit IntelOps SOUs roll-up report monthly to the DD(O) 

• Coordinate with the DD(O) on IntelOps component manuals 

• Coordinate with DD(O) on SFSO Operative Training Requirements 

• Introduction of new Reconnaissance and Intelligence SOUs to the perspective SOU chain of command 

• Coordinate with the DD(O) with IntelOps SOU activations, deactivations and SOU information changes for the 
SFSO Web Master 

• Appoints the Reconnaissance and Intelligence Commander 

• Appoints all Department related positions 

• Receive mission orders from the SFSO DD(O) 

• Issue mission orders to subordinate commands 

Figure 2-5. SFSO Intelligence Operations Command Structure 

 

2.7.6 .1 Intelligence Operations Commander 
The Intelligence Operations Commander is appointed by the SFSO DD(O) and as such, he is fourth in command of 
the SFSO Operations Department. The Intelligence Operations Commander is responsible for all the duty functions 
for the IntelOps Department as listed above. The Intelligence Operations Commander reports to the SFSO DD(O) 
and other duties as assigned by the DD(O). Revisions of the Reconnaissance and Intelligence Manuals is the 
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responsibility of the IntelOps Commander but he will also coordinated with the SFSO DD(O) and the Deputy Director 
(Support). 
 
2.7.6.2 Intelligence Operations Executive Officer 
The Intelligence Operations Executive Officer is appointed by the IntelOps Commander. The Intelligence Operations 
Executive Officer will assist the Intelligence Operations Commander as needed. 
 
In the event that the Intelligence Operations Commander goes missing, or for any reason, steps down, the 
Intelligence Operations Executive Officer is instantly promoted to the Acting Intelligence Operations Commander 
until the DD(O) appoints a permanent Intelligence Operations Commander. 
 
2.7.7 Reconnaissance Command 
Reconnaissance Command is a subordinate command of the SFO Intelligence Operations Command. 
Reconnaissance Command is commanded by the Reconnaissance Commander. Reconnaissance Command has at 
the time of publication of this manual, six Reconnaissance SOUs in operation. Reconnaissance Command 
is responsible to organize, equip, train, validate, and deploy forces to conduct reconnaissance tactical field 
operations such as: 
 

• Amphibious reconnaissance 

• Deep ground reconnaissance 

• Surveillance 

• Battle space shaping 

• Limited scale raids in support of the Special Operational Forces (SOF) or other Starfleet forces 

• Direct Action (DA) only when required by the mission 
 
Reconnaissance Command also supports the IntelOps Command, SFSOCOM, regional geographic combatant 
commands (GCC), Federation Ambassadors, and other government agencies, as directed. Reconnaissance 
Command is responsible for the day to day operations of the Reconnaissance SOUs. Functional duties include- 
 

• Recommendations to the IntelOps Commander about Deactivations of Reconnaissance SOUs 

• Maintaining and updating Reconnaissance SOU information as necessary 

• Receive Reconnaissance monthly SOU/Sector/Quadrant status reports 

• Submit Reconnaissance SOUs roll-up report monthly to the IntelOps Commander 

• Coordinate with the IntelOps Commander on the Reconnaissance Manual 

• Coordinate with IntelOps Commander on SFSO Reconnaissance Operative Training Requirements 

• Introduction of new Reconnaissance SOUs to Quadrant/Sector Commands. 

• Coordinate with the IntelOps Commander about SOU activations, deactivations and SOU information changes 
for the SFSO Web Master 

• Appoints all Reconnaissance Command Department related positions 

• Receive mission orders from the IntelOps Commander 

• Issue mission orders to Reconnaissance SOUs 
 
2.7.7.1 Reconnaissance Commander 
The Reconnaissance Commander is appointed by the IntelOps Commander and as such, he is third in command of 
the IntelOps Command. The Reconnaissance Commander is responsible for all the duty functions for the 
Reconnaissance Command as listed above. The Reconnaissance Commander reports to the IntelOps Commander 
and other duties as assigned by the IntelOps Commander. Revisions of the Reconnaissance Manual is the 
responsibility of the Reconnaissance Commander but he will also coordinated with the IntelOps Commander. 
 
2.7.7.2 Reconnaissance Executive Officer 
The Reconnaissance Executive Officer is appointed by the Reconnaissance Commander. The Reconnaissance 
Executive Officer will assist the Reconnaissance Commander as needed. 
 
In the event that the Reconnaissance Commander goes missing, or for any reason, steps down, the 
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Reconnaissance Executive Officer is instantly promoted to the Acting Reconnaissance Commander until the 
IntelOps Commander appoints a permanent Reconnaissance Commander. 
 
2.7.8 Intelligence Command 
Intelligence Command is a subordinate command of the SFO Intelligence Operations Command. Intelligence 
Command is commanded by the Intelligence Commander. Intelligence Command has at the time of publication of 
this manual, eight Intelligence SOUs in operation. Intelligence Command is responsible to organize, equip, train, 
validate, and deploy forces to conduct Intelligence operations such as:  
 

• Unfriendly Military Movement, Strength, and Locations (UMMSL) 

• Enemy Weapons Development and Proliferation (EWDP) 

• Alien Technology Assessment (ATA) 

• Assessment of Foreign Friendly Internal Defense Capabilities (Non-Federation) (AFFIDC) 

• New Frontier Risk Assessment (NFRA) 

• Counter-Terrorism (CT) 
 
Intelligence Command also supports the IntelOps Command, SFSOCOM, regional geographic combatant 
commands (GCC), Federation Ambassadors, and other government agencies, as directed. Intelligence Command is 
responsible for the day to day operations of the Intelligence SOUs. Functional duties include- 
 

• Recommendations to the IntelOps Commander about Deactivations of Intelligence SOUs 

• Maintaining and updating Intelligence SOU information as necessary 

• Receive Intelligence monthly SOU/Sector/Quadrant status reports 

• Submit Intelligence SOUs roll-up report monthly to the IntelOps Commander 

• Coordinate with the IntelOps Commander on the Intelligence Manual 

• Coordinate with IntelOps Commander on SFSO Intelligence Operative Training Requirements 

• Introduction of new Intelligence SOUs to Quadrant/Sector Commands. 

• Coordinate with the IntelOps Commander about SOU activations, deactivations and SOU information changes 
for the SFSO Web Master 

• Appoints all Intelligence Command Department related positions 

• Receive mission orders from the IntelOps Commander 

• Issue mission orders to Intelligence SOUs 
 
2.7.8.1 Intelligence Commander 
The IntelligenceCommander is appointed by the IntelOps Commander and as such, he is fourth in command of the 
IntelOps Command. The Intelligence Commander is responsible for all the duty functions for the Intelligence 
Command as listed above. The Intelligence Commander reports to the IntelOps Commander and other duties as 
assigned by the IntelOps Commander. Revisions of the Intelligence Manual is the responsibility of the Intelligence 
Commander but he will also coordinated with the IntelOps Commander. 
 
2.7.8.2 Intelligence Executive Officer 
The Intelligence Executive Officer is appointed by the Intelligence Commander. The Intelligence Executive Officer 
will assist the Intelligence Commander as needed. 
 
In the event that the Intelligence Commander goes missing, or for any reason, steps down, the Intelligence 
Executive Officer is instantly promoted to the Acting Intelligence Commander until the IntelOps Commander appoints 
a permanent Intelligence Commander. 
 

2.8 STARFLEET Special Operations - Support 
 
The STARFLEET Special Operations - Support Department is responsible for the day to day operations that relates 
 to SFSO Newsletter publication, Electronic Media, SFSO Quartermaster operations and SFSO MACO SOU 
operations. Functional duties include- 
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• Publication of the SFSO Newsletter 

• Creation, updating and maintaining the SFSO website 

• Creating, maintenance and supervision of SFSO social media accounts 

• Creating, maintaining, procurement and supervision of the SFO Quartermaster operations 

• Coordinate with SFSO Operations Department with  the activation and deactivations of MACO Special 
Operations Units 

• Updating MACO Special Operations Unit Information 

• Receive monthly MACO SOU/Sector/Quadrant status reports 

• Submit MACO SOU roll-up report monthly to the SFSO Director 

• Coordinate with SFSO Support Department on SFSO MACO Manuals 

• Coordinate with SFSO Training Department on SFSO MACO Operative Training Requirements 

• Introduction of new MACO Special Operational Units to the perspective SOU chain of command 

• Notify SFSO Webmaster with MACO SOU activations, deactivations and SOU information changes 

• Appoints all MACO Sector/Quadrant Chiefs 

• Appoints all Support Department related positions 

• Receive MACO mission orders from the SFSO Director 

• Issue MACO mission orders to subordinate commands 
 
The STARFLEET Special Operations-Support Department has four subordinate commands. The SFSO 
Communications Support Section, The SFSO Electronic Media Support Section, SFSO Quartermaster Section and 
the SFSO MACO Operations Command. Each subordinate command will be discussed in details below. 
 
2.8.1 Deputy Director (Support) - DD(S) 
The Deputy Director (Support) is appointed by the SFSO Director and as such, he is fourth in command of the 
SFSO. The DD(S) is responsible for all the duty functions for the department as listed above and other duties as 
assigned by the SFSO Director. The DD(S) reports to the SFSO Director  
 
The DD(S) assist all other departments with SFSO related Manuals. While it is the primary responsibility of the other 
SFSO Departments, the DD(S) will ensure formatting and content is consistent with all ready established SFSO 
policies, procedures and Information. 
 
The DD(S) is also responsible for all MACO Operations and will receive reports from all MACO SOUs and 
consolidate the reports. The DD(S) will report all MACO SOU information as a separate report for the SFSO 
Director. 
 
2.8.2 Assistant Deputy Director (Support) - ADD(S) 
The Assistant Deputy Director (Support) is appointed by the DD(S). The ADD(S) will assist the DD(S) as needed. 
The ADD(S) is directly responsible for the Communications Support Chief (Newsletter) and the Electronic Media 
Support Chief (Web Master). 
 
In the event that the DD(S) goes missing, or for any reason, steps down, the Assistant Deputy Director (Support) is 
instantly promoted to the DD(S) until such time as the SFSO Director appoints a new permanent DD(S). 
 
2.8.3 Communications Support Chief (Newsletter) 
The Communications Support Chief (Newsletter) is appointed by the DD(S). The Communications Support Chief 
(News) will be the editor of the Secured Frequencies (SFSO Newsletter). The Communications Support Chief 
(News) will gather articles for the newsletter and publish the newsletter in a timely manner. 
 
2.8.4 Electronic Media Support Chief (Web Master)-SFSO (Web) 
The Electronic Media Support Chief (Web Master) is appointed by the DD(S). The Electronic Media Support Chief 
(Web Master) will assist in maintaining the website of SFSO and moderate the Facebook and any other social 
media.  
 
2.8.5 Logistical Support Chief (Quartermaster)- SFSO Quartermaster, SFSO(QM) 
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The Logistics Support Chief (Quartermaster) is appointed by the DD(S). The Logistics Support Chief 
(Quartermaster) will assist in maintaining the SFSO quartermaster and coordinate with the SFSO (Web) on issues 
with the SFSO(QM) web pages. 
 

Figure 2-6. SFSO Support Department Command Structure 

 
2.8.6 MACO Command Operations 
MACO Command Operations is a subordinate command of the SFO Support Department. MACO Command 
Operations is commanded by the MACO Commander. MACO Command Operations has at the time of publication of 
this manual, nine MACO SOUs in operation. MACO Operations Command is responsible to organize, equip, train, 
validate, and deploy forces to conduct MACO tactical field operations such as mission reconnaissance, 
ambushes, deliberate attacks, defensive operations, tactical insertions, and clearance operations. MACO Command 
Operations also supports the TacOps and IntelOps Command, SFSOCOM, regional geographic combatant 
commands (GCC), Federation Ambassadors, and other government agencies, as directed. MACO Command 
Operations is responsible for the day to day operations of the MACO SOUs. Functional duties include- 
 

• Recommendations to the SFSO DD(O) about deactivations of MACO SOUs 

• Maintaining and updating MACO SOU information as necessary 

• Receive MACO monthly SOU/Sector/Quadrant status reports 

• Submit MACO SOUs roll-up report monthly to the SFSO DD(S) 

• Coordinate with the SFSO DD(S) on the MACO Manuals 

• Coordinate with the SFSO DD(S) on SFSO MACO Operative Training Requirements 

• Introduction of new MACO SOUs to Quadrant/Sector Commands. 

• Coordinate with the SFSO DD(S) about SOU activations, deactivations and SOU information changes for the 
SFSO Electronic Media Support Chief (Web Master) 

• Appoints all MACO Command Operations Department related positions 

• Receive mission orders from the SFSO DD(S) 

• Issue mission orders to MACO SOUs 
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2.8.6.1 MACO Commander - MACO(CDR) 
The MACO Commander is appointed by the SFSO DD(S) and as such, he is sixth in command of the SFSO Support 
 Department. The MACO Commander is responsible for all the duty functions for the MACO Command as listed 
above. The MACO Commander reports to the SFSO DD(S) and other duties as assigned by the SFSO DD(S). 
Revisions of the Reconnaissance Manual is the responsibility of the Reconnaissance Commander but he will also 
coordinated with the IntelOps Commander. 
 
2.8.6.2 MACO Executive Officer - MACO(XO) 
The MACO Executive Officer is appointed by the MACO Commander. The MACO Executive Officer will assist the 
MACO Commander as needed. 
 
In the event that the MACO Commander goes missing, or for any reason, steps down, the MACO Executive Officer 
is instantly promoted to the Acting MACO Commander until the SFSO DD(S) appoints a permanent MACO 
Commander. 
 

2.9 STARFLEET Special Operations - Training 
 
The STARFLEET Special Operations-Training Department is the education branch of STARFLEET Special 
Operations. The STARFLEET Special Operations Training Department oversees SFSO component branch schools, 
enlisted personnel training, advanced skills courses, and periodic skill re-fresher courses. Most of these courses are 
currently held either at one of the SFA facilities, or at one of the many training facilities in the New Carrickfergus 
system which is home to the SFSO Special Warfare Center and School. 
 
These facilities, together with the Carrickfergus Station (a Starbase 73 Class Station) serving as SFSO Training 
headquarters, comprise the Starfleet Special Operations Special Warfare Center and School. 
 
The STARFLEET Special Operations-Training Department offers a wide variety of courses based on SFSO 
component training requirements for SFSO Operative certifications. The SFSO training curriculum has been 
designed to be offered exclusively to the SFSO assigned Operatives.  
Functional duties include- 
 

• Design, review and implement training based on the SFSO Operative Certification requirements 

• Updating Special Operations Operative certification requirements  

• Receive monthly SFSO Operative certification reports from the Certification Officers 

• Submit SFSO Operative Certifications roll-up report monthly to the SFSO Director 

• Track and submit award requests for any of the  SFSO Major Hayes Team Awards 

• Coordinate with SFA pertaining to changes to SFA Institutions/Colleges/Schools  

• Coordinate with SFSO Operations Department pertaining to SFSO Operative Certification requirements 

• Coordinate with SFSO MACO Department pertaining to SFSO MACO Operative Certification requirements 

• Appoints all Department related positions 
 

The STARFLEET Special Operations-Training Department has three subordinate sections. The SFSO Tactical 
Operations Certification Section, SFSO Intelligence Operations Certification Section and the MACO Certification 
Section. Each subordinate command will be discussed in details below. 
2.9.1 Deputy Director (Training) - DD(T) 
The Deputy Director (Training) is appointed by the SFSO Director and as such, he is fifth in command of the SFSO. 
The DD(T) is responsible for all the duty functions for the department as listed above. The DD(T) reports to the 
SFSO Director and other duties as assigned by the SFSO Director. Revisions of the SFSO Training Manual is the 
responsibility of the DD(T) but he will also coordinated with the Deputy Director (Support). 
 
2.9.2 Assistant Deputy Director (Training) - ADD(T) 
The Assistant Deputy Director (Training) is appointed by the DD(T). The Assistant Deputy Director (Training) will 
assist the DD(T) as needed. 
 
In the event that the DD(T) goes missing, or for any reason, steps down, the Assistant Deputy Director (Training) is 
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instantly promoted to the Acting DD(T) until the SFSO Director appoints a permanent DD(T). 

Figure 2-7. SFSO Training Department Command Structure 

 

2.9.3 Tactical Operations Certification Section 
The Tactical Operations Certification Section is responsible to certify all Operatives that are assigned to the TacOps 
Department. Functional duties include: 
 

• Review and implement certification training based on the SFSO Training Manual 

• Update all TacOps Certification Request Forms as needed 

• Maintain a spreadsheet of all TacOps certifications submitted/awarded 

• The basic Information needed on the spreadsheet is Name, SCC#, SOU, What certification, Date received 
and Date issued. 

• Review all certification requests to ensure accuracy, process completed request, return uncompleted requests. 

• Create completed certifications and issue to Operative. Ensure the Command is cc’d 
 

2.9.3.1 Tactical Operations Certification Officer - TacOps(CO) 
The TacOps Certification Officer is appointed by the SFSO DD(T) and as such is third in command of the SFSO 
Training Department. The TacOps(CO) is responsible for all the duty functions for the section as listed above. The 
TacOps(CO) reports to the SFSO DD(T) and other duties as assigned by the SFSO DD(T). Revisions of the TacOps 
section of the SFSO Training Manual is the responsibility of the TacOps(CO) but he will also coordinated with the 
SFSO DD(T). 
 
2.9.4 Intelligence Operations Certification Section 
The Intelligence Operations Certification Section is responsible to certify all Operatives that are assigned to the 
IntelOps Department. Functional duties include: 

• Review and implement certification training based on the SFSO Training Manual 

• Update all IntelOps Certification Request Forms as needed 

• Maintain a spreadsheet of all IntelOps certifications submitted/awarded 

• The basic Information needed on the spreadsheet is Name, SCC#, SOU, What certification, Date received 
and Date issued. 

• Review all certification requests to ensure accuracy, process completed request, return uncompleted requests. 

• Create completed certifications certificates and issue to Operative. Ensure the Command is cc’d 
 
2.9.4.1 Intelligence Operations Certification Officer -  IntelOps(CO) 
The IntelOps Certification Officer is appointed by the SFSO DD(T) and as such is fourth in command of the SFSO 
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Training Department. The IntelOps(CO) is responsible for all the duty functions for the section as listed above. The 
Intelps(CO) reports to the SFSO DD(T) and other duties as assigned by the SFSO DD(T). Revisions of the IntelOps 
section of the SFSO Training Manual is the responsibility of the IntelOps(CO) but he will also coordinated with the 
SFSO DD(T). 
 
2.9.5 MACO Operations Certification Section 
The MACO Operations Certification Section is responsible to certify all Operatives that are assigned to the MACO 
Department. Functional duties include: 
 

• Review and implement certification training based on the SFSO Training Manual 

• Update all MACO Certification Request Forms as needed 

• Maintain a spreadsheet of all MACO certifications submitted/awarded 

• The basic Information needed on the spreadsheet is Name, SCC#, SOU, What certification, Date received 
and Date issued. 

• Review all certification requests to ensure accuracy, process completed request, return uncompleted requests. 

• Create completed certification certificates and issue to Operative. Ensure the Command is cc’d 
 
2.9.5.1 MACO Certification Officer - MACO(CO) 
The MACO Certification Officer is appointed by the SFSO DD(T)  with approval of the MACO Commander and as 
such is fifth in command of the SFSO Training Department. The MACO(CO) is responsible for all the duty functions 
for the section as listed above. The MACO(CO) reports to the SFSO DD(T) and MACO Commander. Other duties as 
assigned by the SFSO DD(T). Revisions of the MACO section of the SFSO Training Manual is the responsibility of 
the MACO(CO), but he will also coordinated with the SFSO DD(T). 
 

2.9.6 Starfleet Special Operations Warfare Center & School - SFSOWCS 

The Starfleet Special Operations Warfare Center & School is the fourth subordinate command currently in the draft 
stages which will fall under the  SFSO Training Department. Once completed, the SFSOWCS will become the 
SFSOCOM proponent for all matters pertaining to individual training, develops doctrine and all related individual and 
collective training material, provides leader development, develops and maintains the proponent training programs 
and systems, and provides entry-level and advanced individual training and education for all Operatives. 
  

2.10 Field Operative Chain of Command 
 
2.10.1 Quadrant Chief 
The Quadrant Chief are responsible for overseeing the SFSO activities within their Quadrants. In addition, the 
Quadrant Chiefs are responsible for submitting monthly reports  to the Deputy Director (Operations) by the eighth of 
each month, and they are also responsible for making note of any unattached operatives that are deserving of 
promotions and awards and making recommendations to the Deputy Director (Operations). In addition, the Quadrant 
 Chiefs are expected to work closely with the SFI Regional Coordinators in their Quadrants. 
 
2.10.2 Sector Chief 
The Sector Chief(s) are responsible for overseeing the SFSO activities within their Sector. In addition, the Sector 
Chiefs are responsible for submitting monthly reports  to the Quadrant Chiefs and the Deputy Director (Operations) 
by the fifth of each month, and they are also responsible for making note of any unattached operatives that are 
deserving of promotions and awards and making recommendations to the Quadrant Chiefs. In addition, the Sector 
Chiefs are expected to work closely with the SFI Regional Coordinator in their Sector. 
 
2.10.3 SOU Team Leader 
The SOU Team Leader is responsible for all team members under his command. The SOU Team Leader is 
responsible for turning in the SOU’s report by the first of each month. The SOU Team Leader is responsible for 
looking after the welfare of his operatives, including  working with the Chapter CO in order to get promotions and 
awards for those that deserve it. 
 
If the SOU isn’t part of a chapter, it is the SOU Team Leaders responsibility to forward the names of Operatives who 
deserves a promotion or an award to the Sector Chief, who will review the information and forward it to the Quadrant 
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Chief, who then forwards it to the Deputy Director (Operations) 
 
When the local SOU is a part of a chapter, the said SOU is like a department such as Science and Medical are. The 
SOU Team Leader will be subordinate to the chapter’s Commanding Officer, and is expected to follow the chapter’s 
chain of command. 
 
The Chapter Commanding Officer can appoint and remove a SOU Team Leader just as he appoints other 
Department Heads on the chapter. But in doing so, the acting or newly appointed SOU Team Leader must have 
completed the SOU branch training certification prior to the appointment. Exceptions to this policy must be requested 
in writing by the Chapter CO and routed to the Deputy Director (Operations). The Director has final say in the matter. 

 
Figure 2-8. SFSO Field Operative Chain of Command 
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3.0 Chapter 3 – Ranks 
 
Rank in the STARFLEET Special Operations is structured similarly to that of STARFLEET. The accompanying rank 
& insignia chart will help you to understand this structure. Study it carefully, paying particular attention to the 
abbreviations, which will be used extensively from this point forward.  
 

3.1 Grades vs Ranks  
 
In order to simplify comparison between the term  “Grade” and “Rank”, the STARFLEET Special Operations often 
refers to “grades”  as opposed to “ranks”. While a rank is a title, like “Captain”, a grade (occasionally referred to as a 
“pay grade”) is an alphanumeric designator, like “O5” which is the same for both naval and ground forces ranks. In 
other words, an O6 (naval CAPT, ground forces COL) always outranks an O5 (naval CMDR, ground forces LTC) 
regardless of whether his rank is naval (SFI) or the ground forces.  
 
Please note that if a member of STARFLEET wishes to participate in the fan club as a STARFLEET Special 
Operations, they are entitled to use the naval rank structure, as shown in this chapter and the STARFLEET 
Membership Handbook. That is to say, if your Chapter CO promotes you to a grade of O5 and you are a 
STARFLEET Special Operations Operative, you are entitled to use the naval rank of Lieutenant Commander, even 
though your ground forces shipmates who are O5s go by Lieutenant Colonel. Using the naval rank does not change 
your responsibilities or rights as a member of SFI, it merely designates you as a Special Operations Operative.  
 

3.2 Promotions  
 
In STARFLEET, promotions up to the grade of O5 are handled strictly by your SFI Chapter. Promotion to the grade 
of O6 is handled by the Regional Coordinator, and Grades of O7 or higher are awarded by STARFLEET ’s Executive 
Committee. In different chapters, promotions are handled in different ways. Some ships use a point system, awarding 
points for activities and then promoting you when you accumulate enough points. Other chapters vote as a group on 
whether or not a member of the chapter deserves a promotion. Still others base their promotions on time-of-service 
with the club, requiring a certain minimum time in the group before you can be promoted another grade of rank. As 
you can see, there are probably as many ways to handle promotions as there are chapters in STARFLEET. This is 
the primary reason why the STARFLEET Special Operations does not promote. However, we do offer our 
recommendations and evaluation of a Operatives service, if requested by the Chapter CO or Executive Committee. 
 
As stated earlier in Chapter 2, for Operatives who are not assigned to a chapter are eligible for promotion by the 
Operatives Regional Coordinator with recommendations from the Director, SFSO.  
 

3.3 SFSO Ranks and Insignia 
  
In the SFSO, we use the rank structure as seen in the TWOK era (ST II-VI). However we also use the rank systems 
of the STNG, DS9, and Voy. This is done for two important reasons. First, the SFSO era falls throughout the Star 
Trek time line primarily during the TWOK era but for SOU t-shirts and the SFSO Class D Casual uniform the STNG 
rank system may be more appropriate. Second, SFSO Operatives are not required to own a uniform, but if an 
Operative chooses to have any of the prescribed uniforms that are found in the SFSO Uniform Manual, then 
maintaining the time era rank structure is authorized.  
 
There are two basic forms of rank: enlisted and officer. The enlisted ranks are separated into grades E1 through E9. 
From lowest grade to highest, the enlisted ranks are Crewman Recruit (CRR), Crewman Apprentice (CRA), 
Crewman (CRM), Petty Officer 3rd Class (PO3), Petty Officer 2nd Class (PO2), Petty Officer 1st Class (PO1), Chief 
Petty Offcer (CPO), senior Chief Petty Officer (SCPO), Master Chief Petty Officer (MCPO), Force Command Master 
Chief Petty Officer, Fleet Command Master Chief Petty Officer (FMCPO) and Master Chief Petty Officer Starfleet 
(MCPO/SF).  
 
At grade E-9 there are three possible ranks, reflecting two different NCO career tracks: administrative and technical 
specialist. At E-9: Master Chief Petty Officer (admin/tech) or Force Command Master Chief Petty Officer (admin) and 
Fleet Command Master Chief Petty Officer. The difference in the ranks is that Master Chief Petty Officers serve as 
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the senior technical NCO of a department or section and also as the Senior Enlisted NCO or a ship or base/outpost. 
The Forces Command Master Chief Petty Officer is the Senior Enlisted NCO of a designated Task Force. Fleet 
Command Master Chief Petty Officer is the senior enlisted NCO of a designated Fleet or Starbase. 
 
One E-9 is appointed by the Commander Starfleet to the position of Starfleet Master Chief Petty Officer (abbreviated 
as MCPO/SF). This is a duty assignment, not a rank.  
 
In a similar fashion, the officer ranks are separated into 12 grades (O1 to O12). From lowest to highest, they are 
Ensign (ENS), Lieutenant Junior Grade (LTJG), Lieutenant (LT), Lieutenant Commander (LCMDR), Commander 
(CMDR), Captain (CAPT), Fleet Captain (FCAPT), Commodore (COM), Rear Admiral (RADM) Vice Admiral 
(VADM), Admiral (ADM), and Fleet Admiral (FADM). 
 
3.3.1 The Non Commissioned Officer Corps  
Because STARFLEET is based on Star Trek, and Trek episodes and movies deal mostly with officers, there are far 
more officers in SFI than there are enlisted personnel. There are only a handful of enlisted characters shown on 
Trek, and most of those tend to get eaten or otherwise killed in short order.  
 
While this isn’t really a problem in SFI, in the STARFLEET Special Operations we have a higher percentage of 
enlisted rank members. This is because we try much harder to recruit and retain enlisted members.  
 
The STARFLEET Special Operations works to recruit and retain enlisted members through developing and 
maintaining a body of dedicated enlisted Operatives, known as the NCO Corps.  
 
The nine enlisted ranks are further divided by designating grades E4 through E9 as Non Commissioned Officers 
(NCO’s), with E4 through E6 being Junior NCO’s and E7 through E9 as Senior NCO’s. All enlisted Operatives who 
hold grades of rank from E4 through E9 are considered members of the NCO Corps.  
 
3.3.2 Warrant Officers  
From their history in the real world military organizations of the 20th century, the Warrant Officer (WO) has a place 
within the SFSO. The Warrant Officers serve in those fields and billets that are too specialized in scope for 
unrestricted officers and billets that require a Operative in a grade above staff noncommissioned officers. Warrant 
officers are, in essence, the technical specialists of the SFSO and serve to fill in holes that would normally require an 
officer to cover, thus freeing the officer for more essential tasks such as base, SOU or department administration.  
 
Warrant Officers are accessed exclusively from the SFSO enlisted ranks and are considered enlisted personnel for 
purposes of annual awards and promotions.  
 
Warrant officers are accessed from enlisted Operatives with (usually and historically) 3-5 years time in service and 
primarily from the grades of Petty Officer 2nd Class –Senior Chief Petty Officer.  
 
The Warrant Officer grades are:  
 
Warrant Officer (WO)  
Chief Warrant Officer Two (CWO-2)  
Chief Warrant Officer Three (CWO-3)  
Chief Warrant Officer Four (CWO-4)  
Command Chief Warrant Officer Five (CCWO-5)  
 
The rank insignia to be worn by Warrant Officers is the gold “half pip” (the gold/black pip worn to distinguish Lt. 
Commander from Lieutenant by STARFLEET). One pip is worn for WO, 2 pips for CWO-2, 3 pips for CWO-3, 4 pips 
for CWO-4, and 5 pips for CCWO-5.  
 
It is intended that those selected for Warrant Officer demonstrate advanced knowledge of the SFSO, and leadership 

abilities in their chosen career field. Therefore, it is SUGGESTED that the following criteria be used for selection of 
Warrant Officers by Chapter CO’s and Special Operations Unit Team Leader’s for the promotion of any enlisted 
Operative to the rank of WO-1:  
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1. 3-5 years in service to the STARFLEET Special Operations;  
2. Hold the minimum rank of Petty Officer 2nd Class;  
3. Be promoted, by the chapter CO, to the rank of WO1. NOTE: Warrant Officer promotions are chapter promotions 
and not FLEET/SFSO;  
4. Complete Grade 1, ; and Grades 2-4  of the Operatives Branch of Service 
 
It is strongly suggested that promotion to CWO-2 through CCWO-5 require a minimum of 2 years time in grade for 
promotion and that promotion to CWO-2 require the Operative to complete the Grade 5. It is further suggested that 
CWO-3 candidates have completed Grade 6.  
 
Warrant Officers who reach the ranks of CCWO-5 have only one option for further advancement: Become a fully 
commissioned Officer and continue their career advancement. Otherwise a CWO-5 may continue to serve in that 
rank and assignment until they decide to retire for whatever reason.  
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Chapter 4 – Starting a Special Operations Unit 
 

4-1 Context of the SFSO within SFI  
 
Although there are SFI members who claim to be STARFLEET Special Operations, we make up less than 5% 
percent of the membership of STARFLEET. This  means you are going to get a lot of comments such as “What do 
Operatives do?” and “Never heard of them!” How  should you handle this stress? It’s simple, really. Instead of 
looking at it as “I’m all alone out here” or “I’m a  minority”, SFSO Operatives look at it as “I am elite” and “One 
Operative can make a difference”.  
 
We are the SFSO, not a military or paramilitary!  
Nor would we try to be. But you’ll run into people, inside and outside the SFSO, who have that misconception  about 
us. We are simply a part of the larger fan club, STARFLEET, whose members wish to be a little different from SFI 
and the conventional ground forces.  
 
Fictionally, we are the special operations element of STARFLEET. Because STARFLEET is modeled along 
traditional Naval lines, it is only logical that we chose to use the name STARFLEET Special Operations. Since most 
of our members are  from the United States, it is only natural to exhibit a tendency to identify with the US Special 
Operational Forces, but we must be ever vigilant against overdoing it. Imitation is the highest form of flattery, but 
there is a fine line between flattery and  mockery - we must ALWAYS be on the right side of that line.  
 
We Aren’t Going to Hold Your Hand  
Because Operatives are scattered pretty thin throughout the organization, we encourage and even expect you to 
show personal initiative. This manual gives you most of the background information you need to be a “STARFLEET 
Special Operations Operative”. But to make a name for yourself, to earn respect, and to be recognized for your 
abilities,  you will have to take charge of yourself and set some goals, then work towards them. Leadership starts 
inside yourself.  
 
We Aren’t Going to Look Over Your Shoulder  
Our reporting requirements are pretty loose, only once a month (see Chapter 5 for reporting requirements). That 
gives you the maximum amount of freedom and time to do things your way. It  also means that whoever is above 
you in the COC is putting his trust in you. That doesn’t mean we don’t want to hear from you. On the contrary, we 
love to hear from Operatives and we are always ready to help out however we can.  
 
You Will Still be Part of Your STARFLEET Chapter  
If you form an SOU, you will still be a part of your SFI Chapter. You will be responsible to the Chapter CO for the  
conduct of your group. Some in your Chapter may not understand or even like the concept of having a Special 
Operations Unit - it will be up to you to ensure your SOU peacefully coexists with the non-SFSO elements of your 
chapter.  
 
The STARFLEET Special Operations does give out awards and other forms of recognition, but we do not promote.  
Promotions up to Lieutenant Commander come from your ship’s CO, your Regional Coordinator (RC) can promote 
individuals to the rank of Captain and the STARFLEET Executive Committee can promote individuals to the rank of 
Fleet Captain and above. We can and do, however, send recommendations for awards and promotions to our 
STARFLEET counterparts when we learn of a Operative deserving of such recommendation. But the bottom line is 
that you will still be part of your local chapter and conduct nearly all of your activities with them.  
 

4-2 Choosing Your SOU’s Particulars 
  
4-2.1 Choosing your Individual Branch of Service  
Choosing a branch of service is fairly easy. Simply refer to Chapter 1, Section 1-2 of this manual and pick one that 
appeals to  you. There are five basic choices: Ranger, S.E.A.L.S., Reconnaissance, Intelligence, and MACO . 
Choosing a branch automatically sets some uniform and insignia choices for you (see the SFSO Uniform Manual for 
more info). It has no other real effect on your activities. Just like in STARFLEET, picking Sciences or Engineering 
doesn’t affect much more than your training requirements and choice of uniform colors.  
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4-2.2 Choosing Your SOU’s Branch Type  
Most SOUs also decide on a Branch type for the SOU as a whole. Your SOU Branch of Service will dictate what the 
Operatives branch of service will be. For example, an Ranger SOU will only have operatives who are primarily 
Rangers, however this does not mean Operatives can not certify in any of the Additional Skill Certifications (see the 
SFSO Training Manual for more info).   
 
4-2.3 Choosing Nicknames  
Most SOUs choose a nickname. This can be anything you like, as long as you follow some common sense. It can 
reflect your attitude, your specialty, a specific uniform standard, etc. Some examples include “The Devil’s in baggy 
pants” (The 504th PIR during WWII, an entry found in the diary of a German officer killed at Anzio: "American 
parachutists -- devils in baggy pants -- are less than 100 meters from my outpost line. I can't sleep at night; they pop 
up from nowhere and we never know when or how they will strike next. Seems like the black-hearted devils are 
everywhere..."), and “The Old Guard” (an Infantry unit that specializes in parade ground drills and ceremonies).  
 

4-3 Heraldry in the SFSO 
 
A SOU’s patch or symbol, motto or slogan helps us to remember a SOU’s deeds in history. Each SOU is 
encouraged to develop their own logo, nickname, motto and slogan. Some SOUs have decided to start with a patch 
or logo which was or currently is used by a US military unit.  
 
4-3.1 Logos 
Due to recent events within STARFLEET, the old notion of "Two Points of Difference" is simply no longer practically 
applicable.  Rather than attempting to modify an insignia developed by someone else, it is now recommended that 
SFSO SOUs strive to create their own insignia.  If you haven't the ability to create your own insignia from scratch, 
many talented people exist within the SFSO who might be willing to assist you in such a project. Once a SOU logo is 
established, many online services exist to create custom patches for your operatives to use. If a SOU uses a design 
belonging to someone else, the SFSO can and will insist that the SOU immediately change its insignia. 
 
4-3.2 Mottos, Slogans and Nicknames  
A motto is a phrase that symbolizes the SOU’s spirit and purpose. Mottoes are usually dignified and serious. The 
United States Army Rangers’ famous “Sua Sponte,” which is Latin for “Of their own accord”, is a perfect example. A 
slogan is usually more casual. Slogans are catchy, easy to remember, and tend to evoke some form of emotion. The 
famous battle cry “Remember the Alamo!” is a good example of a slogan. Nicknames give a SOU a unique identity, 
and can come from just about any origin. Often, the nickname refers to some event in the SOU’s history, the 
equipment and tactics they use, or to some little habit they have.  
 

4-4 Starting A Special Operations Unit 
 
When a person wants to start a new SOU, the person will contact the Deputy Director (Operations) or the MACO 
Commander and express a desire to become an Operative (If they are not already one) and a SOU, it is your job to 
point them in the proper direction. If the ship to which they belong has a SFSO SOU (Only One SOU per chapter), 
they should attempt to join this SOU. If the ship does not have a SOU, they should be instructed in how to start a 
SOU if the CO of the ship is receptive to having a SFSO SOU on board. If the CO does not wish to have a SFSO 
SOU attached to the ship you should point the Operative in the direction of the nearest established Special 
Operations Unit in the area. An Operative may be a member of one ship and a member of another SOU if and only if 
the ship to which they belong will not allow an SOU onboard. No Operative may hold the position of Team Leader or 
Assistant Team Leader of a SOU on a ship on which they are not a member. 
 
Persons who are not members of ships (unassigned members) may still form SOU’s (These SOU’s are no different 
then a SOU assigned to a ship and have the exact requirements and responsibilities as though they were assigned 
to a ship). Understand that all members of this type of SOU are either unassigned according to the SFI Database or 
are assigned to a chapter that does not have a SOU assigned to it. 
 
If an Operative wishes to start a SOU, they should select a number, a nickname and motto to be submitted for 
approval. This request should be sent to the Quadrant Chief (if used) and the Deputy Director, Operations . SFSO 
Operations Command must approve all SOU activation requests to insure that no duplication in SOU number and 
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name is made. Once the information is checked by the Deputy Director, Operations, he will inform the Quadrant 
Chief/Sector Chief (If the positions are being used) and the appropriate Assistant Deputy Director, Intel Ops or Tac 
Ops of either the approval or rejection of the application. The Quadrant Chief/Sector Chief should then contact the 
applicant with the necessary information. If the application for number has been approved, the announcement may 
be made by the Quadrant Chief. No numbers may be assigned or announced without prior approval by the Deputy 
Director, Operations. (If the positions are not used, then these duties fall to either the Assistant Deputy Director, Intel 
Ops or Tac Ops).  
 
Once the number, nickname and motto are selected and approved, the Quadrant Chief  (if there is one) should 
introduce the SOU Team Leader to the Sector Chief (if there is one) and the Sector Chief should insure that the 
SOU Team Leader knows where to find and how to use the SFSO web site. The new SOU Team Leader should be 
able to access the SFSO Standard Operating Procedures Manual, understand the proper procedures for filing 
reports, and the use of the Chain of Command. The Sector and/or Quadrant Chiefs should insure that the SOU 
Team Leader is comfortable with the requirements of the SFSO and answer any questions the SOU Team Leader or 
members of the SOU might have at this point. Be certain that the Operatives understand the use of the Chain of 
Command. 
 
The Deputy Director (Operations) or his representative may contact new ships in their area to invite them to form 
Special Operations Units. Unassigned members may also be invited to become Operatives. (Follow the procedures 
explained above.) 
 
A SOU Team Leader,  Sector Chief or Quadrant Chief should make every effort to learn the operatives in his care. 
Whenever possible, personal interaction is recommended. If a SOU, Sector, or Quadrant event is being held, the 
Team Leader, Sector Chief or Quadrant Chief  is encouraged to attend whenever possible. No Team Leader, Sector 
Chief or Quadrant Chief  is expected to place himself in personal difficulty to do so. If the time, money or whatever, is 
not available it will not be held against the Team Leader, Sector Chief or Quadrant Chief if they do not attend. 
 
However, the Sector/Quadrant Muster, generally held at the Regional Summit is the responsibility of the Sector 
Chief/Quadrant Chief. If you are unable to attend and oversee the event, you should appoint a representative to take 
your place and make sure that the entire Sector is aware of who this person is. Do not leave the muster to chance. 
This is your opportunity to insure that your Operatives are recognized, rewarded, and instructed in SFSO policy and 
procedures. 
 
4-4.1 Okay, Now What?  
You know how the SFSO is organized, who’s responsible for what, you’ve weighed the factors involved in setting up 
an SOU, and chosen a type of SOU and your individual branch. What next? Look up the SOU roster located on the 
SFSO website at  https://sfisfso.wordpress.com/units/roster/ to check if the SOU number you wanted is not already 
being used. If it is being used, then you will have to choose another number that is not currently being used. Once 
you verify your SOU number your ready to request your SOU activation. On the SFSO website, go to the SOU 
activation page. On this page you can request a SOU activation, deactivation or change information. The link is at 
https://sfisfso.wordpress.com/units/. 
 
Once you filled out the required information on the Activation Request form, click submit and this will send your 
information to the SFSO Director and the Deputy Director, Operations. Once the application is reviewed by the 
Deputy Director, Operations, he will notify the Assistant Deputy Director, Support who will update the SFSO website 
with the SOU information. 
 
The Deputy Director, Operations will also notify the appropriate Assistant Deputy Director (Tac Ops or Intel Ops) and 
the Sector Chief (if one is in assigned). 
 
The new SOU Team Leader is then be contacted by the ADD (Tac Ops or Intel Ops) to welcome the SOU and 
review the reporting requirements and answer any further questions for the SOU Team Leader. 
 
Now that you’re a Special Operations Unit, now its time for your team to earn their training certifications, because  
until they complete Grades 1 and 2, they may be in a Ranger, SEAL or MACO SOU etc. they are only candidates 
until they complete the specific branch Grade 2 certification. 
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Figure 4-1 Unit Activation/Unit Deactivation/Listing Update Request Form 
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Request Type 

3 Options available 

1. Unit Activation 

2. Unit Deactivation 

3. Listing Update 

Submitter Name 

(Rank, Fist Name, Last Name) 

Submitter email address 

Base of Operations 

List the name of the chapter/base the 

SOU will be assigned to. 

Commanding Officer 

Chapter CO that will host the SOU 

Chapter CO email address 

Region/Sector 

Choose the Region/Sector the 

unit is located 

LT John Smith 

john.smith@gmail.com 

USS Kickback NCC-123456 

CPT Suzzy Greene 

usskickbackco@gmail.com 

3 

Figure 4-2. Upper Half Unit Activation/Unit Deactivation/Listing Update Request Form 
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Command Requested (Unit Type) 

5 Options available 

1. Rangers 

2. SEALS 

3. Reconnaissance 

4. Intelligence 

5. MACO 

Unit Designation (Number) 

The number you want to use for your 

unit. (It has to be a number not already 

used by another unit) 

Unit Website URL 

Team Leader Name 

(Rank, Fist Name, Last Name) 

Team Leader email address 

Submit button 

Sends the request thru command 

channels 

Name: John Smith 

Rank: LT 

SCC#: 12345 

SFI Expiration Dater: 20180117 

 

Name: Jimmy James 

Rank: Ensign 

SCC#: 23456 

SFI Expiration Dater: 20180811 

Team Operatives 

Roster of all assigned team members. 

All team members must be Special Op-

erations affiliated in the SFI Database 

before they can be listed on the request 

or reports. 

Unit Name 

Real Name (nickname) 

77th Ranger Detachment (Killer Bees) 

SOU-077 

www.77thRangers.net  or NA for no website 

LT John Smith 

john.smith@gmail.com 

Figure 4-3 Lower Half Unit Activation/Unit Deactivation/Listing Update Request Form 
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5.0 Chapter 5 – Reporting Policies 
 

5.1 Special Operations Unit (SOU) Reporting 
 

SOU reports are due into the Sector Chief (If the position is being utilized) on the first of each and every month (12 

reports per year total, one for each month). If received after the first but before the Sector Chiefs report deadline the 

report will be recorded as late. If the Sector Chief does not receive the report before his own reporting deadline (5th 

of each month) then the SOU will be designated as a Failure to Report (FTR). 

 

SOU’s will utilize the online reporting form located  on the SFFSO website:  https://sfisfso.wordpress.com/reports/

unit-report-2/. To access the online form use the link provided above. The other way to access the online reporting 

tool is to go to the SFSO website at https://sfisfso.wordpress.com/ and place your mouse cursor over the SOUs link 

located near the top of the web page. 

 

The link will expand to show two links. 1. Roster and 2. Unit Report. There are several other reports that will be 

added in the near future such as Sector Report, Quadrant Report, Command Report, and then SFSOCOM reports 

 

Figure 5-1 Finding the Units Tab 

Figure 5-2 Finding the Unit Report Link 

 Roster 

 Unit Report 

https://sfisfso.wordpress.com/reports/unit-report-2/
https://sfisfso.wordpress.com/reports/unit-report-2/
https://sfisfso.wordpress.com/
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Figure 5-3 SOU Report Form 
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As mentioned above, SOUs report every month to the next level in the chain of command. For SOUs, generally this 
would be the Sector Chief, then Quadrant Chief, then Component Commander, then Branch Component 
Commander, then SFSO Deputy Director (Operations), then SFSO Assistant Director and finally  SFSO Director. 
 
When Sector and Quadrant Chief’s are not being utilized, then the reporting chain will be the SOU, then Component 
Commander, then Branch Component Commander, then SFSO Deputy Director (Operations), then SFSO Assistant 
Director and finally  SFSO Director. 
 
The deadline for your SOU report is the first day each month. January, February, March, April, May, June, July, 
August, September, October, November and December. Only twelve reports a year. Your report should contain the 
following information; 
 
Reporting Officer: (Operative submitting the report) 
Reporting E-mail: (E-mail of the reporting officer) 
Month Reporting: (The Month and year of Report) 
 
Type of SOU (Intel, Recon, Rangers, SEALs or MACO) 
SOU Name 
SOU Nickname 
SOU Designation (example: SOU-119) 
SOU Quadrant: (Enter the Quadrant the SOU is located) 
SOU Sector: (Enter the Sector the SOU is located) 
SOU Website (If your SOU has one) 
SOU Motto (If your SOU has one) 
 
Chapter Assigned: (Name and Registry of the Chapter the SOU is assigned to) 
Chapter CO: (Rank/Name of the Chapter CO) 
 
Team Leader Name (Example: Commander John Doe)  
Team Leader E-mail Address 
Assistant Team Leader (if you have more then one person assigned to your SOU, then you have an assistant) 
Assistant Team Leader E-mail Address 
* Remember for rank, SFSO uses naval ranks not marine ranks) 

 
The next section of your report is very important. It is the SOU Roster section. From the SOU roster we determine 
how many Operatives we actually have. Some awards, such as the General Martok Service Award (1yr) can be 
determined by an Operative’s name appearing on 12 consecutive reports. The roster is extremely important and 
MUST contain the following information on every Operative in the SOU.  
 
(SOUs will use the following format and also the titled lines:) 
 
Assigned: (Total Operatives assigned to SOU) 
 
SOU Roster: 
 
Name: (First and Last name) 
Rank: (Enter Fleet Rank) 
SCC#: (Enter above name individuals correct SCC#) 
SFI Expiration Date: (Enter SF Expiration Date currently listed in the SF DB) 
 
* Remember that only SFI members in good standing can be listed on your rosters. Good Standing means that the 

Operatives SFI membership has not expired at the time of your report and they have an affiliation of Special 

Operations in the individuals SFI Database. As an example: If a members SFI expiration date has expired and they 

have not renewed their membership when you write your report , then that member is not included in your team 

roster. If the member renewals before your next report, then you can add them back to your SOU roster for the next 
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report. We are STARFLEET members first, SFSO Operatives second. 

 
As the SOU Team Leader it is your responsibility to check your roster for accuracy. This can be done through two 
sources, the STARFLEET database and the SFSO Database which is maintained by the Support Department. Keep 
a master copy of your roster with all the information and before each report check expiring members to be sure they 
have renewed. It is also a good idea to remind members to renew a few weeks to two months before they expire. 
Make sure all your Operatives are affiliated with the Special Operations by checking the box in the Affiliation link in 
the members individual SFI Database Record. 
 
Remember that the SFSO does not promote. Promotions can only be done by the Ship’s CO for ranks up to 
Commander/Lieutenant Colonel or by STARFLEET for ranks Captain/Colonel and above. However, unassigned 
Operatives can be recommended for promotion by the Director from the Operatives Regional Coordinator (RC), as 
the RC is responsible for promoting all unassigned SFI members not assigned to a chapter.  
 
Following the roster section is the Team Report section of your report. This section is also very important. In this 
section, you will break down each category by paragraph. If you have no dates for a particular subsection as 
described below, put the title of the subsection and then an “N/A”. (example: Recruits– N/A) 
 
Recruits- List all new recruits for the reporting period. Use the same format as the SOU roster section. Add an 
additional row and state how are they new to the SOU ie. Transferred from another SOU, Recruited (If recruited 
place in parentheses who recruited that person) 
 
Discharges- List all discharges for the reporting period. Use the same format as the SOU roster section. Add an 
additional row and state how they are a loss to the SOU ie. Transferred to another SOU, SFI Exp. Date expired, Quit 
SFSO. 
 
Awards Issued-  List the full name for the record of any Operative in the SOU who has received an award since the 
previous reporting period. Please list the Award Name and all recipients for the period. Only awards that are 
awarded by the Director and listed in the SFSO Awards Manual will be listed. Exceptions are awards made by SFA 
or the SFI Awards Director can also be listed. 
 
Awards Requested-  List in this section all requests for awards for Operatives in your SOU or elsewhere in the 
SFSO. Any Operative may submit any other Operative for an award at any time. There is an online award form that 
you must use. This section helps the chain of command to follow-up on awards requests that have been submitted 
by the SOUs. You should be able to determine from your rosters when your Operatives are due a General Martok 
Service Award. This is issued by the Director for 1 year, 3 years, 5 years and 7 years of service by an Operative. 
This is uninterrupted service to the SFSO, which is a good reason to insure that memberships do not lapse. If a 
membership lapses then the time count starts over again. Proper rosters can make tracking this award easy and you 
can submit the information to the Director when the time comes. 
 
Other SFSO awards are listed in the SFSO Awards Manual with the criteria for receiving them and who the awarding 
authority will be. Send any requests for awards through the online awards form and list them in this section of your 
report. Remember, when submitting an Operative for an award to detail completely what the person did to deserve 
the award. You may submit yourself for awards also if you feel that you deserve one, however the SFSO frowns 
upon any Operative holding any position in the chain of command awarding himself an award other than the General 
Martok Service Award and the Major Hayes Award. 
 
Activities- This is a list or detailed description of activities since the last report. What did your SOU do as a SOU? As 
individuals? What community service project are you involved in? What conventions, musters, meetings, etc. did the 
SOU members attend or otherwise participate in? This is another opportunity to get recognition for your Operatives. 
Let us know what is happening. Many of the annual awards are based on information obtained from your reports. 
 
It is no longer necessary for SOUs to report their plans for the next reporting period or the list of courses that the 
members have taken. You can however list the number of courses from each academy. (Example: Ens John Doe 
completed 12 SFA courses and 4 SFMCA courses.) 
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The final section of the report is one of the most important though rarely used. Problems, Comments, and 
Suggestions- We can’t fix it if we don’t know it is broken. Please be sure to pass along items that fall in this category 
whether they are from yourself or an Operative in your SOU. 
 
If you had a problem in the SOU and have solved it, explain the problem and the solution. Someone else in SFSO 
could have the same problem and not know what to do. Individual Operatives sometimes have very good 
suggestions on how we can streamline and advance. Make sure to send this information up the chain and always 
give credit where it is due. 
 
Always follow the Officer’s Code of Conduct. 
 
I. I will always conduct myself in a manner which brings credit to the Corps, my SOU, and myself. 
II. I will be resolute in the performance of my duty and the execution of Corps policy and regulations. 
III. I will show courtesy to my subordinates, fellow officers, and superior officers at all times. 
IV. I will strive for impartiality and fairness in judgment, and disqualify myself from decisions where my judgment 

may be compromised. 
V. I will listen to both sides of a dispute, and act upon fact, not innuendo. 
VI. I will never assume, but always verify. 
VII. I will strive to defuse confrontations, not cause them. 
VIII. I will be the first to praise, and the last to criticize. 
IX. I will praise in public, and criticize in private. 
X. I will strive to be part of the solution, not part of the problem. 

 
Lastly click the submit button on the lower left corner of the page and send it in ON TIME. That is the first day of 
every month. If for some reason you know that your report is going to be late or you are going to have difficulty 
sending it in, you should contact the person to which you normally send the report and let them know. It helps to 
have an Assistant Team Leader who can file a report in an emergency. Furthermore, the reporting officer does not 
necessarily have to be the SOU Team Leader but the Team Leader should approve the report. Be sure that this 
person is kept in the loop and knows who to send the report to and what needs to be included. In a real emergency 
you should be sure that at least the complete roster is sent on time. Always follow up when the emergency is over to 
be certain that the report was received. 
 
Reporting is the only job the SOU Team Leader is required to do in relation to the SFSO apart from the initial training 
certification requirement to be a SOU Team Leader. If your not willing to make that effort on behalf of the Operatives 
in your SOU, you will be doing them a disservice by accepting this position. By failing to report, you fail to support 
these Operatives properly. SOU reports that are filed after the first but before the fifth will be counted as Late. If they 
are not received before the Sector reports are due to the Quadrant on the fifth, the SOU will be reported as FTR by 
the Sector Chief. Reports not properly filled out will be returned for completion. Two (2) late reports will be counted 
as one (1) Failure to Report. After three (3) Failure to Reports in a 12 month period the Ship CO will be contacted 
with a request to replace the SOU Team Leader. If the Ship’s CO chooses not to replace the SOU Team Leader and 
there occurs one more FTR in the next three months the SOU risks being deactivated and losing their number. 
 
The last responsibility of the SOU Team Leader is the dissemination of information. You are responsible for seeing 
that the Operatives in your SOU are kept aware of happening in SFSO. Visit the SFSO website at https://
sfisfso.wordpress.com/ or the SFSO Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/groups/STARFLEETSpecOps/ 
Perhaps your SOU/Sector/Quadrant has a list, website or Facebook page of it’s own or you can relay information at 
meetings and chapter newsletters. But it is important that the chain of command be a two-way communication. 
 
An example of a SOU report is shown in Appendix B of this manual. 

 

5.2 Sector Chief Reports 
 
Sector Chiefs report every month to the next level in the chain of command. Generally for Sector Chiefs, this would 
be the Quadrant Chief and then Component Commander, then Branch Component Commander, then SFSO Deputy 
Director (Operations), then SFSO Assistant Director and finally  SFSO Director. 
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When Quadrant Chief’s are not being utilized, then the reporting chain will be the SOU, then Sector Chief, then 
Component Commander, then Branch Component Commander, then SFSO Deputy Director (Operations), then 
SFSO Assistant Director and finally SFSO Director. 
 
The Sector Chiefs are responsible for reporting the strength of their Sector to the Quadrant Chief along with 
activities, promotions, awards, etc. The information comes from the SOU reports within the Sector. The Sector Chief 
will collect all the SOU reports personally or can appoint a Sector staff member to perform this task, however the 
responsibility still remains with the Sector Chief. The proper procedure for the Sector Chief to report this information 
to the Quadrant Chief is by compiling all the information from the individual SOU reports into one report. Once again, 
if the Sector Chief simply forwards the individual reports then there is no use in having anyone in the Sector Chief 
position. 
 
The deadline for your Sector report is the fifth day each month. January, February, March, April, May, June, July, 
August, September, October, November and December. Only twelve reports a year. Your report should contain the 
following information; 
 
Reporting: (Who is submitting the report) 
Reporting E-mail: (E-mail address of person filing the report) 
Report Date: (Month and Year Reporting) 
 
Quadrant Alpha Character name (Example: Alpha Quadrant) 
Sector Numeric Identification (Example: Sector 01) 
 
Sector Chief: (Rank and Name) 
Sector Chief E-mail: 
Assistant Sector Chief : (Rank and Name) 
Assistant Sector Chief E-mail: 
 
The next section of the report is the Sector SOU Data. In this area the Sector Chief will list the reporting status of all 
SOUs in the Sector. SOUs will be grouped by branch and SOU Designation sequence. The formatting is as follows: 
 
Branch 
SOU number, SOU name, SOU motto 
 
If the SOU reported on time, you just make the entry in the above format. If the SOU report was “Late” or “FTR”, 
make a note of it after the SOU motto. Example: 
 
RECON 
SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” -Late 
 
or 
 
RECON 
SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” -FTR 
 
The next section of the report is “SOUs NOT reporting:”  Each SOU that was identified as FTR will be listed in this 
section. The information needed is the standard SOU information used above Then the Name of the SOU TL and 
email address. Each branch will be grouped together. The formatting will be: 
 
RECON 
SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear”  
 TL Name, TL 
 TL E-mail Address 
 
Sector Strength - Provide the number of Operatives assigned to SOUs with in the Sector, the number of unassigned 
Operatives in the Sector and the number of active SOUs in the Sector. The following format must be followed: 
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10 assigned/ 2 unassigned,12 Operatives total, 9 SOUs 
 
The next section is the SOU Rosters.  The Operatives are grouped by branch and SOU. The following format will be 
used: 
 
Branch 
SOU Designation, SOU Name, SOU Motto 
Name: 
SCC#: 
Rank: 
SFI Exp Date: 
 
Name: 
SCC#: 
Rank: 
SFI Exp Date: 
 
The branch and SOU info is only listed once with the beginning of the particular SOU. The labels for each line must 
be present. 
 
Remember that an Operative must be a member of STARFLEET The International STAR TREK Fan Association. If a 
chapter or a SOU allows for associate members (non STARFLEET dues paying members) that is their right, but we 
do not recognize them as SFSO Operatives. They do not count in the totals of Operatives in your Sector. Also check 
each Operatives Affiliation. If the Operative does not have Special Operations listed in the database, then the first 
report can include them, however the very next report can not have them listed unless the affiliation is showing. 
 
This section of your report is very important. It is the PERSONNEL DATA section. From the roster we determine how 
many Operatives we actually have. Some awards, such as the General Martok Service Award (1yr) can be 
determined by an Operative’s name appearing on 12 consecutive reports. The roster is extremely important and 
MUST contain the following information on every Operative in the Sector. 
 
All Operatives MUST be members in good standing with STARFLEET. We are STARFLEET members first, 
Operatives second. If a membership is expired the name and information belongs in the “discharge” list, if the 
member does not plan on renewing, or has not renewed at the time of your report. 
 
As the Sector Chief it is your responsibility to check your roster for accuracy. This can be done through two sources, 
the STARFLEET database and the SFSO Database which is maintained by the Support Department. Keep a master 
copy of your roster with all the information and before each report check expiring members to be sure they have 
renewed. Make sure all your Operatives are affiliated with the Special Operations by checking the box in the 
Affiliation link in the members individual SFI Database Record. As the Sector Chief you may not be able to use this 
tool in the database, but you should be certain that the SOU Team Leader’s have affirmed the affiliation for each of 
their members. If you find a member who is being reported as current but has expired please contact the SOU Team 
Leader and inform them. It is also a good idea to remind Team Leader’s to remind their members to renew a few 
weeks to two months before they expire.  
 
“Changes to roster” is the next section in reporting. List each change of personnel that took place during the reporting 
period. List Gains first and then Losses. Use the following format: 
 
Gains: 
 
Branch 
SOU Designation, SOU Name, SOU Motto 
Name 
SCC#: 
Rank: 
SFI Exp Date: 
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Reason: (State why they are a gain, such “Recruited”, “Transferred in from another SOU” and SFI Membership 
Renewed” If recruited, place in parenthesis who recruited them). 
 
Losses: 
 
Branch 
SOU Designation, SOU Name, SOU Motto 
Name 
SCC#: 
Rank: 
SFI Exp Date: 
Reason: (State why they are a loss, such “Discharged”, “Transferred to another SOU” and “SFI Membership Exp”. 
 
As mentioned above, if the SOU has more than 1 gain or loss, the branch and SOU info only needs to be listed with 
the first Operative. 
 
The next section is “Special Operations Units Activated:” List all new SOU’s activated in your sector for the reporting 
period. Use the following format: 
 
Special Operations Units Activated: 
 
Branch 
SOU Designation, SOU Name, SOU Motto 
Name, TL 
TL Email: 
 
If no new SOU’s during the reporting period, the format should be as follows: 
 
Special Operations Units Activated: 
None 
 
The next section is “Special Operations Units Deactivated:” List all SOU’s deactivated in your sector for the reporting 
period. Use the following format: 
 
Special Operations Units Deactivated: 
 
Branch 
SOU Designation, SOU Name, SOU Motto 
Name, TL 
TL Email: 
Reason: (Example could be “FTR”, “TL Requested” or “Chapter CO requested” 
 
If no SOU’s deactivated during the reporting period, the format should be as follows: 
 
Special Operations Units Deactivated: 
None 
 
The next section is “Awards Issued:”  In this section, first list the name of the Award that was issues, next is the SOU 
Designation, SOU Name and then SOU motto, next would be the Name of the person the award was issued to, then 
rank and then SCC#. Only awards that are awarded by the Director and/or listed in the SFSO Awards Manual will be 
listed. Exceptions are awards issued by their chapter, SFA or the SFI Awards Director can also be listed. Use the 
following format: 
 
Awards Issued: 
 
General Martok Award-1 yr 
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SOU-230, 230th MACO, “Strike Eagles”. “Death from above” 
Name: Danial K. Williams 
Rank: Ensign 
SCC: 12345 
 
If no awards were issued during the reporting period, the format would be” 
 
Awards Issued: 
None 
 
The next section is “Awards Requested:” In this section, first list the name of the Award that was requested, next is 
the SOU Designation, SOU Name and then SOU motto, next would be the Name of the person the award was 
recommended for, then rank then SCC#, then summarize why the awarded was requested and finally the date the 
award was earned. Use the following format: 
 
Awards Requested: 
 
SOU-230, 230th MACO, “Strike Eagles”. “Death from above” 
Major Hayes Award-MACO 
NAME: 
SCC: 
Rank: 
Reason: 
Date earned: 
 
If no awards were requested during the reporting period, the format would be” 
 
Awards Requested: 
None 
 
Any Operative may submit any other Operative for an award at any time. There is an online award form that you 
must use. This section helps the chain of command to follow-up on awards requested that have been submitted by 
the SOUs. You should be able to determine from your rosters when your Operatives are due a General Martok 
Service Award. This is issued by the Director for 1 year, 3 years, 5 years and 7 years of continuous service by an 
Operative. This is uninterrupted service to the SFSO, which is a good reason to insure that memberships do not 
lapse. If a membership lapses then the time count starts over again. Proper rosters can make tracking this award 
easy. 
 
Other awards are listed in the SFSO Awards Manual with the criteria for receiving them and who the awarding 
authority will be. Send any requests for awards through the online awards form and list them in this section of your 
report. Remember, when submitting an Operative for an award to detail completely what the person did to deserve 
the award. You may NOT submit yourself for awards, however the SFSO General Martok Service Award and the 
Major Hayes Award are the exception.. 
 
The next section is “Activities:” This is a list or detailed description of activities since the last report. What did the 
SOUs in your Sector do as a Sector? As a SOU? As individuals? What community service project are you involved 
in? What conventions, musters, meetings, etc. did the SOU members attend or otherwise participate in? This is 
another opportunity to get recognition for your Operatives. Let us know what is happening. Many of the annual 
awards are based on information obtained from your reports. 
 
It is not necessary for SOUs to report their plans for the next reporting period or the list of courses that the members 
have taken. You can however list the number of courses from each academy. (Example: Ens John Doe completed 
12 SFA courses and 4 SFMCA courses.) Use the following format: 
 
Sector Activities: 
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SOU-230, 230th MACO, “Strike Eagles”. “Death from above” 
(Enter SOU activities from the SOU report) 
 
If no activities is reported in the SOU report, use the following format: 
 
Sector Activities: 
 
SOU-230, 230th MACO, “Strike Eagles”. “Death from above” 
No activities report 
 
The final section of the report is one of the most important though rarely used. Problems, Comments, and 
Suggestions- We can’t fix it if we don’t know it is broken. Please be sure to pass along items that fall in this category 
whether they are from yourself or an Operative in your SOU. 
 
If you had a problem in the Sector and have solved it, explain the problem and the solution. Someone else in SFSO 
could have the same problem and not know what to do. Individual Operatives sometimes have very good 
suggestions on how we can streamline and advance. Make sure to send this information up the chain and always 
give credit where it is due. Use the following format: 
 
Problems, Comments, and Suggestions: 
 
SOU-230, 230th MACO, “Strike Eagles”. “Death from above” 
(Describe the issue and what course of Actions did the SOU take to have the issued resolved) 
 
If the SOU had nothing to report for Problems, Comments, and Suggestions, use the following format: 
 
Problems, Comments, and Suggestions: 
 
SOU-230, 230th MACO, “Strike Eagles”. “Death from above” 
None 
 
Always follow the Officer’s Code of Conduct. 
 
I. I will always conduct myself in a manner which brings credit to the Corps, my SOU, and myself. 
II. I will be resolute in the performance of my duty and the execution of Corps policy and regulations. 
III. I will show courtesy to my subordinates, fellow officers, and superior officers at all times. 
IV. I will strive for impartiality and fairness in judgment, and disqualify myself from decisions where my judgment 

may be compromised. 
V. I will listen to both sides of a dispute, and act upon fact, not innuendo. 
VI. I will never assume, but always verify. 
VII. I will strive to defuse confrontations, not cause them. 
VIII. I will be the first to praise, and the last to criticize. 
IX. I will praise in public, and criticize in private. 
X. I will strive to be part of the solution, not part of the problem. 

 
Reporting is the only job the Sector Chief is required to do in relation to the SFSO apart from the initial training  
certification requirement to be a Sector Chief. If your not willing to make that effort on behalf of the Operatives in 
your sector, you will be doing them a disservice by accepting this position. By failing to report, you fail to support 
these Operatives properly. Sector reports that are filed after the fifth but before the eighth will be counted as Late. If 
the Sector Report is not received before the Quadrant reports are due to the SFSO Component Commanders on the 
eighth, the Sector Chief will be reported as FTR by the Quadrant Chief. Reports not properly filled out will be 
returned for completion. Two (2) late reports will be counted as one (1) Failure to Report. After three (3) Failure to 
Reports in a 12 month period the Quadrant Chief will decide what the appropriate action that should taken. 
 
The last responsibility of the SOU Sector Chief is the dissemination of information. You are responsible for seeing 
that the Operatives in your Sector are kept aware of happening in SFSO. Visit the SFSO website at https://
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sfisfso.wordpress.com/ or the SFSO Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/groups/STARFLEETSpecOps/ 
Perhaps your SOU/Sector/Quadrant has a list, website or Facebook page of it’s own or you can relay information at 
meetings and chapter newsletters. But it is important that the chain of command be a two-way communication. 
 
An example of a Sector report is shown in Appendix C of this manual. 

 

5.3 Quadrant Chief Reports 
 

Quadrant Chiefs report every month to the next level in the chain of command. Generally for Quadrant Chiefs, this 
would be the SFSO Deputy Director (Operations), (the Component Commander and Branch Component 
Commander will receive the same report as information purposes) then SFSO Assistant Director and finally SFSO 
Director. 
 
When Quadrant Chief’s are not being utilized, then the reporting chain will be the SOU, then the SFSO Branch 
Component Commander ( TacOps and IntelOps depending on your type of SOU) then the Deputy Director, 
Operations. 
 
When the TacOps Commander and IntelOps Commander are receiving the reports instead of the Sector and 
Quadrant Chief reports, the TacOps Commander and IntelOps Commander will only roll-up the components under 
their command. 
 
The deadline for your Quadrant report is the eighth day each month. January, February, March, April, May, June, 
July, August, September, October, November and December. Only twelve reports a year.  
 
There’s a lot more to reporting than just collecting and forwarding other peoples’ reports. As a matter of fact, this is 
not the proper procedure for any position within the reporting Chain of Command (CoC). Each position of the 
reporting CoC above the SOU is primarily utilized to assist the next position in dealing with processing the 
information from the SOU reports. 
 
The Quadrant Chief is responsible for reporting the strength of the Quadrant to the Deputy Director (Operations) 
along with activities, promotions, awards, etc. This information essentially comes from the SOU reports.  The 
Quadrant Chief has the prerogative to populate the Quadrant level positions to help in that job or to collect all the 
SOU reports personally. Assuming that a quadrant has five sectors and each of them had 10 SOUs, the Quadrant 
Chief would have to collect fifty SOU reports, it would be a little overwhelming for the Quadrant Chief to process all 
these reports alone. So, they employ Sector Chiefs. The proper procedure for the Quadrant Chief to report this 
information to the Deputy Director, Operations is by compiling all the information from the Sector reports into one 
report. If the Quadrant Chief simply forwards the individual reports to the Deputy Director, Operations  then there is 
no use in having anyone in the Quadrant Chief position. 
 
The one thing to remember in all this is that the SOUs information is what is important. This is what should be 
reported first and foremost. What the Quadrant Chief is looking for in the report from the Sector is what SOUs are 
within the Sector and all their information. At the beginning of the report is the area for listing what Quadrant is 
reporting and their contact information. After that will be the active Sectors and their contact information. After that, 
all the Quadrant Chief is concerned with is the SOUs. The Quadrant Chief already knows what Sector the SOU is in 
from the report and their Sector assignment will be stated in the individual SOU’s information. 
 
Example: So if the Quadrant has five Sectors with three SOUs each this is how the information will come to the 
Quadrant in the Sector reports: 
 
1Sector  2Sector  3Sector  4Sector  5Sector 
Ranger  Ranger  Ranger  Ranger  No SOUs assigned 
SOU-031 SOU-024  SOU-762 SOU-177 
SOU-119 SOU-327 SOU-812 SEALS 
SEALS  Intel  Recon  SOU-003 
SOU-120 SOU-672 SOU-901 
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The Quadrant Chief should send this information on to the Deputy Director, Operations like this: 
 
Sector 01 
Ranger 
SOU-031 
SOU-119 
SEALS 
SOU-120 
 
Sector 02 
Ranger 
SOU-024 
SOU-327 
Intel 
SOU-672 
 
Sector 03 
Ranger 
SOU-762 
SOU-812 
Recon 
SOU-901 
 
Sector 04 
Ranger 
SOU-177 
SEALS 
SOU-003 
 
Sector 05 
No SOU s assigned 
 
You can see this information is separated into Sectors. It is reporting the Sector and individual SOU information. All 
sections of the report should be compiled in this manner.  
 
Quadrant reporting information is below: 
 
Reporting: (Who is submitting the report) 
Reporting E-mail: (E-mail address of person filing the report) 
Report Date: (Month and Year Reporting) 
 
Quadrant Alpha Character name (Example: Alpha Quadrant) 
 
Quadrant Chief: (Rank and Name) 
Quadrant Chief E-mail: 
Assistant Quadrant Chief : (Rank and Name) 
Assistant Quadrant Chief E-mail: 
The next section of the report is the Quadrant Data. In this area the Quadrant Chief will list the reporting status of all 
SOUs by Sector in the Quadrant. SOUs will be grouped by Sector, Branch and SOU Designation sequence. The 
formatting is as follows: 
 
Sector # 
Branch 
SOU number, SOU name, SOU motto 
 
If the SOU reported on time, you just make the entry in the above format. If the SOU report was “Late” or “FTR”, 
make a note of it after the SOU motto. Example: 
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Sector # 
RECON 
SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” -Late 
 
Ranger 
SOU-047, 47th Ranger Detachment “Death Angels”, “Second to None” 
 
or 
 
Sector # 
RECON 
SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” -FTR 
 
Ranger 
SOU-047, 47th Ranger Detachment “Death Angels”, “Second to None” 
 
The Sector # is only listed once at the beginning of the SOU listings. Each Branch is only listed once at the 
beginning of that branch reporting information. 
 
The next section of the report is “SOUs NOT reporting:”  Each SOU that was identified as FTR will be listed in this 
section. The information needed is the standard SOU information as used above. Then the Name of the SOU TL 
and email address. Each branch will be grouped together. The formatting will be: 
 
SOUs NOT reporting: 
 
RECON 
SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear”  
 TL Name, TL 
 TL E-mail Address 
 
Quadrant Strength - Provide the number of Operatives assigned to SOUs within the Sector, the number of 
unassigned Operatives in the Sector and the number of active SOUs in the Sector. The following format must be 
followed: 
 
10 assigned/ 2 unassigned,12 Operatives total, 9 SOUs 
 
The next section is the SOU Rosters.  The Operatives are grouped by Sector, then Branch and then SOU. The 
following format will be used: 
 
Sector # 
Branch 
SOU Designation, SOU Name, SOU Motto 
Name: 
SCC#: 
Rank: 
SFI Exp Date: 
 
Name: 
SCC#: 
Rank: 
SFI Exp Date: 
 
The branch and SOU info is only listed once with the beginning of the particular SOU. The labels (Name:, SCC#: 
Rank: and SFI Exp Date:) for each line must be present. 
 
Remember that an Operative must be a member of STARFLEET The International STAR TREK Fan Association. If 
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a chapter or a SOU allows for associate members (non STARFLEET dues paying members) that is their right, but 
we do not recognize them as SFSO Operatives. They do not count in the totals of Operatives in your Quadrant. Also 
check each Operatives Affiliation. If the Operative does not have Special Operations listed in the database, then the 
first report can include them, however the very next report can not have them listed unless the affiliation is showing. 
 
This section of your report is very important. It is the PERSONNEL DATA section. From the roster we determine how 
many Operatives we actually have. Some awards, such as the General Martok Service Award (1yr) can be 
determined by an Operative’s name appearing on 12 consecutive reports. The roster is extremely important and 
MUST contain the following information on every Operative within the Quadrant. 
 
All Operatives MUST be members in good standing with STARFLEET. We are STARFLEET members first, 
Operatives second. If a membership is expired the name and information belongs in the “Lossed” list, if the member 
does not plan on renewing, or has not renewed at the time of your report. 
 
As the Quadrant Chief it is your responsibility to check your roster for accuracy. This can be done through two 
sources, the STARFLEET database and the SFSO Database which is maintained by the Support Department. Keep 
a master copy of your roster with all the information and before each report check expiring members to be sure they 
have renewed. Make sure all your Operatives are affiliated with the Special Operations by checking the box in the 
Affiliation link in the members individual SFI Database Record. As the Quadrant Chief you may not be able to use 
this tool in the database, but you should be certain that the SOU Team Leader’s have affirmed the affiliation for each 
of their members. If you find a member who is being reported as current but has expired please contact the SOU 
Team Leader and inform them. It is also a good idea to remind Team Leader’s to remind their members to renew a 
few weeks to two months before they expire.  
 
“Changes to roster” is the next section in reporting. List each change of personnel that took place during the 
reporting period. List Gains first and then Losses. Use the following format: 
 
Gains: 
 
Sector 
Branch 
SOU Designation, SOU Name, SOU Motto 
Name 
SCC#: 
Rank: 
SFI Exp Date: 
Reason: (State why they are a gain, such “Recruited”, “Transferred in from another SOU” and SFI Membership 
Renewed” If recruited, place in parenthesis who recruited them). 
 
Losses: 
 
Sector 
Branch 
SOU Designation, SOU Name, SOU Motto 
Name 
SCC#: 
Rank: 
SFI Exp Date: 
Reason: (State why they are a loss, such “Discharged”, “Transferred to another SOU” and “SFI Membership Exp”. 
 
As mentioned above, if the SOU has more than 1 gain or loss, the branch and SOU info only needs to be listed with 
the first Operative. The same goes with the Sector label. 
 
The next section is “Special Operations SOUs Activated:” List all new SOU’s activated in your sector for the reporting 
period. Use the following format: 
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Special Operations SOUs Activated: 
 
Sector 
Branch 
SOU Designation, SOU Name, SOU Motto 
Name, TL 
TL Email: 
 
If no new SOU’s during the reporting period, the format should be as follows: 
 
Special Operations SOUs Activated: 
None 
 
The next section is “Special Operations Units Deactivated:” List all SOU’s deactivated in your Quadrant for the 
reporting period. Use the following format: 
 
Special Operations Units Deactivated: 
 
Sector 
Branch 
SOU Designation, SOU Name, SOU Motto 
Name, TL 
TL Email: 
Reason: (Example could be “FTR”, “TL Requested” or “Chapter CO requested” 
 
If no SOU’s deactivated during the reporting period, the format should be as follows: 
 
Special Operations Units Deactivated: 
None 
 
The next section is “Awards Issued:”  In this section, first list the name of the Award that was issues, next is the SOU 
Designation, SOU Name and then SOU motto, next would be the Name of the person the the award was issued to, 
then rank and then SCC#. Only awards that are awarded by the Director and/or listed in the SFSO Awards Manual 
will be listed. Exceptions are awards issued by their chapter, SFA or the SFI Awards Director can also be listed. Use 
the following format: 
 
Awards Issued: 
 
General Martok Award-1 yr 
SOU-230, 230th MACO, “Strike Eagles”. “Death from above” 
Name: Danial K. Williams 
Rank: Ensign 
SCC: 12345 
 
If no awards were issued during the reporting period, the format would be” 
 
Awards Issued: 
None 
 
The next section is “Awards Requested:” In this section, first list the name of the Award that was requested, next is 
the SOU Designation, SOU Name and then SOU motto, next would be the Name of the person the award was 
recommended for, then rank then SCC#, then summarize why the awarded was requested and finally the date the 
award was earned. Use the following format: 
 
Awards Requested: 
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SOU-230, 230th MACO, “Strike Eagles”. “Death from above” 
Major Hayes Award-MACO 
NAME: 
SCC: 
Rank: 
Reason: 
Date earned: 
 
If no awards were requested during the reporting period, the format would be” 
 
Awards Requested: 
None 
 
Any Operative may submit any other Operative for an award at any time. There is an online award form that you 
must use. This section helps the chain of command to follow-up on awards requested that have been submitted by 
the SOU. You should be able to determine from your rosters when your Operatives are due a General Martok 
Service Award. This is issued by the Director for 1 year, 3 years, 5 years and 7 years of continuous service by an 
Operative. This is uninterrupted service to the SFSO, which is a good reason to insure that memberships do not 
lapse. If a membership lapses then the time count starts over again. Proper rosters can make tracking this award 
easy. 
 
Other awards are listed in the SFSO Awards Manual with the criteria for receiving them and who the awarding 
authority will be. Send any requests for awards through the online awards form and list them in this section of your 
report. Remember, when submitting an Operative for an award to detail completely what the person did to deserve 
the award. You may NOT submit yourself for awards, however the SFSO General Martok Service Award and the 
Major Hayes Award are the exception.. 
 
The next section is “Activities:” This is a list or detailed description of activities since the last report. What did the 
SOUs in your Quadrant do as a Quadrant? As a SOU? As individuals? What community service project are you 
involved in? What conventions, musters, meetings, etc. did the SOU members attend or otherwise participate in? 
This is another opportunity to get recognition for your Operatives. Let us know what is happening. Many of the 
annual awards are based on information obtained from your reports. 
 
It is not necessary for SOUs to report their plans for the next reporting period or the list of courses that the members 
have taken. You can however list the number of courses from each academy. (Example: Ens John Doe completed 
12 SFA courses and 4 SFMCA courses.) Use the following format: 
 
Quadrant Activities: 
 
Sector 
Branch 
SOU-230, 230th MACO, “Strike Eagles”. “Death from above” 
(Enter SOU activities from the SOU report) 
 
If no activities is reported in the SOU report, use the following format: 
 
Quadrant Activities: 
 
Sector 
Branch 
SOU-230, 230th MACO, “Strike Eagles”. “Death from above” 
No activities report 
 
The final section of the report is one of the most important though rarely used. Problems, Comments, and 
Suggestions- We can’t fix it if we don’t know it is broken. Please be sure to pass along items that fall in this category 
whether they are from yourself or an Operative in your SOU. 
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If you had a problem in the Quadrant and have solved it, explain the problem and the solution. Someone else in 
SFSO could have the same problem and not know what to do. Individual Operatives sometimes have very good 
suggestions on how we can streamline and advance. Make sure to send this information up the chain and always 
give credit where it is due. Use the following format: 
 
Problems, Comments, and Suggestions: 
 
Sector 
Branch 
SOU-230, 230th MACO, “Strike Eagles”. “Death from above” 
(Describe the issue and what course of Actions did the SOU take to have the issued resolved) 
 
If the SOU had nothing to report for Problems, Comments, and Suggestions, use the following format: 
 
Problems, Comments, and Suggestions: 
 
Sector 
Branch 
SOU-230, 230th MACO, “Strike Eagles”. “Death from above” 
None 
 
 

I. I will always conduct myself in a manner which brings credit to the Corps, my SOU, and myself. 
II. I will be resolute in the performance of my duty and the execution of Corps policy and regulations. 
III. I will show courtesy to my subordinates, fellow officers, and superior officers at all times. 
IV. I will strive for impartiality and fairness in judgment, and disqualify myself from decisions where my judgment 

may be compromised. 
V. I will listen to both sides of a dispute, and act upon fact, not innuendo. 
VI. I will never assume, but always verify. 
VII. I will strive to defuse confrontations, not cause them. 
VIII. I will be the first to praise, and the last to criticize. 
IX. I will praise in public, and criticize in private. 
X. I will strive to be part of the solution, not part of the problem. 

 
The Quadrant Chief is responsible for reporting the compiled information from the Sector reports by the due date and 
no later. The Deputy Director, Operations has the option for replacing any Quadrant Chief who fails to report or is 
consistently late in reporting. 
 
The Quadrant Chief is responsible for ensuring that all Operatives are treated fairly and without prejudice in all 
aspects of the SFSO. This is especially important when considering an award request. If the request is not as clear 
and concrete as the Chief thinks it should be, there should be an attempt to obtain more information before denying 
the award. If the Chief feels that he/she is not competent to make the decision concerning a particular award, he/she 
may send it to the Director for consideration. This would be a proper use of the CoC. At no time should personal 
feelings interfere with the proper recognition of a member of the SFSO. Members of the SFSO who feel that a denial 
is unfair, may appeal to the Director who is the final word on all things regarding the SFSO. 
 
In the case of a vacancy of a Quadrant Chief, the Deputy Director, Operations has the option to accept applications 
for the position or to fill the position without applications, should this course of action be determined best for the 
Quadrant at the time. It is strongly suggested that Sector and Quadrant Chief positions be held by persons who are 
members of the SOU/Sector/Quadrant in question. The reason for this is that a person who is and has been a 
member of the affected area should have a better understanding of the particulars of that area. If there is no qualified 
applicant for the position to be found within the area, an applicant from outside the SOU/Sector/Quadrant may be 
considered. 
 
See Appendix D for an example of a Quadrant Report and Appendix E for a TacOps/IntelOps Report when the 
Sector and Quadrant Chiefs are not being utilized. 
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5.3.1 Report recipients 

The below E-mails are the minimum recipients. The automated reporting tool located on the SFSO website will 

automatically send your report to all who need to receive it.  

Email for the Director is director@sfso.sfi.org 

Email for the Assistant Director is  

Email to the Deputy Director, Operations is dd.o@sfso.sfi.org 

Email for the TacOps Commander is tac.add@sfso.sfi.org 

Email for the IntelOps Commander  is intel.add@sfso.sfi.org 

 

5.4 Late Reports and Failure to Report 
 

Two (2) late reports will be recorded as one Failure to Report. Two (2) FTR’s will result in the SOU Team Leader to 

be placed on probation. Three (3) FTR’s in a twelve (12) month period, will result in the following action: 

SOU Ship’s CO will be contacted and a request will be made to replace the SOU Team Leader or risk the SOU 

being deactivated. When deactivated the SOU number and other information will be open for reassignment. 

Sector and Quadrant Chief’s who are late reporting twice (2) in a twelve (12) month period will be recorded as 

having one FTR for each pair of late reports. Two (2) FTR’s in a twelve (12) month period will result in the Sector/

Quadrant Chief  being put on probation. Once put on probation, the Sector/Quadrant Chief must make sure the 

reports for the next six (6) months are received on time. 

 

A FTR in this six (6) month probation period or three (3) FTR’s in a twelve (12) month period will result in the 

removal of the Sector Chiefs (Sector Chief’s are appointed by and removed by the Quadrant Chief, Quadrant Chief’s 

are appointed and removed by the Deputy Director, Operations). If the Deputy Director, Operations is late reporting 

twice (2) in a twelve (12) month period, he will be recorded as FTR for each pair of late reports. Two (2) FTR’s in a 

twelve (12) month period, will result in his being put on probation. 

 

Probationary requirements will be set by the Director as he sees fit. If the Deputy Director, Operations is recorded as 

FTR three (3) times in a twelve (12) month period the situation will be brought before the remaining Deputy Directors 

for decisions on an appropriate course of action. 

 

5.5 SOU Deactivation 
 

Deactivation for Failure to Report can only be done after all levels in the Chain of Command, including the Director, 

have made the effort to acquire the missing three (3) reports. If any link in the chain fails to make the attempt, the 

SOU can not be deactivated. SOUs can be deactivated at the request of the CO of the host chapter, at the request 

of the Team Leader of the SOU with documentation that no Operative on the roster wishes to retain the number and 

keep the SOU active. 

 

5.6 SFSO Staff Reporting 
 
Even Operatives of the SFSO Command Staff have to file reports, it comes with the position, but it is essential in 
keeping the Operatives of the SFSO informed. Most if not all policies regarding reporting are spelled out in this 
Manual; this includes the actual reporting schedules for each of the Operatives of the SFSO Command Staff. When 
writing reports one has to consider several things; where the report will be published, the audience, and the content. 
For instance a report written for the CQ is not going to have the same content as a report that’s written for the 
Director. 
 
All Command Staff reports are on a monthly basis. The SFSO Command Staff reporting schedule is listed below.  
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Director reporting to the Vice Commander, STARFLEET   Fifteenth of each month 
Assistant Director to the Director     Thirteenth of each month 
Deputy Director, Operations to the Director   Tenth of each month 
Deputy Director, Support to the Director    Tenth of each month 
Deputy Director, Training to the Director    Tenth of each month 
 
5.6.1 The Deputy Director, Operations  
Of all the staff reports, the Deputy Director, Operations report is key to the SFSO Director’s Report. It is from this 
report the SFSO Director receives accurate Operative numbers, SOU numbers and SOU activities. The Director can 
also use this report to keep informed of what issues the COU is having. 
 
The Deputy Director, Operations must have his report into the Director by of Tenth of each and every month (12 
reports per year total, one for each month). If received after the tenth the report will be recorded as late. The Director 
is required to make an attempt to acquire the report before recording it as a failure to report (FTR) and must keep 
proof of this attempt. If the Director, does not receive the report before his own reporting deadline, the Deputy 
Director, Operations will be recorded as “Failure to Report”. 
 
The reporting format will be dictated by the Director but will contain all the information provided in the Quadrant Chief 
Reports. 
 
Additional Staff members will report in a format that their supervisor will establish. 

 
5.7 Reports to the SFSO Social Media and Newsletter Publications 
 
Reports written for these types of communication outlets should contain any time sensitive information that should 
be released as soon as possible. These reports should also not contain any confidential information. 
 
When writing these types of reports it is best to break the reports down into sections as it makes it easier for the 
reader to digest large chunks of information. These reports can be a bullet list or article form, but experience has 
shown that these types of reports are best presented in a bulleted form. 
 
5.7.1 Reports to the STARFLEET Communiqué (CQ) 
Reports written for the CQ should be written to include information that is not time sensitive. The reason being that 
the CQ is a quarterly publication so anything that is time sensitive should not be included in these reports. As with 
reports to the SFSO Social Media and/or SFSO newsletter publications confidential information should not be 
included. These reports are best written in article form. These articles should be sent to the Deputy Director, Support 
by the 15th of every month, as it is his duty to package all the articles up and send them in to the CQ staff. 
 
5.7.2 Reports to the Director 
Reports to the Director are very similar to reports to the SFSO social media and newsletter publications, except that 
it should include any confidential information that needs to be brought to the Directors attention. 
 

5.8 Report Forms 
 
SOU report forms are available at the SFSO website (https://sfisfso.wordpress.com) and can be filled out on-line and 
then submitted directly to the Branch Assistant Deputy Directors and the Deputy Director, Operations. Please note 
that these forms may be updated from time-to time.  
 
All sections of the report should be filled in even if it is with N/A (not applicable). Likewise, all sections of your report 
should contain the requested information or the notation N/A. Any problems, comments, and suggestions that are 
not handled by the Sector Chief should be passed on up the chain of command to you. If you are unable to 
successfully handle them, you should pass them on up to the Quadrant Chief. Never leave a problem, comment or 
suggestion off a report simply because you feel it is not important. Either handle the situation or report what you 
have done to handle it, or send it on up the chain. Every operative deserves to have an answer or acknowledgement 
of his/her comments, suggestions and problems. NEVER ignore these items. 
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6.0 Chapter 6 – History 
 
“I have read somewhere or other, in Dionysius of Halicarnassus, I think, that history is philosophy teaching by 
examples.” 
 
While every member race of the Federation with any significant history of warfare also has a tradition of Special 
Operations, it would take too long to cover all the prominent examples this Manual. Therefore the focus of this 
publication shall be the examples of Special Operations in the history of the planet Earth and its dominant sentient 
species, Humanity. 
 
When considering the long history of warfare on Earth it becomes obvious that the concepts of Elite Troops and 
Special Troops are a natural byproduct of warfare as conducted by nation-states. However even though both types 
can be considered harbingers of the model current Special Operators adhere to, they have a striking difference. The 
Immortals of Ancient Persia, the Janissaries of the Ottoman Empire and the Knights of Feudal Europe are 
considered Elite Troops rather than true historical examples of Special Operations forces. These warriors were no 
different than the average soldier standing next to him; they were just better equipped and better paid.  
 
These benefits of course made the individual more effective, but they lacked the critical element that makes a 
warrior truly “special”. That special element can be found in the Samurais of Japan, the Mongol Hordes of Central 
Asia, and the Spartans of Greece; that element was training. While it is true that in these examples the training was 
because of a cultural bias toward conflict, it still doesn’t take away the fact that only political failures and social 
weaknesses allowed the civilizations served by these warriors to fall. 
 

6.1 Terrestrial History 
 
As the following examples beginning in Earth’s Age of Industrial Warfare (18th Century –21st Century) will show, it is 
a combination of the equipment of Elite Troops and training of Special Troops that has given the modern Special 
Forces Marine his mentality; Special Training for Special Men with Special Equipment in Special Situations 
 
6.1.1 18th and 19th Centuries 
 
6.1.1.1 Rogers’ Rangers 
The first major example of soldiers conducting Special Forces’ type missions was on the North American Continent 
during the Seven Years War (1754-1763) between all the major European powers at the time. The French had 
enlisted the help of Native Americans to turn the tide of expansionary settlement by British colonists. These Natives 
didn’t fight in the “Traditional” styles that marked warfare in Europe, and the British soldiers had an impossible time 
overcoming their own deficiencies in combating the unusual threat. In response, a British colonial officer named 
Major Robert Rogers formed a company of troops who were trained to fight in the manner of their Native American 
enemies. He instilled in his troops the mentality of “Move Fast and Hit Hard”. 
 
Operating in the hard terrain on the western side of the Appalachian Mountain Range and throughout the Ohio River 
Valley of the North American Continent, he used stealth, small SOU tactics, and a willingness to shrug off the rules 
of “civilized” warfare in order to win battles. These men constantly distinguished themselves as Scouts and Light 
Infantry operating with the vanguard of the British Army throughout the conflict in North America. 
 
6.1.1.2 The “Swamp Fox” 
One of the best examples of the Special Operations ideal of “economy of force” was first practiced by the American 
Colonial Officer Francis Marion during the American Revolution of 1775-1783. Known by enemy and ally alike as the 
“Swamp Fox”, his band of Colonial Militia were the bane of British Loyalist and Regular Troops throughout the North 
American region known as South Carolina. He would strike at Army supply trains and supposedly secure towns in 
order to create the largest reaction for the smallest commitment of manpower. Using surprise and stealth he forced 
the British Generals to dedicate large amounts of regular troops to either securing every possible target or hunting 
Marion down in his own territory. 
 
6.1.1.3 The “Gray Ghost” 
In the American Civil War of 1861-1865 the Confederate Colonel John Singleton Mosby of Virginia picked up the 
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mantle of Irregular Warfare. Colonel Mosby handpicked nearly 300 volunteers and led them on a campaign against 
their Union enemies. Well-trained and well-disciplined, his men cut off lines of communications and supply, wrecked 
railroad rights-of-way, and raided Army Headquarters and Supply SOUs far behind the front lines. It could be 
considered that Colonel Mosby was the first true example of Irregular Warfare serving a national military goal, 
weakening the enemy’s front line, infrastructure, and winning over the support of its people. Added to the fact that 
the Colonel was incredibly difficult to capture, his campaign of Guerrilla Warfare was the nightmare of many Union 
Generals. 
 
6.1.2 The Second World War 
Many current and historically significant Special Operations SOUs can trace their direct lineages to the numerous 
Special Forces-type SOUs of Earth’s Second World War (1939-1945). During the conflict, clandestine government 
agencies and special military SOUs all operated (more or less) together to bring victory to their nations and allies. 
 
While many of these SOUs were built around normal military formations for use together for specific missions, 
numerous others were sponsored by civilian government agencies for what would now be considered Special 
Forces operations. 
 
The biggest user, and over-user, of Special Operations SOUs was Nazi Germany. Its supreme totalitarian leader, 
Adolf Hitler, had an obsession for these types of SOUs.  
 
Whenever a difficult or secret mission was ordered a new special SOU was built and staffed by the best personnel 
that could be found. These weren’t necessarily one time use SOUs; rarely were they disbanded after the mission 
was complete and yet they never served on the front lines in support of their comrades. By the fall of Berlin and the 
end of Nazi Germany in mid-1945, there were dozens of Special Operations Units demanding the best of everything, 
making the task of waging an ultimately futile war even more difficult on the German General Staff. The most notable 
example of this was the Waffen-Schutzstaffel (or just SS) SOUs. Originally a single Brigade of Elite Nazi guards it 
eventually grew to a force of 38 Divisions that offered only marginally better performance than their regular army 
counterparts but for a greater expenditure of men, material, and treasure. 
 
6.1.2.1 Rangers, Raiders, and Scouts 
In nearly all of the Allied democratic countries, special military SOUs were formed to perform specialized tasks and 
duties. However, unlike the Nazi Germans, these SOUs were nearly exclusive in their mission assignments. While 
many didn’t survive the war, some did and a handful lasted decades longer. These SOUs were special in that they 
generally had better equipment and or training then typical SOUs, but also unlike their Nazi counterparts these 
SOUs were never elitist in their actions. Many times these special SOUs had to fill in for normal infantry units. Even 
though they suffered extreme casualties when employed in normal roles, their morale and fighting spirit never 
suffered. 
 
The first SOU to be generally accepted as to have conducted Special Operations within the Allied Military was “L” 
Detachment of the Special Air Service Brigade. It was formed as an airborne deep strike and sabotage unit of the 
British Army in North Africa and Italy. These British soldiers were excellent parachutists that typically dropped at 
night and times of bad weather to surprise the enemy. Working extensively with the Long Range Desert 
Reconnaissance Units of the British 8th Army, it became a terror to the German Afrika Corps striking airfields and 
supply depots far behind the enemy lines. 
 
The United States Army formed battalion sized units and trained them in small unit tactics so as to perform 
reconnaissance missions for larger formations. These units were typically formed from infantry battalions, although 
some notable exceptions did occur, and were referred to as Rangers. While often misused as normal infantry, during 
such missions they fared no better than a normal unit; they did, however, make a name for themselves on the 
beaches of the Normandy during Operation Overlord. The US Second Ranger Battalion was charged with assaulting 
a suspected heavy artillery unit overlooking Omaha Breach, which had been dug into the cliffs of Point du Hoc. In 
order to assault the position the Rangers had to scale 100ft sea cliffs with nothing more than climbing ropes and 
scaling ladders, famously borrowed from a local fire department in Britain. While the suspected artillery had never 
been emplaced, the Rangers used their position to flank the defenses along Omaha Beach in further support of the 
landings. 
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6.1.2.2 1
st

 Special Service Force 
The 1st Special Service Force, famously known as the Devil’s Brigade, was one of the first multi-national military 
forces of such a size. It consisted of soldiers from both the United States and Canada, all of whom were airborne 
qualified and trained extensively.  
 
They were originally intended to operate as a deep strike force in cold weather and mountainous terrain, such as 
Norway or Romania. While their training in sabotage and deep strike missions did in fact spawn from the intended 
targets of hydroelectric dams and oil fields, it eventually became specialized in close combat techniques against 
numerically superior enemies. Unfortunately, they would eventually suffer the same fate as similar units and be 
forced into the line as a normal infantry brigade. In fact the unit didn’t even survive the war, being disbanded in 1944 
in an Italian field and its soldiers being used as replacements in various Canadian and United States Army 
Parachute Units. 
 
A similar unit formed to fight in a completely different theater of the war and environment was the 5307th Composite 
Unit (Provisional). Formed from a direct mandate of the Quebec Conference of 1943, it was trained to be a deep 
penetration unit for use in the jungles and mountains of Burma and Southeastern China. Eventually earning the 
nickname of Merrill’s Marauders after their long time and much loved commander, they used small unit tactics, 
surprise, and flexibility to engage and eliminate Imperial Japanese units. These tactics were partly a result of the 
terrain in which they had to fight and partly a result of their lack of heavy weapons. Because equipment had to be 
quickly moved through nearly impassible jungles, all artillery and vehicles were deemed as unnecessary and the unit 
learned to fight without them. The Marauders also became infamous for their ability to take losses, not only from 
combat but from the prevalent diseases as well, and still keep on fighting. When the unit was disbanded in 1944, 
after only five months of duty, it could only muster 130 combat effectives out of the original 2997 men; even more 
telling was that of the 2750 men to enter Burma only 2 had never suffered a battle wound or major illness. 
 
 In comparison, another unit in the Pacific Theater of the Second World War had a completely opposite combat 
record. The Alamo Scouts were a volunteer organization of United States Army officers and former US-trained 
Filipino soldiers who spied on Imperial Japanese installations and troop movements throughout the Philippines. 
Their most recognized operation was the raid on the Prisoner-of-War camp at Cabanatuan on the island of Luzon. 
They lead a combined unit of US Army Rangers and local guerrillas on a rescue mission to free American POWs 
who were scheduled to be executed by the Imperial Japanese High Command. Despite this one high profile mission, 
they accomplished over 80 other hazardous missions while never numbering over 70 men and not once suffering a 
man killed in action. Individual Alamo Scouts were also highly decorated, as a unit they were awarded a total of 44 
Silver Stars, 33 Bronze Stars, and 4 Soldier’s Medals. 
 
6.1.2.3 The SOE and the OSS 
During the years of 1941 to 1943 the two major democratic powers (the United States and the United Kingdom) were 
hard-pressed to hold Adolf Hitler and his Nazi Germany. Their ally of convenience, Joseph Stalin and his Soviet 
Union, demanded that they immediately invade France across the British Channel in order to open up a Second 
Front in Europe and take pressure of the Red Army currently fighting for its life on the plains of Russia. Neither 
democracy had the troops, equipment, or experience to launch such an invasion as of yet. Though the plan for such 
an invasion (Operation Overlord) was already on the drawing board, and was constantly being revised and 
upgraded. Instead both governments created clandestine services to launch a “secret” war against their Nazi enemy 
using Insurrection and Guerrilla Warfare. 
 
When the United States joined the war after the surprise attack on their Naval Base at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii in 1941, 
they found themselves desperately underequipped in nearly every category. The most glaring deficiency was in 
Foreign Intelligence Gathering, for which there is no substitute in the type of warfare that the rest of the world was 
fighting. A new agency was needed to fill this important role, so President Franklin D. Roosevelt commissioned the 

Office of Strategic Services (OSS). Borrowing heavily from the British Special Operations Executive (SOE) 
model – although the OSS was significantly larger and more diverse, the Americans quickly closed the gap in 
Intelligence Operations when compared with the other major combatants in the war.  
 
The SOE was formed to compliment the already outstanding work being done by the various Clandestine 
Intelligence Agencies in His Britannic Majesty’s service. Their goal was twofold: (1) advise, supply, and regulate 
already existing “resistance” groups operating within the confines of Nazi-Occupied Europe; and (2) launch directed, 
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covert precision strikes against hardened targets in Europe that were either too difficult or too dangerous to eliminate 
with conventional military means. The SOE and the OSS eventually had an incredibly close working relationship, so 
much so that many operations were conducted jointly and to many they appeared to be the same organization. 
 
The crown jewel of operations for both the SOE and the OSS was Operation Jedburgh. Operation Jedburgh was 
designed to seed three man teams throughout enemy occupied territory in order to liaise with already established 
groups of insurgents or form groups of insurgents from the local population. These teams, often called Jedburgh 
Teams consisted of an Officer (British or American Army), an Area Specialist (a military officer or local from the area 
in which the team was to operate), and an Enlisted Radio Operator. These teams allowed groups of insurgents to 
operate in support overall military objectives and be supplied with top of the line military equipment so as to be more 
effective against their occupiers. Universally effective in both the European and Pacific Theaters (although the OSS 
was almost exclusively responsible for operations against the Japanese), these units served as the prototype for 
future Special Forces Units specializing in Insurgency, most notably the US Army’s “Green Berets” Special Forces 
Teams. 
 
At the end of the war both the Special Operations Executive and the Office of Strategic Services were disbanded by 
their respective governments. However, with the beginning of the US-Soviet Cold War (1945-1991), the United 
States again found itself at a disadvantage in foreign intelligence gathering, this time against the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics. When the National Security Act of 1947 was signed into law by President Harry S. Truman, 
tucked into a then-obscure clause was the authorization for the President to create the Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA). Formed from the ashes of the Office of Strategic Services, and including much of the same leadership and 
personnel, the CIA eventually went on to be the one of the premier agencies for clandestine intelligence gathering 
during the latter half of the 20th century and into the 21st. 
 
6.1.3 The Brush Wars and the Coming of Age 
After the Second World War, an uneasy peace descended on the world, ruled by continuous tensions between the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and her allies on one side and the United States of America and her 
democratic allies on the other. Their alliance during the previous war was one of convenience, and after their 
common enemy was defeated their post-war politics were ruled by mutual mistrust. 
 
The Allies lead by the United States wanted to spread democracy to far corners of the shattered world, while Joseph 
Stalin’s USSR wanted to spread communism. The democratic powers used diplomacy and economic aid to spread 
their form of government, helping all willing countries to establish commerce and a higher standard of living for its 
people. The USSR, with significant guidance from the Chinese Communist Mao Zedong (although the Soviets would 
never admit it), spread their form of government by means of the self named “Wars of Liberation”. These wars 
generally pitted a national army (such as the United States, France, or England) against a smaller army recruited 
from the population of the country being fought over. 
 
These smaller armies were traditionally communist, and were armed and trained by either of the two major 
communist countries at the time, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and the USSR. These wars took place 
anywhere that a communist guerrilla band could become organized enough to attract the attention of the communist 
powers or they were organized from the outset by the foreign intelligence services of the communist nations. This 
whole period of unrest earned its name because of their typical arenas, heavy jungle and forest which the larger 
national armies had a difficult to impossible time fighting in and the communist armies, with their high concentration 
of locally recruited soldiers, excelled at fighting in. 
 
6.1.4 The Korean War 
Waged from mid-1950 to mid-1953, it was fought on a northeastern Asian peninsula strategically placed between the 
PRC, USSR, and Japan (which was still home to a sizable United States occupation and reconstruction force at the 
time). Occupied by the Imperial Japanese Army during World War II, the peninsula had been split along the 38th 
degree of latitude after the war. This was because of the portioning of former Axis territories between the opposing 
camps of the victorious Allies, the camps being the democratic Allies and the Communist USSR. 
 
In an attempt to reunite the two halves of the Korean Peninsula, the leader of the Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea (North Korea), Kim Il-sung, waged a war of aggression against his brothers to the south. He was supported by 
Soviet advisors and armed with top-of-the line Soviet equipment, much of which was just a single generation 
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removed from the equipment used against Nazi Germany. While the North would eventually get a massive 
reinforcement of PRC troops, this wouldn’t be until late in 1950. The democratic allies, under the auspices of the 
United Nations, launched a concerted defense and counter-attack in support of their ally, the Republic of Korea 
(South Korea). After three years of bitter fighting, an armistice was signed between the openly warring powers and 
the peninsula returned to its pre-war boarders. Even though this war was primarily a contest of major arms and 
armies, with little tangible involvement of Special Operations type units, it did have a major impact on the roles, 
missions, leadership, and direction of Special Operations within the United States. 
 
During this war the recently established CIA, using veterans of the OSS, tried to again support their military 
comrades with behind-the-line operations. However, these missions were never as successful as the ones 
conducted as little as a decade earlier, and some were downright disasters. Their failures were a direct result of the 
CIA’s inability to connect with the local Korean people on a personal or even military level. 
 
They lacked any training or experience with Asiatic peoples and culture, even simple things like communicating in 
the Korean language was difficult if not impossible for the CIA’s agents. As a result of the lack of support from the 
CIA, three of the four branches of the US Military decided that they would form, in some cases resurrect, their own 
Special Operations units answerable to only the military leaders. United Kingdom’s Special Air Service The entirety 
of the Special Air Service Brigade, parent unit to the famous “L” Detachment, was disbanded after the Second World 
War because the British Army could see no need for such a unit in the post-war world. Less than a year later, 
however, in 1946 the British Army reversed its course and raised a Volunteer Regiment in their Territorial Army that 
would specialize in long range, deep penetration Commando raids. The original unit was designated the 21st Special 
Air Service Regiment (V) and was stood up in 1947. 
 
Its initial service was planned to be in support of the United Nations forces fighting on the Korean Peninsula, but 
after three months of training the Imperial General Staff decided to send a squadron of the Regiment to the 
Southeast Asian nation-state of Malaysia. During the Malaysian Emergency, British Commonwealth forces tried to 
stem the tide of communistic expansion that threatened to overthrow their efforts to reform the Malaysian economy. 
Eventually three volunteer squadrons of the 21st SAS Regiment would serve in Malaysia, perfecting tactics that 
involved long range patrols, ambushes, and strikes deep into enemy controlled territory. They also pioneered 
techniques that allowed parachutists to be successfully used in areas of heavy jungle. They were not strictly an 
attack force, they also constantly sent out medical teams to jungle villages to dispense medical care in an effort win 
the hearts and minds of the local populace. 
 
From the late 1960’s to the early 1990’s, units of the 22nd SAS Regiment, the Regular Army brother to the 21st 
SAS, were deployed against insurrectionists operating in the Northern Ireland province of the United Kingdom. This 
was, and in some circles still is, considered the most controversial deployment of Special Operations units ever 
conducted by a democratic nation. The reasoning behind initial deployments was that regular army and loyalist 
constabulary units needed a dependable quick strike and reconnaissance force to combat the acts of terrorism being 
perpetrated in the region. 
 
While a majority of the official records concerning the acts of the 22nd SAS in this conflict were never publicly 
released before their destruction during Earth’s Eugenics Wars, several general facts are known. 
 
The 22nd SAS resurrected the tradition of pure military forces conducting clandestine intelligence gathering. These 
types of intelligence operations are essential to counterterrorist activities. Due to a terrorist organizations need to 
remain largely anonymous, there is never a centralized position or group that can be targeted by intelligence 
personnel. Therefore, intelligence gathering must be conducted in the field by trained operators who know what they 
are looking for. While the large scale success of these types of intelligence missions are rare, they are incredibly 
successful in preventing terrorist actions in the short term. 
 
In response to a terrorist organization’s small numbers, the 22nd SAS had to perfect close quarters and small unit 
combat techniques. They did this at the school maintained by the Counter-Revolutionary Warfare (CRW) wing. 
During training they learned how to attack and counter terrorist actions against any number of targets or in any 
conceivable situation. The training was intense, and by some accounts the average student would expend over ten 
thousand rounds of pistol ammunition during the course (not counting training with carbines and various rifles). With 
a combination of the training received at the CRW and their experience in Northern Ireland, the 22nd became known 
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as the premier Counter-Terrorist unit on Earth. This led to them becoming the basis and inspiration for a large 
majority of other such units during the late 20th and early 21st centuries. 
 
6.1.5 United States Army Special Forces 
Colonel Aaron Bank and Colonel Russell Volkmann, two former OSS operatives who remained in the US Army after 
the Second World War, worked tirelessly to convince the Army Leadership to adopt an unconventional warfare force. 
Special Forces as envisioned by these two men (Bank in particular) were designed to be a force multiplier: a small 
number of soldiers who could cause a disproportionately large amount of trouble for the enemy. Confusion would 
reign among enemy ranks and in their territory, and missions could be accomplished with extreme economy of 
manpower. 
 
The 10th Special Forces Group (SFG) was the first experiment in this type of organization. The 1950 Lodge-Philbin 
Act of the United States Congress gave the US military the ability to recruit and accept foreign nationals into their 
ranks. The benefit to these new recruits was that after five years of service and an Honorable Discharge, they had 
earned citizenship in the United States. The benefit to the US Army, in particular, was that a majority of these foreign 
nationals were actually displaced persons from Eastern Europe and almost all of them were former resistance 
fighters against Nazi German Occupation. These facts meant that all these experienced fighters had intimate 
knowledge of areas, cultures, and societies that were now considered enemy territory. The mission for the 10th SFG 
was as a “stay-behind” unit that wouldn’t retreat in the face of a Soviet-led Warsaw Pact invasion along with the rest 
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO) forces. Once the initial wave of enemy troops had passed, the 
Special Forces soldiers would embark on a campaign of sabotage, reconnaissance, and insurrection similar to the 
French Forces of the Interior and OSS/SOE Jedburgh Teams during World War II. These operations would be 
carried out with little or no assistance from conventional military forces, and these soldiers would be expected to 
survive for long periods of time amongst the civilian population. Since the invasion of Western Europe by the forces 
of the Warsaw Pact never materialized, the 10th SFG was never needed for its intended role. However, it did serve 
as the testing ground for the tactics, techniques, and procedures that would be desperately needed in another 
theater where the US military did see extensive combat, the Indo-China region of Southeast Asia. In the nation-state 
once known as the Republic of Vietnam (South Vietnam), the United States military tried to establish and maintain a 
democratic state in opposition to its communistic brother to the north, then known as Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam (North Vietnam). The communist forces of the North Vietnamese Army (NVA) made extensive use of 
indigenous fighting forces (known as the Viet-Cong or VC) and guerilla tactics to strike at the South Vietnamese 
Army and their American supporters whenever they chose to. As had been the case in similar wars throughout 
history, the conventionally minded armies of the South Vietnam and the United States were incapable of countering 
these unusual tactics. The 5th SFG was able to put into practice the tactics and skills developed by the 10th SFG in 
Europe to successfully combat both the NVA and the VC. However, even though the missions of US Army Special 
Forces were incredibly successful, the United States campaign in Southeast Asia failed because of political and 
social turmoil at home and abroad. 
 
6.1.6 United States Navy Special Warfare Command 
At the outset of the Second World War, the United States Navy understood that in order to defeat Imperial Japan in 
the Pacific Theater and to liberate Europe from Nazi Occupation, amphibious landings were going to critical. Even 
though the United States Marine Corps had been experimenting with and perfecting the art of Amphibious Warfare, 
there were still no established assets to provide physical reconnaissance on designated landing beaches. It was into 
this void that the joint effort between the United States Navy, Army, and Marine Corps established the Amphibious 
Scout and Raider School to train combat swimmers and experienced explosive ordnance disposal personnel in 
amphibious reconnaissance. 
 
These basic principles of amphibious reconnaissance and obstacle clearance drastically evolved less than a year 
after its introduction because of the disastrous 1943 invasion of the Pacific island of Tarawa. The Marine Corps 
landing force floundered on submerged coral reefs and other Japanese emplaced artificial obstacles during its initial 
landings. As a result, a ghastly number of Marines drowned trying to get to shore. In response, the US Navy 
modified its Amphibious Scout and Raider training to include a greater focus on obstacle clearing and landing 
support in order to prevent another disaster like Tarawa from ever happening again. The units trained in this manner 
became known as Underwater Demolition Teams (UDT). 
 
UDTs served with distinction for the rest of the war, participating in every amphibious landing conducted by the 
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United States military. After the Second World War, the UDTs were not disbanded as many of their Special 
Operations compatriots. Their worth was proven a short five years after the war with the Invasion of Inchon during 
the Korean War. The planning for this amphibious operation started barely two months before the troops were 
expected to make the landing. Due to the compressed time table, UDT units were forced to accomplish two related 
but separate missions at nearly the same time. They first needed to clear the landing zones of artificial obstacles and 
scout the avenues off the beachheads. These units were also required to lead the initial waves of assault troops off 
these same beachheads with barely enough time to finish their initial mission. The UDTs mission was large and 
complex but they executed it flawlessly.  
 
When the United States began to provide increasing amounts of support to their allies in the Republic of Vietnam, 
the UDTs began to deploy and train their South Vietnamese counterparts. However, as the war gradually became 
larger and the US began to commit combat troops to the fight, the UDTs had to become better at fighting on the 
land. They began to train in counter-guerrilla tactics, jungle warfare, and airborne deployments. The combination of 
these skills gave the UDTs the ability to fight from the Sea, Air, and Land; this unique skill set also gave the UDTs a 
new moniker, SEAL Teams. 
 
Operating primary from the South Vietnamese city of Da Nang and in the area known as the Mekong Delta; they 
attacked the VC and NVA in their strongholds, not waiting for them to be the first to attack. However they never 
stopped training their South Vietnamese counter parts in the skills they were using. In fact they tried to combine the 
units they were training into SEAL missions, giving their trainees controlled combat experiences along with the 
confidence that comes with victory. Even though South  Vietnam only survived as an independent nation a bare two 
years after the complete withdrawal of US combat troops, the last South Vietnamese troops to surrender or be 
destroyed were those that had been trained by the US Navy SEAL Teams. 
 

6.2 Earth Forces in Space 
 
Everything on Earth begins to change after Zefram Cochrane historic warp flight on April 5, 2063. In time all the 
countries would come together and form the United Earth. In doing so, all the countries that had military forces that 
survived World War III would be disbanded and a new United Earth military organization was formed during the 
2150s, prior to the founding of the Federation. The MACOs were made up of the previous Special Forces from 
around the Earth but were not associated with the Starfleet.  
 
6.2.1 Xindi Conflict (2153 to 2154) 
The Xindi Conflict was a series of events lasting nearly a year, involving an attempt made by the Starship Enterprise 
(NX-01) to save Earth from destruction by the Xindi.  It began with a preemptive surprise strike on Earth by the Xindi, 
who were acting on false intelligence provided them by the Sphere Builders (a race of transdimensional beings, and 
a faction in the Temporal Cold War).  At this time, the United Earth Military Assault Command Operations (MACO) 
served as the United Earth's armed forces, and were separate from Starfleet.  MACOs were assigned to Enterprise 
to reinforce the Starfleet security personnel, and demonstrated that Starfleet required organic military (Conventional 
Ground Forces) and special operations (SFSO) units. 
 
6.2.2 Earth – Romulan war (2156 – 2160)  
In the 2150's, the MACOs fought in the decisive battles at Galorndon Core and Vorkado as well as the Battle of 
Cheron. 
  
In 2161, the United Earth helped to form the United Federation of Planets and all military forces – including the 
MACOs – were consolidated into Starfleet and the Federation Ground Forces. 
 

6.3 United Federation of Planets 
 
6.3.1 The First Federation – Klingon War (2195 – 2199)  
Though any numbers of independent traders had encountered Klingons in Orion ports, the U.F.P. had never taken 
official notice of this new culture, whereas Klingon military observers had been gathering data about the U.F.P. and 
Starfleet for years.  
  
In 2151, the Federation made first contact with the Klingon Empire which quickly led to armed conflict. After a long, 
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exhausting war with the Romulans, the Federation was in no shape to get involved in another one so soon with the 
Klingons. Although the Federation's military was mostly starship-based at this time with MACOs and a few 
Federation Ground Forces bolstering the Starfleet's naval security forces, the Klingons made extensive use of 
infantry and other ground troops. Klingon squadrons (or sometimes fleets) would batter Federation outposts with 
orbital bombardment to damage shields and cause confusion before beaming in Klingon infantry, who would easily 
defeat the poorly trained naval personnel in close combat.  
  
Intel analysis during and after the war determined that heavy, and often unnecessary, losses of manpower and 
equipment was often caused by limited intelligence of the battlefield and the enemy, the inability to conduct long 
range reconnaissance, and the inability to conduct precision, specialized infantry-type strikes.  
 
During the early part of the first Federation-Klingon war, Commodore George Alford had a team of  Starfleet 
personnel trained in light infantry raiding tactics, with the idea of disrupting rear-area Klingon forces.  One of these 
units, led by Commander William Rogers and nicknamed “Rogers' Rangers,” (after the famous historical Rogers' 
Rangers) was inserted several light-years behind the front and raided an important Klingon supply base.  This 
caused a significant interruption to Klingon supply lines.  The team managed to hold the base for months, before the 
Klingons re-took the facility.  Although Commander Rogers was killed in the counter-attack, his Rangers managed to 
destroy a significant portion of the base (including almost all of the supplies), and four of the team escaped. 
 
In response to the hard lessons learned during these wars, Starfleet decided that in addition to an enlarged Starfleet 
Marine Corps, a Special Operations branch organic to Starfleet would be required. This was accomplished by 
forming the Starfleet Special Operations department in 2298 consisting of three components; the Starfleet Rangers, 
Reconnaissance, and Intelligence, each with its own specialties. 
 
6.3.2 U.S.S. Akbar Incident 
The Federation Ground Forces and the Starfleet Special Operations were capable of dealing with most issues that 
took place on a planet, ship or at a starbase. But it wasn't until an Orion Crime syndicate presented a direct threat to 
Starfleet that a need for something a little more specific was realized. The then president of the Federation was 
traveling from Earth to Tellar, when the ship he was aboard was attacked. A Saladin Class Destroyer was rendered 
incapacitated and set adrift shortly after with not a single person left on board. This incident was so bold it even 
garnered the attention and admiration of the Klingons who began courting the Orions for an alliance as they 
apparently now had a common enemy in the Federation.  
 
Starfleet scoured the space lanes in an attempt to find the crew of the U.S.S. Akbar. They would sweep into a 
location possibly find the body of a crewman but nothing else. It became imperative that Starfleet find a new way to 
deal with the issue. The Orions had demanded a list of things and in an attempt to placate them and retrieve some of 
the prisoners several concessions were made. According to the Orions it was not enough. A single shuttle and crew 
were returned, all unconscious. It was at this point that a former MACO commander proposed a special team be 
created to find and return the captives. A secret vote caused a single ship to depart from Earth to begin training a 
crew of officers and enlisted that had been pulled from a wide cross section of Starfleet and the Federation Ground 
Forces. These personnel trained and learned everything they could about Orion weapons and Tactics, they learned 
how to speak the native languages and they learned how to perform highly special techniques like SILO (Space 
Insertion Low Opening) and high speed nap of the earth shuttle piloting. During their training time the Orions were 
still returning a single dead body every so often. After the Crew had been in captivity for nearly 2 months the rescue 
team finally got a break. An encrypted communication tipped them off that a certain ship would be traveling through 
a sector of space to drop a package. It matched intelligence that told Starfleet they may be able to find a crewman 
sometime after the shuttle left. The operation was given a green light and an unmarked shuttle that had been 
appropriated from a Tellaraite left the secret training base.  
 
The shuttle reached the star system ahead of the Orions and as bait they simulated an engine malfunction and sent 
out an SOS. The Orions took the bait. Swooping in to capture the shuttle they had no idea that the shuttle was 
carrying a group of special operators. Within minutes of pulling the shuttle into the Orion freighter The Special Ops 
team had disabled the Orion ship, captured the entire crew and rescued a Starfleet officer that was going to be killed 
and left on the planet below. They were able to trace the ships stops and courses to figure out where the Orions had 
been hiding all along. A location that irritated everyone even more when they discovered that the Orions had 
established a makeshift base on the edge of the Kuiper belt in Earths own star system. Rather than launch a full 
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scale attack the team took the captured Orion ship and headed for the base. As they approached several of the 
team exited through the ships air locks and using spacesuits and small micro thrusters approached the based in the 
shadow of the larger ship. As the ship docked they moved to other ports and either captured or disabled other ships 
that were docked. As soon as the ship had docked the Special Ops team began to take control of the small base and 
in less than 10 minutes had captured all the Orions present and freed the remaining Federation officers and 
diplomats including the Federation President. As they left the base a pair of Constitution class ships approached to 
"collect" anything else they could find before destroying the facility. 
 
Less than a month later the Starfleet Special Operations SEALS was established with the quiet flourish of a grateful 
Federation President. He had Starfleet reorganize the Starfleet Special Operations branch which would now have 
four special operations forces components; The Rangers, Reconnaissance, Intelligence and the SEALS. 
 
6.3.3 Cardassian War 2347-2367 
The Federation-Cardassian Wars, known in the Federation as the Cardassian Wars or Border Wars, were prolonged 
conflicts between the Federation and the Cardassian Union, which started as far back as 2347 and lasted into the 
2350s. (Smaller skirmishes, not officially considered part of the wars, continued into the 2360s.) The ensuing 
stalemate by the mid-2360s advantaged neither side in firepower or territory. A 2367 truce enforced an end to 
hostilities but left key questions unresolved; the finalized treaty, unsigned until 2370, formed a demilitarized zone 
between the powers, creating a new border and clarifying claims to planets such as Dorvan V. 
 
The wars raged in a series of conflicts of various sizes as the two powers struggled to protect their individual 
interests. A series of serious incidents and a not entirely unjustified fear of an invasion by the Federation, culminated 
in a Cardassian Army expedition against the planet of Setlik III in 2347. Mistakenly believing that a secret Special 
Operations base was on the planet, the Cardassians tortured and killed over one hundred civilians in the raid. When 
the Cardassian Government, still convinced that the Federation had a base on Setlik III, refused to apologize or 
make an offer of reparations to victim families, war fever raged in the Federation. Ships and troops were sent, and 
an undeclared war raged for the next 20 years.  The conflict itself was not continuous; it would flare for a few 
months, die down, only to flare again after halfhearted peace talks failed. The most active part of the war was in 
2366, shortly before the truce that ended it was signed. 
 
The Cardassians had planned “Operation Hammer,” a series of naval and ground force engagements designed to 
force the Federation out of the Badlands once and for all. Unfortunately for the Cardassians, SFSO Ranger and 
Reconnaissance teams along with Federation Ground Forces Special Operations forces called Omega teams had 
infiltrated most of the planets the Cardassians were using for staging bases. They quickly detected mission 
preparations, and just twenty four hours before kickoff, these SFSO teams and provide critical information that 
helped additional ground forces to attack the Cardassian supply depots and assembly areas, while Starfleet forces 
simultaneously attacked the gathering Cardassian fleet. Within weeks, the Cardassians had lost territory they 
claimed before the war began. When the truce was signed in 2367, the Badlands were firmly in Federation hands. 
 
Much of the fighting went on in the area of space that would later become the DMZ. The Beloti sector was a hot spot 
during the wars, and in the 2350s, gravitic mines were deployed in the sector. The Cardassian Union pushed into 
Federation space, and Federation systems such as Minos Korva were disputed territory during the wars. In 2369, 
two years after the established truce, the Cardassians unsuccessfully attempted to take the system. Members of 
Starfleet further feared that the Cardassians would try to annex the Igo sector in that year. 
 
Losses during the wars left deep scars on both sides.  Post-Cardassian War analyses described Starfleet Security's 
performance as front-line ground troops during the war as overall abysmal: They took roughly twice the casualties 
per capita of any other branch. The Federation Ground Forces took heavy casualties and the Starfleet Special 
Operations also took on large casualties while also discovering that the need for a more specialized Special 
Operations unit was needed that would incorporate all the skills of the four existing SFSO components. In 2372, 
Starfleet once again reorganized the Starfleet Special Operations, this time adding a fifth component to the 
previously designated four components. The Starfleet Special Operations Military Assault Command Operations 
(MACO) was formed. 
 
6.3.4 Dominion War 2373-2375 
The Dominion War was a major conflict in the Alpha Quadrant that raged from 2373 to 2375 between the Dominion 
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and the Federation Alliance. The Dominion Axis was comprised of the Dominion, Cardassian Union, and the Breen 
Confederacy. The Federation Alliance was comprised of the United Federation of Planets, Klingon Empire, and 
eventually the Romulan Star Empire. 
 
The war included many famous battles such as "Battle of Deep Space Nine", the two "Battles of Chin'toka", "Battle of 
Betazed", and the "Battle of Cardassia".  
 
The signing of a treaty of peace with Cardassia did not mean “the end of war in our time” any more than the 
Khitomer Accords did over 150 years before. At most the major powers of the Alpha and Beta quadrants maintained 
a delicate balance. So delicate was the balance that one incident could tip the quadrants towards all out war. The 
entrance of the Dominion into the Alpha quadrant through the Bajoran wormhole was such an incident. With the 
arrival of the Dominion the Alpha and Beta quadrants destabilized leading not only into all out war, but to multiple 
alliances of convenience. Alliances between the various powers shifted constantly during this time. 
 
The Dominion war started unlike most wars, that is they did not enter the Alpha quadrant with guns blazing. Instead 
the Dominion chose to use subterfuge to undermine the already fragile alliances that existed in the Alpha and Beta 
quadrants. By undermining those alliances the Dominion had hoped to push the more powerful governments into 
open hostilities with each other, which would in the end weaken them enough so that a Dominion invasion would 
meet little opposition. The Federation and the Klingons were the first targets of the Dominion. Changelings had 
infiltrated the Klingon High Command and were feeding false information regarding the recent civilian overthrow of 
the Cardassian government to Chancellor Gowron. 
 
The infiltrators had Gowron convinced that the Dominion was behind the overthrow and therefore Cardassia must be 
invaded to stop the Dominion. The Federation disagreed and in the end helped the newly formed Detapa Council 
escape from the Klingon invasion of Cardassia. The Federation’s willingness to help the Cardassians and their 
refusal to participate in the invasion led Gowron to withdraw from the Khitomer Accords. 
 
Open hostilities between the Federation and Klingon Empire ensued. During this time the Federation Ground Forces 
was instrumental in several battles and was used extensively to bolster any planets civilian defense forces. On 
several occasions forces of the Federation Ground Forces were able to hold the Klingons back thus preventing 
several planets from falling. Not only did the Federation Ground Forces enjoy the thrill of victory, but the pain of loss. 
Men and material were being lost at an alarming rate; soon losses from this stage of the war surpassed those that 
had been suffered during the war with Cardassia. While the war raged on the Federation began to grow concerned 
that a Changeling had replaced the Klingon Chancellor. A plan was devised to determine whether or not this had 
actually occurred. While carrying out this plan, a group of Starfleet officers led by Captain Benjamin Sisko 
discovered that it was not Gowron who had been replaced, but his commanding general, General Martok. This fact 
was revealed to Gowron in spectacular fashion. Captain Sisko’s team was allowed to leave Klingon space 
unhindered, and Gowron was able to convince the High Council to call for a cease-fire. 
 
Even though a tenuous cease-fire existed between the Federation and the Klingons, the Klingons were still engaged 
in a war with the Cardassians. Sometime mid-2373 the Cardassian Union allied with the Dominion. This gave the 
Dominion a foothold in the Alpha Quadrant and they immediately began sending fleets of warships and supply 
vessels through the Bajoran wormhole and into Cardassian territory on a weekly basis. The Klingons now found 
themselves facing a foe that they could not fight alone, and they were forced to withdraw from Cardassian space. 
War with the Dominion was inevitable and only the combined Federation-Klingon forces stood a chance. With that 
Gowron resigned the Khitomer Accords, thus officially ending hostilities between the two powers. 
 
The Cardassian Union and Dominion meanwhile, continued to fortify their positions and secure nonaggression 
treaties with the Miradorn, Tholians, Bajorans, and most notably the Romulans. Dominion intentions were becoming 
clearer with each treaty they made. The Federation was forced to act, but a preemptive strike was out of the 
question, there simply was not enough men and material for such a strike to succeed. Instead it was decided that 
mining the Bajoran wormhole to prevent further Dominion reinforcements from arriving would be sufficient. The 
mining of the wormhole provoked the Dominion into acting. Even while apparently reaching an agreement with the 
Federation to allow limited medical and economic supplies through to help rebuild Cardassia, the Dominion secretly 
planned an attack on DS9. The Dominion plan was to attack and take the station before the Federation had time to 
complete and activate the minefield. However the Klingons were able to send word to DS9 that a large Cardassian 
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and Dominion fleet was inbound. With this knowledge DS9 was able to prepare its defenses and work toward 
bringing the minefield on line. Even though the Dominion arrived too late to prevent the successful activation of the 
minefield they began their assault on the station. No Federation reinforcements were available and in light of the 
overwhelming force that DS9 faced, Captain Benjamin Sisko was forced to order all Federation personnel to 
evacuate the station. This would not be the last time that DS9 changed hands during the war. After the evacuation 
the reason for the lack of reinforcements was made known. While the Dominion was busy attacking DS9 a combined 
Federation-Klingon task force had attacked Dominion shipyards at Torros III. That assault had required all available 
vessels. 
 
The opening months of 2374 saw a string of allied defeats, both in space and planet side. Starfleet saw most of its 
losses through massive space battles involving huge fleets while the Starfleet Marine Corps saw most of its losses in 
large tactical engagements on various planets. However the Federation Ground Forces also suffered horrendous 
losses in space engagements, especially in planetary invasions. Troop carriers were favorite targets of Cardassian 
and Dominion forces. Each troop carrier destroyed meant the loss of hundreds if not thousands of Federation 
Ground Forces. With losses mounting morale was at an all time low. However the tides of fortune would change in 
favor of the Allies in the second quarter of that year. That quarter saw the successful implementation of Operation 
Return, the objective of which was to retake DS9 and the Bajoran Wormhole. 
 
Operation Return was a risky and bold move that only succeeded due in part to the surprise appearance of a huge 
Klingon attack force. The USS Defiant was able to break through the lines and head toward the Bajoran Wormhole. 
As the USS Defiant arrived at DS9 the Dominion was able to successfully destroy the minefield placed months 
earlier by Starfleet. The way was now open for Dominion reinforcements from the Gamma Quadrant. However the 
Dominion had not taken into account the non-corporeal aliens that dwelt in the Bajoran Wormhole. As the Dominion 
fleet was en route and in the wormhole Captain Benjamin Sisko was able to convince the aliens to destroy the 
Dominion reinforcements. From that point on no further Dominion ships would make it through the wormhole. With 
their reinforcements gone and Allied forces breaking through their lines, the Dominion was forced to withdraw from 
DS9. This was the first major allied victory. Federation Ground Forces losses during this engagement were light in 
comparison to other engagements and most were due to the actual space battle. 
 
With the retaking of DS9 and the wormhole, the war entered a temporary lull. The Dominion had retreated within 
Cardassian space and engagements along the Cardassian border were rare. Marines soon found themselves with 
lots of time on their hands, which is a not necessarily a good thing. However they soon found themselves performing 
daily drills and weapons training. In their off hours marines tried to stave of boredom any way that they could. Some 
formed musical groups and sang various songs that they found in the cultural databases. Martin and the Brigadiers 
was one such group. An impromptu group formed by several general staff officers one evening only recorded one 
song, ‘You’ve Lost that Loving Feeling”, which they found in the Earth’s cultural database. The song soon became 
the favorite of marines in bars throughout the Federation. Aside from 20th century Earth songs, Klingon warrior 
songs were almost as equally well received. 
 
While the marines of the Federation Ground Forces did their best to keep themselves occupied, the Dominion vied 
for peace, going so far as to offer to withdraw from large portions of territory that had been occupied in the onset of 
the war. Further analysis of the situation by a special Federation think-tank showed that this was a ploy to obtain the 
Kabrel system, which would allow the Dominion to produce ketracel-white in the Alpha Quadrant. Since the 
Dominion was no longer receiving shipments through the wormhole they faced a supply shortage that threatened 
their position in the war. The Federation did not accept the peace proposal and weeks later the fighting resumed. 
 
Ships patrolling the Cardassian border were frequently engaged and destroyed. Many ships just vanished never to 
be seen or heard from again. During this time marines dreaded being sent to the border as either a detachment on 
board ship or as part of a recon element. Any unit sent on either of those missions rarely returned. Soon after 
fighting resumed SFSO and Starfleet Intelligence was able to ascertain that the Dominion had started breeding 
Jem’Hadar in the Alpha Quadrant negating the need for reinforcements from the Gamma Quadrant. 
 
Later in 2374 the Federation Ground Forces was dealt its largest defeat yet in the war, the fall and subsequent 
occupation of Betazed. Tens of thousands of ground forces fought valiantly to hold the planet, but the Dominion was 
able to bring an overwhelming force to bear and was successful in routing the defenders. Very few combat ready 
units escaped the fall of Betazed. Ground Forces casualties for that one particular engagement were 75%. Those 
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units that were unable to withdraw from Betazed and that were not completely destroyed were able to escape to the 
surrounding countryside. 
 
Those units formed the basis of an organized armed resistance that would continue operating until the end of the 
war. In order to keep the resistance going the SFSO was able to insert several teams to the planet to conduct 
reconnaissance and gather critical intel while the MACOs would make high-speed transporter drops to various parts 
of the planet. This was usually accomplished through specially outfitted transports that were capable of transferring 
cargo at high warp speeds as the passed by the planet. The heavy losses were deemed acceptable though because 
of the strategic value of Betazed and that the resistance was able to successfully disrupt many of the Dominion’s 
activities. 
 
At the opening of 2375 the Federation and her allies found themselves suffering a severe shortage of manpower, 
ships and equipment. While the Federation and her allies found themselves struggling to rebuild their shipyards and 
replace the men and material that had been lost, the Dominion was producing ships and Jem’Hadar warriors at an 
astounding rate. Worse that the shortage of manpower and material the Federation now faced was the fact that with 
the loss of Betazed, the core Federation worlds of Vulcan, Andor, Tellar, and Alpha Centauri were vulnerable to 
invasion from Dominion forces. With the core worlds of the Federation facing imminent invasion, the ground forces 
began to ship any available reserves to those core worlds that were deemed most vulnerable to invasion. 
 
The outcome of the war looked grim for the Federation and her allies. It was determined that in order to have any 
chance of winning the Romulans would need to brought into the conflict as an ally. This was easier said than done 
considering that the Romulans had declared themselves neutral in the conflict. However this neutrality was called 
into question, as they would allow safe passage for Dominion ships traversing their space. No matter how hard the 
Federation pushed diplomatically to have the Romulans join the conflict as an ally the Romulans refused to do so. 
 
However evidence of a Dominion assassination plot against a high-ranking Romulan senator was uncovered. This 
evidence caused the Romulans to enter the conflict as part of the Federation Alliance. Within hours of joining the 
alliance the Romulans attacked 15 bases along the Cardassian-Romulan border. Shortly after the Romulans initial 
attack a combined Federation-Klingon-Romulan fleet was able to penetrate Cardassian space and successfully 
captured the Chin’toka system. Again the SFSO and Federation Ground Forces took heavy losses in the operation, 
mostly from the automated weapons platforms that had been dispersed throughout the system by the Cardassians. 
Once the weapons platforms were neutralized, the Federation Ground Forces along with Klingon and Romulan 
Ground Forces were able to take and hold the planets in the system. Ground fighting was fierce and brutal, many of 
the battles fought were resolved in bloody hand-to-hand combat. Federation Ground Forces losses from both the 
initial invasion of the system and then the two inhabited worlds were 38%. Losses in the Chin’toka system were the 
highest ever sustained in a single combat action. 
 
While the allies had established a beachhead in Cardassian space, they soon found themselves bottled up in the 
Chin’toka system. Any push to carry the invasion forward was stopped by the combined Cardassian-Dominion forces 
that had encircled the Chin’toka system. By the end of 2375 the war had become a stalemate. During the stalemate 
of 2375 one notable and infamous battle took place, The Battle of the Joe’s. It was during this battle that the USS 
Cupajoe NX-98134, a Percolator-class assault ship, from the 99th BDE used the Federation Ground Forces famous 
conflict resolution system, RPS, to defuse a particularly difficult situation that resulted in the parties enjoined in the 
battle reaching an amicable resolution. Each side searched for a way to break the stalemate and move the war 
forward. The Dominion was able to break the stalemate after enlisting the help of the Breen. When the combined 
Dominion fleet entered the Chin’toka system they used a Breen energy draining weapon and were able to decimate 
the Allied forces. Federation and Romulan ships easily fell victim to the Breen weapons, Klingon ships however were 
somehow immune. The Second Battle of Chin’toka again saw the SFSO and Federation Ground Forces taking 
heavy losses in both space and on the ground. Most of the ground casualties resulted from the orbital bombardment 
that commenced after the Allied fleet was swept aside. Many Federation Ground Forces units and SFSO Teams 
were left behind, some were able to successfully elude capture and were recovered after the end of the war, some 
were taken as prisoners of war, and others have not been seen since. 
 
While the Allies reeled from the loss of the Chin’toka system, there came news that the Breen had successfully 
penetrated Sol space and attacked Starfleet Headquarters on Earth. It was a clear signal that the tides of war had 
once again shifted, this time in favor of the Dominion. Since Federation and Romulan ships were vulnerable to the 
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Breen weapon the Klingons had to hold the front lines themselves until a countermeasure could be developed. While 
the Dominion and its allies continued to win battle after battle, an internal struggle was beginning. Sensing that they 
were no longer in favor the Dominion, the Cardassians began to organize a rebellion. The Federation wanting to 
take advantage of an internal rebellion sent Special Operations Forces in to help instruct and organize the rebellion.  
 
While ultimately the rebellion itself was betrayed from within, they were able to capture a Jem’Hadar fighter outfitted 
with the Breen energy weapon and return it to Federation space. Before the rebellion was crushed it was also able to 
inflict significant damage to various Dominion infrastructures on Cardassia. With a countermeasure developed and 
the Dominion trying to rebuild some of its infrastructure on Cardassia, the Allies determined the time was right for a 
three pronged attack. Federation, Klingon, and Romulan forces would simultaneously attack Cardassia on three 
fronts. 
 
The Battle of Cardassia has been called the single greatest space battle in recorded galactic history. The start of 
which saw the Allies taking heavy losses. For a time it looked like the invasion would fail. However the civilian 
populous on Cardassia haven been emboldened by the actions of the failed rebellion, were able to destroy the main 
communication complex on Cardassia. This caused a complete breakdown in communications between the 
Dominion commanders on Cardassia and their forces in space. In retaliation the Dominion ordered the destruction of 
Lakarian City hoping it would deter further acts of rebellion. It did not have the desired effect. Upon hearing the news 
of Lakarian City, the Cardassian forces that had been fighting alongside the Dominion suddenly began to fire on 
Breen and Dominion ships. With the Cardassians changing sides the Breen and Dominion were caught off balance 
the Federation was able to capitalize on the situation and broke through the Dominion lines. With communications re
-established the Dominion ordered all ships back to Cardassian space and ordered the complete annihilation of the 
population of Cardassia Prime. However this would not come to pass as the Cardassian rebellion was able to 
capture the Changeling, thus ending the battle. 
 
The war officially ended with the signing of the Treaty of Bajor. Shortly thereafter all Dominion forces retreated to the 
Gamma Quadrant, however the Changeling remained to stand trial for war crimes. The cost of the Dominion war is 
staggering, billions dead, whole planets reduced to rubble, and thousands of ships destroyed. It will take decades to 
repair the damage wrought by this war and in some cases there may be no recovery. The Federation Ground Forces 
suffered its greatest losses in its entire history during the Dominion war, as of the last tally it was 50%, with 35% of 
those being lost to space combat. The SFSO suffered its greatest losses in its short history during the Dominion war, 
as it was 35%, with 90% of those lost to ground combat. 
 
6.3.5 24th century and beyond 
As an Operative of the Starfleet Special Operations, you are expected to be able to operate in Space Environments, 
In the Air, on Land and under the Sea, SFSO Operatives are the masters of every weapon they touch, they are 
tacticians, they are Linguists, and finally they are some of Starfleet's best officers. A SFSO Operatives whether 
officer or enlisted can come from Fleet, the Med Corps, The Federation Ground Forces or any other group. 
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APPENDIX A — SFSO CREEDs & MOTTOs 
 

The STARFLEET Special Operations Command Motto 
We are the members of the STARFLEET Special Operations Command. 

We are professionals. 

We strive to stay neutral and present factual information. 

We strive to stay out of politics. 

We strive to protect our charges and do our duty. 

We do not engage in flame wars. 

We strive to uphold the founding principles of STARFLEET. 

We strive to work with our Chapters and work hard so that we can have fun. 

Above All we believe in Dedication, Perspiration, Motivation, and Teamwork. 

We do all of this so that we bring success through our service to STARFLEET. 

 

The STARFLEET Special Operations Creed 
I am a STARFLEET Special Operations Operative. A professional! 

I will do all that is required of me. 

I am a volunteer, knowing well the hazards of my profession. 

I serve with the memories of those who have gone before me:  

Roger’s Rangers, Francis Marion, Mosby’s Rangers, 

the first Special Service Forces, and Ranger Battalions of World War II, 

the Airborne Ranger Companies of Korea and others. 

I pledge to uphold the honor and integrity of all I am within all I do. 

I am a professional. 

I will teach and fight wherever I am required. 

I will always strive to excel in every art and artifice of war. 

I know that I will be called to perform tasks in isolation, 

Far from familiar faces and voices,  

with the help and guidance from high above. 

I will keep my mind and body clean, alert, and strong,  

for this is my debt to those who depend upon me. 

I will not fail those with whom I serve. 

I will not bring shame upon myself or the Operations Group. 

I will maintain myself, my arms, and my equipment 

in an immaculate state as befits a Special Operations Operative. 

I will never surrender though I may be the last. 

If I am taken, I pray that I may have the strength to spit upon my enemy. 

My goal is to succeed in any mission and live to succeed again. 

I am a member of the chosen few. 

Grant that I may not be wanting, 

that I will not fail this sacred trust. 

“Libertas a oppression” 
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STARFLEET Special Operations Intelligence Creed 
I am a soldier first, but a Starfleet intelligence professional second to none. 

With pride in my heritage, but focused on the future.  

Performing the first task of an army; to find, know and never lose the enemy. 

With a sense of urgency and of tenacity, professional and physical fitness. 

And above all: Integrity--for in truth lies victory. 

Always at the silent war, while ready for a shooting war: the silent warrior of the STARFLEET Team. 

 

STARFLEET  Special Operations Recon Creed 

Realizing it is my choice and my choice alone to be a Reconnaissance Operative, 

I accept all challenges involved with this profession. 

Forever shall I strive to maintain the tremendous reputation of those who went before me. 

 

Exceeding beyond the limitations set down by others shall be my goal. 

Sacrificing personal comforts and dedicating myself to the completion of the reconnaissance mission shall be my life. 

Physical fitness, mental attitude, and high ethics -- 

 

The title of Recon Operative is my honor. 

 

Conquering all obstacles, both large and small, 

I shall never quit. 

To quit, to surrender, to give up is to fail. 

To be a Recon Operative is to surpass failure; 

To overcome, to adapt and to do whatever it takes to complete the mission. 

 

On the battlefield, as in all areas of life, I shall stand tall above the competition. 

Through professional pride, integrity, and teamwork, I shall be the example for all Operatives to emulate. 

 

Never shall I forget the principles I accepted to become a Recon Operativce. 

Honor, Perseverance, Spirit and Heart. 

 

A Recon Operative can speak without saying a word and achieve what others can only imagine. 

 

STARFLEET Special Operations  Ranger Creed 

Recognizing that I volunteered as a Starfleet Ranger, fully knowing the hazards of my chosen profession, I will 

always endeavor to uphold the prestige, honor, and high esprit de corps of the Starfleet Rangers. 

 

Acknowledging the fact that a Starfleet Ranger is a more elite soldier who arrives at the cutting edge of battle by 

land, sea, or air, I accept the fact that as a Starfleet Ranger my country expects me to move further, faster and fight 

harder than any other soldier. 

 

Never shall I fail my comrades. I will always keep myself mentally alert, physically strong and morally straight and I 

will shoulder more than my share of the task whatever it may be, one-hundred-percent and then some. 

 

Gallantly will I show the world that I am a specially selected and well-trained soldier. My courtesy to superior officers, 

neatness of dress and care of equipment shall set the example for others to follow. 
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Energetically will I meet the enemies of my country. I shall defeat them on the field of battle for I am better trained 

and will fight with all my might. Surrender is not a Starfleet Ranger word. I will never leave a fallen comrade to fall 

into the hands of the enemy and under no circumstances will I ever embarrass my country. 

 

Readily will I display the intestinal fortitude required to fight on to the Ranger objective and complete the mission 

though I be the lone survivor. 

 

Rangers Lead The Way!!!  

 

STARFLEET Special Operations SEALS Creed 

Loyalty to the Federation, Loyalty to the Team and Loyalty to the person on either side of you 

Serve with Honor and Integrity On and Off the Battlefield 

Be Ready to Lead, Be Ready to Follow, Never Quit 

Own your actions and the actions of your teammates 

Excel as Warriors through Discipline and Innovation 

Train for War, Plan for Peace, Fight to Win 

Earn your Trident daily 

 

STARFLEET MACO Creed 

I am a STARFLEET MACO Operative.  A professional!  I will do all that United Federation of Planets requires of 

me.  I am a volunteer, knowing well the hazards of my profession. 

 

I serve with the memory of those who have gone before me:  Roger's Rangers, Francis Marion, Mosby's Rangers, 

the first Special Service Forces and the Ranger Battalions of World War II, The Airborne Ranger Companies of 

Korea.  I pledge to uphold the honor and integrity of all I am - in all I do. 

 

I am a professional MACO operative.  I will teach and fight wherever the Federation requires.  I will strive always to 

excel in every art and artifice of war. 

 

I know that I will be called upon to perform tasks in isolation, far from familiar faces and voices, with the help and 

guidance of my God. 

 

I will keep my mind and body clean, alert and strong, for this is my debt to those who depend upon me. 

 

I will not fail those with whom I serve.  I will not bring shame upon myself or the forces. 

 

I will maintain myself, my arms, and my equipment in an immaculate state as befits a STARFLEET MACO 

Operative. 

 

I will never surrender through I be the last.  If I am taken, I pray that I may have the strength to spit upon my enemy. 

 

My goal is to succeed in any mission - and live to succeed again. 

 

I am a member of STARFLEET’s elite.  God grant that I may not be found wanting, that I will not fail in this sacred 

trust. 
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APPENDIX B — SOU Report Example 
 

STARFLEET Special Operations Unit Activity/Report 

 

** BASIC SOU INFORMATION** 

Unit Type: Reconnaissance 

Unit Name: 28th Recon Detachment 

Unit Nickname: White Griffins 

Unit Designation (Number): SOU-028 

Unit Quadrant: Delta Quadrant 

Unit Sector: 1 

Unit Website: None 

Unit Motto: “Tip of the Spear” 

Reporting Month: June 2017 

 

**REPORTING OFFICER** 

Reporting Officer:  CPT Ken Coots 

Reporting Officer E-mail: ussexcaliburco@gmail.com 

 

**CHAPTER DATA** 

Chapter Assigned: USS Excalibur NCC-1234 

Chapter CO: CPT Ken Coots 

 

**TEAM LEADER INFORMATION** 

Team Leader: CPT Ken Coots 

Team Leader E-mail Address: ussexcaliburco@gmail.com 

Assistant Team Leader: CDR Jane Smith 

Assistant Team Leader E-mail Address: jane.smith@gmail.com 

 

**SOU PERSONNEL DATA** 

SOU Strength: 4 

 

SOU roster: 

Name: Ken Coots, TL 

Rank: Captain 

SCC: 10100 

Expire: 6/18/2017 

 

Name: Back Hander 

Rank: Ensign 

SCC: 00110 

Expire: 6/18/2017 

 

Name; John Flatfoot 

Rank; Petty Officer 3rd Class 

SCC: 00333 

Expire: 3/09/2017 
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Name: Jane Smith, ATL 

Rank: Commander 

SCC: 11111 

Expire; 11/18/2017 

 

Roster Changes: 

 

Gain: 0 

 

Loss: 1 

 

Name: Julie Smith 

Rank: Lieutenant 

SCC: 16788 

Expire: 11/18/2016 

Reason: Discharged - SF Exp Date 

 

Leadership Changes: 

None 

 

Awards Issued: 

General Martok Award –1 yr 

Name Back Hander, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 00110 

 

Awards Requested: 

Major Hayes Award –RECON 

Name John Flatfoot 

Rank Petty Officer 3rd Class 

SCC 00333 

Date Certified: 11/12/2016 

 

**SOU MISSION DATA** 

 

SOU activities: 

• John Flatfoot completed 13 SFA including OCC.  

• John Flatfoot completed Grade 2 RECON 

• Jane Smith promoted to Commander 

 

**Comments/Problems/Suggestions** 

Comments/Problems/Suggestions: 

 

Requested Major Hayes Award-RECON because John Flatfoot certified in Grade 2 RECON and is also assigned to 

a Recon SOU on 11/12/2016 and as of 12/20/2016 has not received the certificate or have the award listed in his DB 

Record. 
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APPENDIX C — Sector Report Example 
 

STARFLEET Special Operations Sector Report 

 

** BASIC SECTOR INFORMATION** 

SOU Sector: 1 

SOU Quadrant: Delta Quadrant 

Reporting Month: June 2017 

 

**REPORTING OFFICER** 

Reporting Officer: Commodore John Greene 

Reporting E-mail: jgreene@gmail.com 

 

**BASIC SECTOR INFORMATION** 

Quadrant: Delta 

Sector: 01 

Nickname: The Knights Templar 

Motto: “May God have mercy on your souls, because I won’t” 

 

**SECTOR LEADERSHIP INFORMATION** 

Sector Chief (name and rank): John Greene, Commodore 

Sector Chief e-mail: sector01.ch@gmail.com 

Sector Assistant Chief (name and rank): Jane Blue, Captain 

Sector Assistant Chief  e-mail: sector01.ac@gnmail.com 

 

**SECTOR SOU DATA** 

SOUs reporting: 

RANGER 

SOU-701, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard” 

SOU-788, 788th SOG Black Knights, “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

________________________________________ 

SEALS 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None”- Late 

________________________________________ 

INTEL 

SOU-014, The Tars Tarkas Project, “First to Fight” 

SOU-369, The Knights of Excalibur, “Deus Misereatur ” 

SOU-801, 801st Intelligence Group, “Eyes in the sky”-FTR 

________________________________________ 

RECON 

SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” 

________________________________________ 

MACO 

SOU-119, 119th MACO “Madd Dawgs”, “Protect the future by protecting the past” 

SOU-230, 230th MACO “Strike Eagles”, “Death from above” 

________________________________________ 
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SOUs NOT reporting: 

 

SOU-801, 801st Intelligence Group, “Eyes in the sky” 

 John Black, TL 

 Email: 801TL@gmail.com 

 

**SECTOR PERSONNEL DATA** 

Sector strength (assigned/unassigned/SOUs): 10 assigned/2 unassigned - 12 Total – 9 SOUs 

 

Sector roster: 

Unassigned, Special Operations, Sector 01 Headquarters 

Name Carolyn Purple 

Rank Lieutenant 

SCC 12345 

Expire 3/28/2017 

 

Name TJ McBad 

Rank Chief Petty Officer 

SCC 23456 

Expire 1/1/2100 

________________________________ 

Ranger SOUs 

SOU-701, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard”  

Derek Yellow, TL 

Rank Captain 

SCC 34567 

Expire 12/1/2016 

 

SOU-788, 788th SOG Black Knights, “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

Name Timothy Smith, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 45678 

Expire 2/27/2017 

 

SEALS SOUs 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None” 

Name Timmy Toe Shoes , TL 

Rank Commodre 

SCC 56789 

Expire 4/8/2017 

 

INTEL SOUs 

SOU-014, The Tars Tarkas Project, “First to Fight” 

Name Michael Fox, TL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 67890 

Expire 8/1/2017 
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SOU-369, The Knights of Excalibur, “Deus Misereatur ” 

Name Bobby Doe, TL  

Rank Senior Chief Petty Officer 

SCC 09876 

Expire 5/25/2017 

Name Otto Bismark  

Rank Fleet Captain 

SCC 98765 

Expire 12/1/2016 

 

SOU-801, 801st Intelligence Group, “Eyes in the sky” 

Name Don’t Care  

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 76543 

Expire 12/1/2017 

 

RECON SOUs 

SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” 

Name Back Hander, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 00110 

Expire 6/18/2017 

 

MACO SOUs 

SOU-119, 119th MACO “Madd Dawgs”, “Protect the future by protecting the past” 

Name Jeremy Tidewater TL 

Rank Rear Admiral 

SCC 01021 

Expire 1/27/2017 

 

SOU-230, 230th MACO “Strike Eagles”, “Death from above” 

Name Danial K. Williams,  

Rank Second Lieutenant 

SCC 71869 

Expire 1/15/2017 

 

Changes to roster: 

0 Recruits/1 Discharges/0 No Change/0 SFI Renewal 

SOU-119, 119th MACO “Madd Dawgs”, “Protect the future by protecting the past” 

NAME James West  

RANK Crewman 

SCC 00011 

STATUS Discharged 

SF EXP DATE 10/12/2016 

REASON SF EXP DATE 
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Special Operations SOUs Activated: 

RECON 

SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” 

Back Hander, TL 

Email: 28threcontl@gmail.com 

 

Special Operations SOUs Deactivated: 

None  

 

Changes In Leadership:  

SOU-801, 801st Intelligence Group, “Eyes in the sky” 

Name Don’t Care  

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 76543 

Expire 12/1/2017 

REASON  Newly Appointed TL 

 

SOU-119, 119th MACO “Madd Dawgs”, “Protect the future by protecting the past” 

NAME James West  

RANK Crewman 

SCC 00011 

STATUS Discharged 

SF EXP DATE 10/12/2016 

REASON SF EXP DATE—removed from TL 

 

Name Jeremy Tidewater TL 

Rank Rear Admiral 

SCC 01021 

Expire 1/27/2017 

REASON  Appointed as new TL 

_____________________________________ 

 

Awards Issued: 

 

General Martok Award—1yr 

SOU-230, 230th MACO “Strike Eagles”, “Death from above” 

Name Danial K. Williams,  

Rank Second Lieutenant 

SCC 71869 

 

SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” 

Name Back Hander, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 00110 

__________________________________________ 

 

Awards requested: 
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None 

___________________________________________ 

 

Awards Denied: 

None 

____________________________________________ 

**SECTOR MISSION DATA** 

Sector activities: 

RANGER 

SOU-701, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard” 

• attended several movie nights  

• attended Starbase NC Convention and manned recruiting tables for said event  

 

SOU-788, 788th SOG Black Knights, “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

• No Activities this month to Report 

________________________________________ 

SEAL 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None”- Late 

• participated in 3 cosplay shows for charity  

• recycled 20 lbs this month.  

________________________________________ 

INTEL 

SOU-014, The Tars Tarkas Project, “First to Fight” 

• collected 23 of the chapters collected 80 Campbell Soup Labels/Box Tops for Education this reporting period. 

• recycling 28 lbs of glass, aluminum cans, paper and cardboard  

 

SOU-369, The Knights of Excalibur, “Deus Misereatur ” 

• No Activities to report 

 

SOU-801, 801st Intelligence Group, “Eyes in the sky” 

FTR 

________________________________________ 

RECON 

SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” 

• completed 13 SFA including OCC.  

• Completed Grade 9 RECON 

________________________________________ 

MACO 

SOU-119, 119th MACO “Madd Dawgs”, “Protect the future by protecting the past” 

• Completed 4 hours of volunteer time at local senior center 

• Completed 3 SFA courses 

• Awarded the SFA Boothby-100 

 

SOU-230, 230th MACO “Strike Eagles”, “Death from above” 

• Volunteered 6 hours for the local Angel Tree Project 

• Collected 20 pounds of dog food for local animal shelter 
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APPENDIX D — Quadrant Report Example 
 

STARFLEET Special Operations Alpha Quadrant Report 

 

Reporting Officer: RADM Timmy Smith 

Reporting E-mail: timmy.smith@gmail.com 

Month Reporting: June 2017 

 

**BASIC QUADRANT INFORMATION** 

Quadrant: Alpha Quadrant 

 

**QUADRANT LEADERSHIP INFORMATION** 

Quadrant Chief (name and rank): John Greene, Commodore 

Quadrant Chief e-mail: sector01.ch@gmail.com 

Quadrant Assistant Chief (name and rank): Jane Blue, Captain 

Quadrant Assistant Chief  e-mail: sector01.ac@gnmail.com 

 

**QUADRANT SOU DATA** 

 

SOUs reporting: 

 

SECTOR 01 

RANGER 

SOU-701, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard” 

________________________________________ 

SEALS 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None”- Late 

________________________________________ 

INTEL 

SOU-123, Thoth, “Night Stalkers” 

SOU-305, The Great Intelligence “Dark Shadows ” 

________________________________________ 

RECON 

SOU-102, Valeri’s Mettle, “Screaming Eagles” 

SOU-155, Kingfishers, “Night Fighters” 

________________________________________ 

MACO 

SOU-120, 120th MACO “Hornets”, “Sting Squad” 

________________________________________ 

 

SECTOR 03 

RANGER 

SOU-045, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard” 

________________________________________ 

SEALS 

SOU-003, Tam’as, “Soul Collectors” -Late 

________________________________________ 
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INTEL 

SOU-013, The Shadows, “First to Fight” 

SOU-014, The Tars Tarkas Project “Eyes in the Sky ” 

SOU-051, Modoc’s Marauders, “Shadow Demons”-FTR 

________________________________________ 

RECON 

SOU-061, Black Wolves “No Mercy” 

SOU-233, Swift Intruders, “Semper Obscurus 

________________________________________ 

MACO 

SOU-150, 150th MACO “Amazons”, “Not When, but Where” 

________________________________________ 

 

SECTOR 05 

RANGER 

SOU-788, 788th SOG Black Knights, “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

________________________________________ 

SEALS 

SOU-042, Black Watch, “ Nemo me impune lacessit” 

________________________________________ 

INTEL 

SOU-666, Dark Devils “Night Watchers” 

SOU-672, Valkyrie’s Angerls, “Truth Finders” 

________________________________________ 

RECON 

SOU-044, 44thRecon Detachment “Golden Knights”, “Tip of the Spear” 

SOU-712, Angels of Death, “Arc angels Strike” 

________________________________________ 

MACO 

SOU-504, 504th MACO “Dimensional Knights”, “You call, We Travel”” 

SOU-324, 324th MACO “The Watchmen”, “You’ll Never See It, Until It’s Too Late” 

________________________________________ 

 

SECTOR 06 

RANGER 

SOU-715, The Specters “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

________________________________________ 

SEALS 

SOU-009, Ghost Busters, “We are not afraid of any ghosts”- Late 

________________________________________ 

INTEL 

SOU-836 836th Intelligence Group “Paladin Knights” 

SOU-369, The Knights of Excalibur, “Deus Misereatur ” 

SOU-801, 801st Intelligence Group, “Eyes in the sky”-FTR 

________________________________________ 

RECON 

SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” 
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________________________________________ 

MACO 

SOU-252, 252nd MACO “Raptor’s”, “Dinner Time” 

SOU-119, 119th MACO “Madd Dawgs”, “Protect the future by protecting the past” 

________________________________________ 

 

SECTOR 11 

RANGER 

SOU-033, 33rd Rangers, “The Paladins, “One shot, One Kill” 

________________________________________ 

SEALS 

SOU-089, The Sentinels, “We will seek you out”- Late 

________________________________________ 

INTEL 

SOU-601, 601st Intelligence Group, “Tiger Sharks” 

________________________________________ 

RECON 

SOU-007, Recon Team 7, “The Peacekeepers”, “Death From Above 

SOU-777, The Killer Angels, “Mercy is not my Job” 

________________________________________ 

MACO 

SOU-031, 31st MACO, “Beast Hunters” 

SOU-230, 230th MACO “Strike Eagles”, “Death from above” 

________________________________________ 

 

Units NOT reporting: 

 

Sector 01 

INTEL 

SOU-051, Modoc’s Marauders, “Shadow Demons”-FTR 

 John Black, TL 

 Email: 051TL@gmail.com 

 

Sector 06 

INTEL 

SOU-801, 801st Intelligence Group, “Eyes in the sky”-FTR 

 Christopher Smith, TL 

 801Intel@gmail.com 

____________________________________________ 

 

**PERSONNEL DATA** 

Sector strength (assigned/unassigned): 133 assigned/10 unassigned - 143 Total – 38 SOUs 

 

Quadrant roster: 

 

Alpha Quadrant 

Unassigned, Special Operations, Sector 01 Headquarters, 
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Name Stephanie Blush  

Rank Ensign 

SCC 12345 

Expire 3/28/2018 

 

Name Marlene Brady  

Rank Admiral 

SCC 23456 

Expire 1/1/2018 

 

Name Bethany Smith  

Rank Admiral 

SCC 34567 

Expire 1/1/2018 

 

Name Felix Cat  

Rank General 

SCC 45678 

Expire 4/11/2018 

 

Name Tammy Gray  

Rank Admiral 

SCC 56789 

Expire 11/2/2017 

 

Name Timothy Black  

Rank Commander 

SCC 67890 

Expire 2/13/2018 

 

Name Roger Red  

Rank Vice Admiral 

SCC 78901 

Expire 7/4/2018 

 

Name Thomas Blue  

Rank Commodore 

SCC 89012 

Expire 10/12/2017 

 

Name Jane greene  

Rank Commodore 

SCC 90123 

Expire 4/21/2017 

 

Name Matthew Smith  

Rank Commodore 
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SCC 10234 

Expire 4/21/2017 

_________________________________________ 

SECTOR 01 

RANGER 

SOU-701, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard” 

Name Bobby Doe, TL  

Rank Senior Chief Petty Officer 

SCC 09876 

Expire 5/25/2017 

 

Name Otto Bismark  

Rank Fleet Captain 

SCC 98765 

Expire 12/1/2016 

________________________________________ 

SEALS 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None”- Late 

Name Back Hander, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 00110 

Expire 6/18/2017 

________________________________________ 

INTEL 

SOU-123, Thoth, “Night Stalkers” 

Name TJ McBad 

Rank Chief Petty Officer 

SCC 10020 

Expire 1/1/2018 

 

Name Valeri Parks, TL 

Rank Lieutenant 

SCC 10021 

Expire 3/29/2018 

 

Name Derek Left  

Rank Fleet Captain 

SCC 10022 

Expire 12/1/2017 

 

Name Tight Fielder  

Rank Captain 

SCC 10023 

Expire 11/23/2017 

 

Name Zander Pander  

Rank Commander 
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SCC 10024 

Expire 11/22/2018 

 

Name Clark Kent, 

Rank Lieutenant Junior Grade 

SCC 10025 

Expire 7/31/2018 

________________________________________ 

RECON 

SOU-102, Valeri’s Mettle, “Screaming Eagles” 

Name Paul Masters  

Rank Lieutenant 

SCC 10026 

Expire 8/31/2017 

 

Name Walter Shatner  

Rank Senior Chief Petty Officer 

SCC 10027 

Expire 3/27/2018 

 

Name Tyler Dohan  

Rank Cadet  

SCC 10028 

Expire 12/1/2017 

 

SOU-155, Kingfishers, “Night Fighters” 

Name Scotty Noclue 

Rank Chief Petty Officer 

SCC 10029 

Expire 1/1/2018 

 

Name Don Johnson 

Rank Petty Officer 2 

SCC 10030 

Expire 1/7/2018 

 

Name Loretta Lynn 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 10031 

Expire 1/15/2018 

 

Name Jessica Topcat 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 10032 

Expire 5/17/2018 

________________________________________ 
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MACO 

SOU-120, 120th MACO “Hornets”, “Sting Squad” 

Name Frances Kirk  

Rank Fleet Captain 

SCC 10033 

Expire 4/3/2018 

 

Name Eric Nelson  

Rank Captain 

SCC 10034 

Expire 3/4/2018 

 

Name Jimmy Davis  

Rank Commander 

SCC 10035 

Expire 11/11/2017 

 

Name Paul Robinson  

Rank Commander 

SCC 10036 

Expire 7/28/2017 

________________________________________ 

SECTOR 03 

RANGERS 

SOU-701, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard” 

Name   John Little, TL 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 10250 

Expire 3/2/2018 

 

Name Edward Humpback, ATL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 10251 

Expire 2/23/2018 

 

________________________________________ 

SEALS 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None”- Late 

Name   John Little, TL 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 10250 

Expire 3/2/2018 

 

Name Edward Humpback, ATL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 10251 

Expire 2/23/2018 
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________________________________________ 

INTEL 

SOU-123, Thoth, “Night Stalkers” 

Name   John Little, TL 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 10250 

Expire 3/2/2018 

 

Name Dawn Mathis ATL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 10267 

Expire 7/23/2018 

 

SOU-305, The Great Intelligence “Dark Shadows ” 

Name   Little John, TL 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 10268 

Expire 3/2/2018 

 

Name Lilly Monster, ATL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 10266 

Expire 2/23/2018 

________________________________________ 

RECON 

SOU-102, Valeri’s Mettle, “Screaming Eagles” 

Name   John Little, TL 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 10250 

Expire 3/2/2018 

 

Name Edward Humpback, ATL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 10251 

Expire 2/23/2018 

 

Name Chris Smith 

Rank Captain 

SCC 10252 

Expire 12/12/2017 

 

SOU-155, Kingfishers, “Night Fighters” 

Tanya Richards, TL 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 10253 

Expire 7/22/2018 
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Name Edward Lowback, ATL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 10254 

Expire 4/23/2018 

 

Name Chris Smitty 

Rank Captain 

SCC 10255 

Expire 10/30/2017 

________________________________________ 

MACO 

SOU-120, 120th MACO “Hornets”, “Sting Squad” 

Tanya Richards, TL 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 10200 

Expire 3/2/2018 

 

Name Edward Humpback, ATL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 10201 

Expire 2/23/2018 

 

Name Don Smith 

Rank Captain 

SCC 10202 

Expire 10/12/2017 

 

Name Roberta Emerson  

Rank Lieutenant Junior Grade 

SCC 10203 

Expire 3/31/2018  

________________________________________ 

SECTOR 05 

RANGERS 

SOU-701, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard”  

Derek Yellow, TL 

Rank Captain 

SCC 34567 

Expire 12/1/2016 

 

SOU-788, 788th SOG Black Knights, “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

Name Timothy Smith, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 45678 

Expire 2/27/2017 

______________________________________________ 
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SEALS  

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None” 

Name Timmy Toe Shoes , TL 

Rank Commodre 

SCC 56789 

Expire 4/8/2017 

_______________________________________________ 

INTEL  

SOU-014, The Tars Tarkas Project, “First to Fight” 

Name Michael Fox, TL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 67890 

Expire 8/1/2017 

 

SOU-369, The Knights of Excalibur, “Deus Misereatur ” 

Name Bobby Doe, TL  

Rank Senior Chief Petty Officer 

SCC 09876 

Expire 5/25/2017 

 

Name Otto Bismark  

Rank Fleet Captain 

SCC 98765 

Expire 12/1/2016 

 

SOU-801, 801st Intelligence Group, “Eyes in the sky” 

Name Don’t Care  

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 76543 

Expire 12/1/2017 

____________________________________________________________ 

RECON SOU 

SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” 

Name Back Hander, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 00110 

Expire 6/18/2017 

________________________________________________________________ 

MACO SOU 

SOU-119, 119th MACO “Madd Dawgs”, “Protect the future by protecting the past” 

Name Jeremy Tidewater TL 

Rank Rear Admiral 

SCC 01021 

Expire 1/27/2017 

 

SOU-230, 230th MACO “Strike Eagles”, “Death from above” 

Name Danial K. Williams,  
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Rank Second Lieutenant 

SCC 71869 

Expire 1/15/2017 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Changes to roster: 

0 Recruits/1 Discharges/0 No Change/0 SFI Renewal 

 

Gains: 

None 

 

Losses: 

 

Sector 06 

SOU-119, 119th MACO “Madd Dawgs”, “Protect the future by protecting the past” 

NAME James West  

RANK Crewman 

SCC 00011 

STATUS Discharged 

SF EXP DATE 10/12/2016 

REASON SF EXP DATE 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Special Operations Units Activated: 

 

Sector 06 

RECON 

SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” 

Back Hander, TL 

Email: 28threcontl@gmail.com 

 

Special Operations Units Deactivated: 

None  

____________________________________________________________________ 

Changes In Leadership:  

SOU-801, 801st Intelligence Group, “Eyes in the sky” 

Name Don’t Care  

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 76543 

Expire 12/1/2017 

REASON  Newly Appointed TL 

 

SOU-119, 119th MACO “Madd Dawgs”, “Protect the future by protecting the past” 

NAME James West  

RANK Crewman 

SCC 00011 

STATUS  Discharged 

SF EXP DATE 10/12/2016 

REASON   SF EXP DATE—removed from TL 
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Name Jeremy Tidewater TL 

Rank Rear Admiral 

SCC 01021 

Expire 1/27/2017 

REASON  Appointed as new TL 

___________________________________________ 

Awards Issued: 

 

General Martok Award—1yr 

SOU-230, 230th MACO “Strike Eagles”, “Death from above” 

Name Danial K. Williams,  

Rank Second Lieutenant 

SCC 71869 

 

SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” 

Name Back Hander, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 00110 

__________________________________________ 

Awards requested: 

 

Major Hayes Award (MACO) 

Sector 01 

SOU-119, 119th MACO “Madd Dawgs”, “Protect the future by protecting the past” 

Name Danial K. Williams,  

Rank Second Lieutenant 

SCC 71869 

Reason   Complewted MACO Grade 2 on 02/15/2017 

Date Earned  02/15/2017 

___________________________________________ 

Awards Denied: 

None 

____________________________________________ 

**SECTOR MISSION DATA** 

Quadrant Activities: 

Sector 03 

RANGER 

SOU-701, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard” 

• attended several movie nights  

• attended Starbase NC Convention and manned recruiting tables for said event  

 

SOU-788, 788th SOG Black Knights, “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

• No Activities this month to Report 

______________________________________________ 

SEAL 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None”- Late 

• participated in 3 cosplay shows for charity  
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• recycled 20 lbs this month.  

____________________________________________________ 

INTEL 

SOU-014, The Tars Tarkas Project, “First to Fight” 

• collected 23 of the chapters collected 80 Campbell Soup Labels/Box Tops for Education this reporting period. 

• recycling 28 lbs of glass, aluminum cans, paper and cardboard  

 

SOU-369, The Knights of Excalibur, “Deus Misereatur ” 

• No Activities to report 

 

SOU-801, 801st Intelligence Group, “Eyes in the sky” 

FTR 

____________________________________________________ 

RECON 

SOU-028, 28th Recon Detachment “White Griffins”, “Tip of the Spear” 

• completed 13 SFA including OCC.  

• Completed Grade 9 RECON 

_____________________________________________________ 

MACO 

SOU-119, 119th MACO “Madd Dawgs”, “Protect the future by protecting the past” 

• Completed 4 hours of volunteer time at local senior center 

• Completed 3 SFA courses 

• Awarded the SFA Boothby-100 

 

SOU-230, 230th MACO “Strike Eagles”, “Death from above” 

• Volunteered 6 hours for the local Angel Tree Project 

• Collected 20 pounds of dog food for local animal shelter 

_____________________________________________________ 

**COMMENTS/PROBLEMS/SUGGESTIONS** 

Comments/Problems/Suggestions 

 

None 
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APPENDIX E — TacOps/IntelOps Report Example 
 

STARFLEET Special Operations TacOps Report 

 

Reporting Officer: RADM Timmy Smith 

Reporting E-mail: timmy.smith@gmail.com 

Month Reporting: June 2017 

 

**TACOPS SOU RESPONSIBILITIES** 

Rangers 

SEALS 

 

**TACOPS LEADERSHIP INFORMATION** 

TacOpsCommander (name and rank): John Greene, Commodore 

TacOps Commander E-mail: sector01.ch@gmail.com 

TacOps Executive Officer (name and rank): Jane Blue, Captain 

TacOps Executive Officer E-mail: sector01.ac@gnmail.com 

 

**TACOPS SOU DATA** 

 

SOUs reporting: 

 

RANGER 

SOU-033, 33rd Rangers, “The Paladins, “One shot, One Kill” 

SOU-045, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard”- Late 

SOU-701, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard” 

SOU-715, The Specters “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

SOU-788, 788th SOG Black Knights, “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

________________________________________ 

SEALS 

SOU-003, Tam’as, “Soul Collectors”  

SOU-009, Ghost Busters, “We are not afraid of any ghosts”- FTR 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None” 

SOU-042, Black Watch, “ Nemo me impune lacessit” 

SOU-089, The Sentinels, “We will seek you out” 

_________________________________________ 

 

Units NOT reporting: 

 

SEALS 

SOU-009, Ghost Busters, “We are not afraid of any ghosts”- FTR 

 John Black, TL 

 Email: 051TL@gmail.com 

_________________________________________ 

 

**PERSONNEL DATA** 

TacOps strength:  Ranger Operatives:  7  Ranger SOUs:  5   SEALS Operatives:  7   SEALS SOUs:  5   
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   Total Operatives:  14    Total  SOUs:  10 

 

TacOps roster: 

 

RANGER 

SOU-033, 33rd Rangers, “The Paladins, “One shot, One Kill” 

Name Bobby Doe, TL  

Rank Senior Chief Petty Officer 

SCC 09876 

Expire 5/25/2017 

 

Name Otto Bismark  

Rank Fleet Captain 

SCC 98765 

Expire 12/1/2016 

 

SOU-701, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard” 

Name   John Little, TL 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 10250 

Expire 3/2/2018 

 

Name Edward Humpback, ATL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 10251 

Expire 2/23/2018 

 

SOU-045, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard”  

Name   Derek Yellow, TL 

Rank Captain 

SCC 34567 

Expire 12/1/2016 

 

SOU-715, The Specters “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

Name Jenna Smith, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 45678 

Expire 2/27/2017 

 

SOU-788, 788th SOG Black Knights, “May God have Mercy on your Souls”  

Name Timothy Smith, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 45678 

Expire 2/27/2017 

________________________________________ 

SEALS 

SOU-003, Tam’as, “Soul Collectors”  
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Name Back Hander, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 00110 

Expire 6/18/2017 

 

SEALS 

SOU-009, Ghost Busters, “We are not afraid of any ghosts” 

Name   John Blue, TL 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 10250 

Expire 3/2/2018 

 

Name Edward Humpback, ATL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 10251 

Expire 2/23/2018 

 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None” 

Name   Bethany Greene, TL 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 10250 

Expire 3/2/2018 

 

Name Tomas Phillips, ATL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 10251 

Expire 2/23/2018 

 

SOU-042, Black Watch, “ Nemo me impune lacessit” 

Name Timmy Toe Shoes , TL 

Rank Commodre 

SCC 56789 

Expire 4/8/2017 

 

SOU-089, The Sentinels, “We will seek you out” 

Name Christopher Backlash, TL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 10259 

Expire 2/23/2018 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Changes to roster: 

0 Recruits/1 Discharges/0 No Change/0 SFI Renewal 

 

Gains: 

None 

Losses: 
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SEALS 

SOU-003, Tam’as, “Soul Collectors”  

NAME James West  

RANK Crewman 

SCC 00011 

STATUS Discharged 

SF EXP DATE 10/12/2016 

REASON SF EXP DATE 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Special Operations Units Activated: 

 

RANGER 

SOU-033, 33rd Rangers, “The Paladins, “One shot, One Kill” 

Bobby Doe, TL  

33rdRangers@gmail.com 

 

Special Operations Units Deactivated: 

None  

____________________________________________________________________ 

Changes In Leadership:  

SOU-033, 33rd Rangers, “The Paladins, “One shot, One Kill” 

Name Bobby Doe, TL  

Rank Senior Chief Petty Officer 

SCC 09876 

Expire 5/25/2017 

REASON  Newly Appointed TL 

 

SOU-715, The Specters “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

Name Sara Lee, 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 45678 

Expire 12/27/2016 

REASON   SF EXP DATE—removed from TL 

 

Name Jenna Smith, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 45678 

Expire 2/27/2017 

REASON  Appointed as new TL 

___________________________________________ 

Awards Issued: 

 

General Martok Award—1yr 

SEALS 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None” 

Name   Bethany Greene, TL 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 
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SCC 10250 

 

Name Tomas Phillips, ATL 

Rank Commander 

SCC 10251 

__________________________________________ 

Awards requested: 

 

Major Hayes Award (SEALS) 

SEALS 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None” 

Name   Bethany Greene, TL 

Rank Lieutenant Commander 

SCC 10250 

Reason   Complewted MACO Grade 2 on 02/15/2017 

Date Earned  02/15/2017 

___________________________________________ 

Awards Denied: 

None 

____________________________________________ 

**BRANCH MISSION DATA** 

TacOps Activities: 

 

RANGER 

SOU-033, 33rd Rangers, “The Paladins, “One shot, One Kill” 

• attended several movie nights  

• attended Starbase NC Convention and manned recruiting tables for said event  

 

SOU-045, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard”- Late 

• No Activities this month to Report 

 

SOU-701, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard” 

• Conducted Roadside Clean-up on  June 12, 2017 

 

SOU-788, 788th SOG Black Knights, “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

• Went with chapter to a convention and worked the SFI table for 4 hrs. 

• Recycled approximately 14 lbs. of assorted recyclables this month 

 

SOU-715, The Specters “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

• No Activities this month to Report 

___________________________________________ 

SEALS 

SOU-003, Tam’as, “Soul Collectors”  

• participated in 3 cosplay shows for charity  

 

SOU-009, Ghost Busters, “We are not afraid of any ghosts” 
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• participated  Relay for Life as a volunteer for 6 hrs. 

• Donated 134 canned food items to local foodbank 

 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None” 

• Unit members went to a movie on the 18th of June 

 

SOU-042, Black Watch, “ Nemo me impune lacessit” 

• No activities to report this month 

 

SOU-089, The Sentinels, “We will seek you out” 

• Designed new SOU patch 

• Work continues on our unit web-site 

• Conducted our monthly Roadside Clean-up 

_____________________________________________________ 

**COMMENTS/PROBLEMS/SUGGESTIONS** 

Comments/Problems/Suggestions 

 

RANGER 

SOU-033, 33rd Rangers, “The Paladins, “One shot, One Kill” - None 

SOU-045, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard”- None 

SOU-701, Thunder Chickens, “Strike Fast, Strike Hard” - None 

SOU-715, The Specters “Peredes Omnes Alios”  

• Member did not receive Major Hayes Award (Ranger) 

Name Jenna Smith, TL 

Rank Ensign 

SCC 45678 

Date Earned 5/01/2017 

 

SOU-788, 788th SOG Black Knights, “Peredes Omnes Alios” - None 

________________________________________ 

SEALS 

SOU-003, Tam’as, “Soul Collectors”  - None 

SOU-009, Ghost Busters, “We are not afraid of any ghosts”- FTR 

SOU-012, Azure Archons, “Second to None”- None 

SOU-042, Black Watch, “ Nemo me impune lacessit”- None 

SOU-089, The Sentinels, “We will seek you out”- None 
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